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Abstract (Spanish) 
La migraña no es un síntoma sino una enfermedad neurológica que afecta 
principalmente a las mujeres y representa la tercera patología más frecuente y 
la segunda más discapacitante de la humanidad según la Organización Mundial 
de la Salud (OMS). La característica típica de la migraña es convertir en dolor 
estímulos no dolorosos como el estrés, cambios hormonales femeninos, cambios 
climáticos, ritmos irregulares de sueño-vigilia, ayuno, etc. En Italia, el estudio 
IRON, destinado a crear el registro nacional de migraña crónica, muestra cómo 
el 48,5% de los sujetos han realizado pruebas diagnósticas inadecuadas o 
inútiles y el 80% de estos procedimientos son graves en términos económicos 
en el Servicio Nacional de Salud. Los datos de consulta de especialistas a la 
migraña crónica también son impresionantes: a pesar de ser una enfermedad 
crónica, solo el 52,6% ha consultado a alguno en su vida, recurriendo a 
especialistas inadecuados en el 19,6% de los casos, y los que pensaban 
escuchar a un especialista. La opinión se dirigió a 7 especialistas diferentes en 
promedio, demostrando una vez más su deambular en busca de novedades y 
tratamientos. La migraña surge del impacto de factores externos / estilo de vida 
sobre una base biológica predisponente. Por lo tanto, cada tratamiento 
farmacológico debe asociarse siempre con la adopción de una mejora de los 
hábitos y la eliminación de desencadenantes evitables. Por tanto, es evidente la 
necesidad por un lado de tener un seguimiento fiel de las crisis y 
comportamientos del paciente y por otro de concienciar e involucrar a la 
medicina básica en el manejo de sus pacientes que padecen migraña para que 
puedan dirigirlos y seguirlos en un camino correcto de cuidado. Durante el 
trabajo en      prácticas      a tiempo completo que estoy realizando actualmente 
en “Your Business Partner” (YBP), empresa de consultoría en estrategia, 
innovación y liderazgo, he estado involucrado de primera mano en un proyecto 
de consultoría patrocinado por la empresa farmacéutica Lundbeck que lanza un 
nuevo tratamiento profiláctico para la migraña crónica. Dentro de este proyecto, 
realizamos conversaciones con enfermos de migraña, médicos generales y 
clínicos de los centros de dolor de cabeza. Las conversaciones confirman las 
necesidades expresadas anteriormente y añaden el deseo del paciente de 
mejorar la relación humana con los especialistas de los centros, demasiado a 
menudo concentrada en los aspectos clínicos del trastorno únicamente. Un 
análisis completo del resultado de las conversaciones y los puntos clave 
surgidos son parte de este trabajo. Este estudio se realizó para comprender si, 
utilizando la tecnología, es posible hacer más efectiva y fluida la relación entre 
el paciente con migraña y todos los médicos que lo atienden para empatizar con 
el momento de la visita. Varias aplicaciones disponibles en el mercado apoyan 
el registro del diario de migraña y algunas también ofrecen un sitio web para 
compartir los resultados con los especialistas. La revisión de algunas de estas 
aplicaciones muestra que solo abordan parcialmente los puntos clave surgidos 
de las entrevistas: falta la participación del médico de cabecera y el hecho que 
las aplicaciones generalmente priorizan la recopilación de los datos completos 
sobre la facilidad de uso para el paciente. Además, las entrevistas muestran que 
no muchos pacientes utilizan aplicaciones digitales y, a menudo, las 
abandonan. Por lo tanto, he desarrollado una propuesta de Sistema de 
Información que satisfaga los requisitos surgidos a partir de las entrevistas. El 
procedimiento y el Sistema de Información aquí propuesto consiste en una 
aplicatiòn web que implementa la mayoría de las funciones útiles para el médico 
de cabecera, especialista y pacientes más una aplicación mòvil dedicada 
exclusivamente al registro del diario de migraña; la aplicación móvil puede 
funcionar sin conexión a internet y se proporciona una función de 
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sincronización para sincronizar las dos bases de datos. En este trabajo se 
contemplan y describen las características necesarias para garantizar la 
privacidad de los datos gestionados. Este estudio describe brevemente las 
funciones de la aplicación web y su arquitectura, al tiempo que incluye una 
descripción precisa de la base de datos que considere  necesaria para 
comprender el sistema. Para la aplicación móvil, se describió la base de datos y 
también se creó un prototipo detallado de la interfaz de usuario. Para facilitar 
la descripción, se utiliza el nombre convencional M-Migraine para identificar el 
sistema. La lógica general de la M-Migraine fue discutida con algunos médicos, 
quienes apreciaron la solución y el procedimiento que propone implementar. 
Por otra parte, el prototipo de la interfaz se probó con algunos pacientes que 
padecían migraña: los resultados de las pruebas fueron positivos y se realizaron 
algunos cambios basados en las observaciones de los pacientes. Algunos de los 
comentarios, como la integración del diario de migraña con Google Calendar, se 
informan como ideas para futuras investigaciones. 
A partir de las verificaciones realizadas, la solución propuesta en este estudio, 
basada en componentes web compartidos por todos los actores involucrados en 
el proceso y una sencilla aplicación móvil para la gestión del diario de migraña, 
parece ofrecer una solución realista capaz de: involucrar al médico de cabecera 
en la proceso de atención al paciente, ayudando al paciente a llevar su diario a 
lo largo del tiempo y simplificando la comunicación entre el especialista y el 
paciente, ayudando a establecer una mejor relación humana entre el paciente y 
los médicos. Sin embargo, la implementación efectiva de un procedimiento como 
el propuesto tropieza con importantes obstáculos: no hay suficientes médicos 
de cabecera en Italia para garantizar la atención necesaria a los pacientes 
"atípicos"; cada médico de cabecera utiliza uno de los muchos sistemas de 
información para la gestión del consultorio médico disponibles en el mercado y 
replicar parte de la información en un nuevo sistema dedicado a una patología 
específica se consideraría un trabajo adicional desagradable. 
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Abstract (English) 
Migraine is not a symptom but a neurological disease that mainly affects women 
and represents the third most frequent and second most disabling pathology of 
mankind according to the World Health Organization (WHO). The typical feature 
of migraine is to convert non-painful stimuli such as stress, female hormonal 
changes, climate changes, irregular sleep-wake rhythms, fasting, etc. into pain. 
In Italy the IRON study, aimed at creating the national register of chronic 
migraine, shows how 48.5% of subjects have performed improper or useless 
diagnostic tests and 80% of these procedures are serious in economic terms on 
the National Health Service. The data of consultation of Specialists by the 
chronic migraine are also impressive: despite it being a chronic disease, only 
52.6% have consulted one in their life, turning to unsuitable Specialists in 
19.6% of cases, and those who thought they would hear a Specialist opinion 
turned to 7 different Specialists on average, once again demonstrating their 
wandering in search of news and treatments. Migraine arises from the impact 
of external factors / lifestyle on a predisposing biological basis. Each drug 
treatment must therefore always be associated with the adoption of an 
improvement in habits and the removal of avoidable triggers.  

It is therefore evident the need on one hand to have a faithful trace of the 
patient's crises and behaviors and on the other to raise awareness and involve 
basic medicine in the management of their patients who suffer from migraine 
so that they can direct and follow them in a correct path of care. 

During the full-time internship that I am currently attending at “Your Business 
Partner” (YBP), a strategy, innovation and leadership consultancy company, I 
have been involved first-hand in a consultancy project sponsored by the 
pharmaceutical company Lundbeck which is launching a new prophylaxis 
treatment for chronic migraine. Within this project, we carried out 
conversations with migraine sufferers, General Practitioners and clinicians of 
Headache Centers. The conversations confirm the needs expressed above and 
they add the patient's desire to improve the human relationship with the 
Specialists of the Centers, too often concentrated on the clinical aspects of the 
disorder alone; a complete analysis of the conversations outcome and the key 
points emerged are part of this work. This study was done to understand if, 
using technology, it is possible to make the relationship between the migraine 
Patient and all the clinicians who take care of them more effective and fluid so 
as to empathize with the time of the visit. Several applications available on the 
market support migraine diary recording and some also offer a web site to share 
results with the Specialists. The review of some of these applications shows that 
they only partially address the key points emerged from the conversations: the 
involvement of the General Practitioner is lacking, and applications generally 
favour completeness of the data collected over the ease of use for the patient. 
Furthermore, the conversations show that not many patients use digital 
applications and often abandon them.  

I have therefore developed a proposal for an Information System satisfying the 
emerged requirements. The procedure and the Information System proposed 
here consists of a Web Application implementing most of the functions useful 
to GP, Specialist and Patients plus a Mobile App exclusively dedicated to the 
recording of the Migraine Diary; the mobile application can operate off-line and 
a synchronization function is provided to align the two databases. The 
characteristics necessary to guarantee the privacy of the managed data are 
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envisaged and described in this paper. This study briefly describes the functions 
of the Web Application and its architecture, while it includes a precise 
description of the Database, which I deemed necessary for understanding the 
system. For the mobile App, the Database was described and a detailed 
prototype of the User interface was also created. For ease of description, the 
conventional name M-Migraine is used to identify the system. The general logic 
of M-Migraine was discussed with some clinicians, who appreciated the solution 
and the procedure it proposes to implement. The prototype of the interface was 
instead tested with some patients suffering from migraine: the results of the 
tests were positive and some changes were made based on the patients' 
observations. Some of the comments, such as the integration of the Migraine 
Diary with Google Calendar, are reported as ideas for future research. 

From the verifications made, the solution proposed in this study, based on web 
components shared by all the actors involved in the process and a simple mobile 
application for managing the migraine diary, seems to offer a realistic solution 
capable of: involving the GP in the patient care process, helping the patient to 
keep his/her diary over time and simplifying communication between Specialist 
and patient, helping to establish a better human relationship between patient 
and clinicians. However, the effective implementation of a procedure such as 
the one proposed comes up against important obstacles: there are not enough 
GPs in Italy to guarantee the necessary attention to "atypical" patients; each GP 
uses one of the many information systems for the management of the medical 
office available on the market and replicating part of the information in a new 
system dedicated to a specific pathology would be considered an unpleasant 
additional work. 
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1 Introduction 
During the full-time internship that I am currently attending at “Your Business 
Partner” (YBP), a strategy, innovation and leadership consultancy company 
(Your Business Partner, 2020), I have been involved first-hand in a consultancy 
project sponsored by the pharmaceutical company Lundbeck (Lundbeck , 2020) 
which is launching in Italy a prophylaxis treatment for chronic migraine (based 
on a medicine named Vyepti®). The project aims at understanding and mapping 
the journey of the Patient affected by migraine in Italy as well as understanding 
how to catch the Patients at early stages of the disease before the chronicization, 
that is highly linked to the overuse and addiction of Patients to symptomatic 
drugs, and offer effective treatments. 

Together with my YBP teammates, I carried out conversations with migraine 
sufferers, General Practitioners and clinicians of specialized Centres, named in 
Italy “Centri Cefalee”, to understand the situation as-is in this country. From 
these conversations has emerged that the quality of the relationship between 
clinicians and Patients is fundamental for the success of any therapy: as of 
today, it is too often reduced to the pure clinical sphere and the human-to-
human aspect is not cherished enough. As it will be explained later, this does 
have an impact on the chronicization of the disease as the Patient is less likely 
to stay with the Specialist and follow the treatment plan correctly. The Annex 
15 is the signed permission from YBP to use some of the project data in this 
study. Any data used is anonymized. 

Even though I personally have some relatives affected by migraine, I did not 
know much about the disorder. I realized through my readings and the research 
carried out with the consultancy company how disabling the disease is and how 
much it is underestimated.  

“Migraine affects 11% of the general population worldwide, with a prevalence of 
18% in women and 9% in men in Italy. It is estimated that 6363 000 Italians 
suffer from current migraine. Migraine leads to severe disability with negative 
effects on quality of life and an obvious impact on direct and indirect social costs 
and work productivity. (S, 2009)” 

As reported from the World Health Organization, “In the Global Burden of 
Disease Study, updated in 2013, migraine on its own was found to be the sixth 
highest cause worldwide of years lost due to disability (YLD). Headache 
disorders collectively were third highest.” (WHO, 2016) 

It should also be noticed that in most case the Specialist in treating headaches 
(neurologist) will likely diagnose migraines based on medical history, symptoms, 
and a physical and neurological examination of the Patient and only in rare 
circumstances when the condition of the sufferer is unusual, complex or 
suddenly becomes severe, tests to rule out other causes for the pain (Mayo 
Clinic, 2011). It is then essential to collect as much information as possible 
about the anamnesis of the Patient, including the co-morbidity and a detailed 
diary of the migraine attacks. 

After having understood how much migraine affects the daily life of the sufferers 
and the diffusion of it, I decided that I wanted to give a contribution. Initially I 
had the idea of creating an application that the Patient could use to track their 
attacks; after further exploring the state of the art, I realized that such 
applications are already on the market (Jewell, 2020). But all of them lack in: 
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● Helping or supporting the human relationship between the involved parts  
● Including the General Practitioner in the information flow, concentrating 

on the Specialist-to-Patient. 
● Being simple enough to invite the Patient to continue collecting the diary 

in time. 
 

1.1 Migraine 
Headache disorders affect a vast part of the population: within the last year 
about half of the adult population have had a headache. Such diffusion makes 
headache disorders one of the most common nervous system disorders (World 
Health Organization, 2016). Headache disorders are characterized by recurrent 
cephalalgia divided into two categories: primary and secondary headaches. The 
primary ones are a disorder by themselves, caused by independent 
mechanisms; the most common primary headaches are migraine, tension-type 
headache, and cluster headache (ICHD-3, 2019). The secondary ones instead 
are a consequence of other conditions of which the most common is medication-
overuse.  

As previously mentioned, among the most common primary headache disorders 
there is migraine (or severe Cephalalgia), characterized by recurrent 
cephalalgias of various intensity. Migraine attacks last from 4 up to 72 hours 
with a variety of symptoms. Other than the one-sided thumbling headache that 
gives the name to the disease (from Greek hēmikrania, from hēmi- "half" + 
kranion "skull" (Online Etymology Dictionary, 2020)), other symptoms of the 
attacks are visual disturbances, nausea, vomiting, dizziness, extreme sensitivity 
to sound, light, touch and smell, and tingling or numbness in the extremities or 
face (Migraine Research Foundation, 2020). A widely spread type of migraine is 
the migraine with aura in which attacks are preceded by a sight disturbance in 
the form of blind spots and flashes of light, the so-called aura, which usually 
lasts less than an hour. 

Migraine affects 1 billion people worldwide (Migraine Research Foundation, 
2020), making it the 3rd most prevalent illness in the world behind dental caries 
and tension-type headache (The Migraine Trust, 2020). Migraine affects 12% of 
the population with higher diffusion among women than men (3:1). The disorder 
is most common between the ages of 18 and 44 but can develop also in younger 
children and in menopausal women. 90% of sufferers have relatives with the 
same condition, making migraine a familiar condition, even though it has not 
been identified yet a clear pattern of inheritance (U.S. National library of 
medicine, 2020). 

Because of the severity, frequency, and unpredictability of the condition, it is 
not unusual for the affected people to also suffer from depression, anxiety, and 
sleep disturbances. Not being able to predict when an attack may arrive, makes 
for the migraine Patient impossible to plan activities as well as fear of when the 
headache may strike next time. Dr. Richard Lipton during the interview 
“Understanding the Economic Burden of Migraine: Q&A with Dr. Richard 
Lipton” carried out by the American Migraine Foundation in 2017 affirmed that 
“People with migraine might live with the ‘what if’ question—what if I get an 
attack today and can’t do what I need to do? What if I get an attack today and 
my boss doesn’t understand? What if I get an attack today and my child is ill 
and needs me?” emphasizing how migraine reflects also on the social lives of 
the sufferers. (Lipton, Understanding the Economic Burden of Migraine: Q&A 
with Dr. Richard Lipton, 2017) 
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Despite the severity of the disorder, migraine is often underestimated by the 
sufferers and by the General Practitioners. Most subjects affected by the 
disorder do not investigate their condition and do not seek medical care for it. 
The underestimation of the disorder causes the diagnosis to not arrive, as for 
about half of the migraine sufferers, or to arrive very late: the average time 
between the first symptoms and the diagnosis is 7 years (Vaccaro, 2020). 
Sufferers are highly impacted by the delayed diagnosis as episodic migraine may 
turn chronic due to medication overuse (Migraine Research Foundation, 2020). 
The Medication-overuse headache (MOH) is a major health problem all over the 
world, considering the potential secondary effects of chronic drug overuse on 
different organ systems (e.g., kidney, liver) (Grazzi & Andrasik, 2006) 

Migraine comes in a spectrum, from mild to chronic. It is defined as chronic 
when the sufferer counts 15 headaches per month with at least 8 attacks with 
migraine characteristics (American Migraine Foundation, 2020). Chronic 
migraine affects 1% of the population, 85% of which are women (Migraine 
Research Foundation, 2020). Most people under-estimate the disease and don’t 
fully realise how disabling the condition is: migraine disorder classifies 6th 
among the most disabling diseases in the world as 90% of sufferers cannot 
function properly while having the attack, making the sufferer impaired for days 
at end. About 20% of chronic migraine affected people are disabled and the 
possibility of disability greatly increases in case of comorbidity. 

Lastly, an overlook of the economic impact of such a severe and common 
condition is needed. The economic burden of migraine is due both to direct and 
indirect costs. With “direct costs” it is meant all the costs that are due to the 
treatment of the disease itself: Specialist medical visits as well as other doctor 
appointments, pharmaceutical treatments, eventual hospitalizations, 
diagnostic tests, and general exams all fall under the category of primary costs. 
In the United States, where most costs are sustained directly by the Patient and 
not by the state, it has been estimated that the annual direct cost of migraine 
is $9.2 billion (Agosti, 2018). 

Indirect costs are all the expenses or lost revenue caused by migraine not 
relative to the treatment of the condition. Reduced productivity and work loss 
are part of the indirect costs. It is estimated that in Europe, out of the annual 
cost per capita of 1177€, 93% is due to indirect cost (Agosti, 2018). It is 
important to highlight that the issue of absenteeism is not the only indirect cost 
source: presenteeism is very important. With presenteeism it is intended the 
work hours attended while ill. In a study where productivity loss due to different 
conditions were being compared, it was shown that migraine related 
presenteeism costs were the highest: 89% of costs related to migraine are due 
to presenteeism. 

1.1.1 An overview of Migraine symptoms and treatment 
A simple and useful overview of the migraine disorder may be found in the 
webmd.com site (Ratini, 2020). The following information is derived by this 
source. Well-structured description of the disorder, symptoms, therapies may 
be found in the article MIGRAINE - A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW (Ravisankar, 
Hundia, & Sindhura¸others, 2015).  The following describes shortly the migraine 
disease, to better clarify the context where the proposed System should operate 
and the data that will be collected.  

● Migraine is a strong headache. 
● The symptoms vary and mostly happen in stages: 
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o Prodromes: hours or days before the headache, most people 
experiment something unusual, like being sensitive to light, 
sound, or smell, feeling fatigued, food cravings or lack of appetite, 
mood changes, other unusual feelings. 

o Aura: some time before the attack, behavioral disorders generated 
by the nervous system. These symptoms last generally less than 1 
hour and include vision disorders (lights, black dots, decreased 
vision), difficulties in speaking clearly, and others. 

o Attack: A migraine headache often begins as a dull ache and 
grows into throbbing pain. It usually gets worse during physical 
activity. The pain can move from one side of the head to the other, 
can be in the front of the head, or can feel like it is affecting the 
entire head. Nausea and vomiting very often accompany a 
migraine attack. The headache last mostly less than 4 hours, but 
there are worst cases, lasting for days. The frequency of the 
attacks varies: mostly 2 to 4 events per month are reported. 

o Postdrome: up to one day after the attack, the Patient may feel 
unusual conditions: tired or euphoric, hungry or without appetite 
etc. 

● Migraine causes are yet unknown: researches are in progress to find 
changes in brain or in genes. “Current thinking is that a migraine likely 
starts when overactive nerve cells send out signals that trigger your 
trigeminal nerve, which gives sensation to your head and face. This cues 
your body to release chemicals like serotonin and calcitonin gene-related 
peptide (CGRP). CGRP makes blood vessels in the lining of your brain 
swell. Then, neurotransmitters cause inflammation and pain”. Studies 
show that some genetic inheritance may exist. 

● Most common migraine triggers are identified: hormone changes 
(women), stress, foods, skipping meals, changes in weather, strong 
smells, loud noises, flashing lights, medications (for comorbidities), 
Caffeine, Physical activity, Tobacco, Alcohol, Changes in sleep pattern. 

● Nowadays there is no cure for the migraine treatment, but several drugs 
can treat or prevent the attacks. Medications used to fight migraines fall 
into two broad categories (Mayo Clinic, 2011): 

o Pain-relieving medications: these types of drugs are taken during 
migraine attacks and are designed to stop symptoms. 

▪ Pain relief: Over-the-counter (OTC) drugs mainly based on 
acetaminophen, aspirin, caffeine, and ibuprofen. 

▪ Triptans Ergotamine and other strictly doctor prescribed 
drugs depending on the Patient sensitivity. 

o Preventive medications: If other treatments do not work, the 
headaches are severe, or the Patient has four or more migraine 
days a month, the doctor may suggest these. The sufferer takes 
them regularly to make their headaches less severe or frequent; 
the next chapter contains more information on the medicines 
normally used. 

● Home remedies ease migraine symptoms: resting in a dark and quiet 
room, ice pack on forehead, drinking plenty of water, tea or similar. 

The following schema shows the “Alberta Guideline” used in Canada to help the 
General Practitioner in assessing the headache case for adult Patients (Becker, 
Findlay, Moga, & others, Guideline for primary care management of headache 
in adults, 2015).  
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Figure 1.1: The Canadian suggested diagnosis flow for the GP. 

1.1.2 Frequently named Drugs for Migraine treatment 
For ease of reading, I list here some drug classes and active principles used in 
the therapies of Migraine, that will be mentioned in this study. Definition taken 
from Wikipedia. 

Pain killers: drugs taken to relieve symptoms. E.g.: 
Paracetamol: also known as acetaminophen, is a medication used to 
treat fever and mild to moderate pain. 

Ibuprofen: is a medication in the nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug 
(NSAID) class that is used for treating pain, fever, and inflammation. 
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Antidepressant: are medications used to treat major depressive disorder, 
some anxiety disorders, some chronic pain conditions, and to help manage 
some addictions. 

Anti-epileptics: are a diverse group of pharmacological agents used in the 
treatment of epileptic seizures.  Anticonvulsants are also increasingly being 
used in the treatment of bipolar disorder and borderline personality disorder, 
since many seem to act as mood stabilizers, and for the treatment of 
neuropathic pain. 

ARB: angiotensin receptor blockers are a group of pharmaceuticals that bind to 
and inhibit the angiotensin II receptor type 1 (AT1) and thereby block the 
arteriolar contraction and sodium retention effects of renin–angiotensin system. 
Their main uses are in the treatment of hypertension (high blood pressure), 
diabetic nephropathy (kidney damage due to diabetes) and congestive heart 
failure. 

FANS: (Italian acronym for NSAIDs, Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs) are 
members of a drug class that reduces pain, decreases fever, prevents blood 
clots, and in higher doses, decreases inflammation. Side effects depend on the 
specific drug but largely include an increased risk of gastrointestinal ulcers and 
bleeds, heart attack, and kidney disease. The term nonsteroidal distinguishes 
these drugs from steroids, which while having a similar eicosanoid-depressing, 
anti-inflammatory action, have a broad range of other effects. First used in 
1960, the term served to distance these medications from steroids, which were 
particularly stigmatized at the time due to the connotations with anabolic 
steroid abuse. 

Indomethacin: is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) 
commonly used as a prescription medication to reduce fever, pain, etc. In 
Italy the medicine named Difmetre, containing Indomethacin, Caffein, and 
Prochlorperazine is commonly used as a strong symptomatic treatment of 
migraine especially when accompanied by nausea. 

Aspirin: also known as acetylsalicylic acid (ASA), is a medication used to 
reduce pain, fever, or inflammation. Specific inflammatory conditions 
which aspirin is used to treat include Kawasaki disease, pericarditis, and 
rheumatic fever. 

Beta Blockers: are a class of medications that are predominantly used to 
manage abnormal heart rhythms, and to protect the heart from a second heart 
attack (myocardial infarction) after a first heart attack (secondary prevention). 
They are also widely used to treat high blood pressure (hypertension).  Beta-
blockers reduce blood vessel dilation, which is known to contribute to migraine. 
Reduce nervous system electrical activity. Beta-blockers make the nervous 
system less excitable. They also suppress waves of electric currents that are 
thought to be a factor in migraine aura. 

Ca Blockers: Calcium channel blockers (CCB), calcium channel antagonists or 
calcium antagonists are a group of medications that disrupt the movement of 
calcium (Ca2+) through calcium channels. Calcium channel blockers are used 
as antihypertensive drugs, i.e., as medications to decrease blood pressure in 
Patients with hypertension. CCBs are particularly effective against large vessel 
stiffness, one of the common causes of elevated systolic blood pressure in elderly 
Patients. Calcium channel blockers are also frequently used to alter heart rate 
(especially from atrial fibrillation), to prevent peripheral and cerebral 
vasospasm, and to reduce chest pain caused by angina pectoris. 
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Triptans: are a family of tryptamine-based drugs used as abortive medication 
in the treatment of migraines and cluster headaches. This drug class was first 
introduced in the 1990s. While effective at treating individual headaches, they 
do not provide preventive treatment and are not considered a cure. They are not 
effective for the treatment of tension–type headache, except in persons who also 
experience migraines. Triptans do not relieve other kinds of pain. 

Botulin:  Botulinum toxin (BoNT) is a neurotoxic protein produced by the 
bacterium Clostridium botulinum and related species. It prevents the release of 
the neurotransmitter acetylcholine from axon endings at the neuromuscular 
junction, thus causing flaccid paralysis. The toxin causes the disease botulism. 
The toxin is also used commercially for medical and cosmetic purposes. In 2010, 
the FDA approved intramuscular botulinum toxin injections for prophylactic 
treatment of chronic migraine headache. 

Monoclonal Antibodies: CGRP migraine treatment is a new type of treatment 
used to prevent and treat migraine pain. The medication blocks a protein called 
Calcitonin Gene-Related Peptide (CGRP). CGRP may cause inflammation and 
pain in the nervous system of people who have migraine attacks. 

 

 

1.1.3 Migraine in Italy 
Migraine affects 11.6% of the Italian population: 15.8% of Italian women and 
5% of men suffer from the disorder. Chronic migraine is more frequent in the 
older population, with 42.2% of sufferers being 55 to 65 years of age, with 
prevalence of occurrence in women. On average, the first symptoms occur at 
age 22, but can also occur in teenagers and younger children. Also, in the case 
of early onset, prior to 18 years of age, women are more affected than men: 
(42,1%, against 26%) (Berti, 2019). 

It is important to highlight that despite the severity of the condition, overall, 
only 30% of sufferers take advantage of the specialized Centre, called Centri 
Cefalee. In particular, the people that go to the Centers are 50.4% of chronic 
sufferers and 35% of women. Only 14.5% consider the Centro Cefalee as their 
main point of reference for the disease. More than 55% of the sufferers have as 
main reference a Specialist, a neurologist operating through the public health 
service (SSN, Servizio Sanitario Nazionale) or privately. The 25% of migraine 
Patients instead, have as main interlocutor their General Practitioner (Berti, 
2019). 

The economic burden in Italy is very high. Migraine costs the country 20 billion 
euros each year, 93% of which is due to indirect costs (Barbanti, Malorni, & 
Tarricone, Impatto socio - economico dell'emicrania in Italia, 2018). As 
demonstrated in the “International Burden of Migraine Study” conducted in 5 
countries among which Italy, direct costs for a non-chronic Patient in the 
country amount to € 828,52 per year (€ 425.60 spent on pharmaceutical 
treatment) and to € 2.648,12 for chronic Patients (€ 1.279,92 spent on 
pharmaceutical treatment) (Barbanti, Emicrania, storia di un personaggio in 
cerca d'autore, 2021). 

Finally, migraine in public opinion is mostly not perceived as a real disease, but 
as a minor disorder, just a matter of a couple of analgesics. Sometimes the 
attack is considered as a classical excuse not to do something unwelcome. Then 
creating a wrong approach to the migraine possible cares, often not consulting 
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any Doctor at all, exaggerating in symptomatic treatment, worsening the 
situation. 

1.1.4 The Migraine Registries 
In many countries a database concerning the anamnesis of migraine sufferers 
is organized and maintained in Databases allowing the Clinicians to study 
changes in headache patterns, health care resource utilization, diagnostic and 
management strategies, development of co-morbidities and responses to 
therapies. 

In the case of American Registry for Migraine Research (ARMR)1 “the registry 
has multiple components: The first component is an online platform in which 
participants fill out a baseline and follow-up questionnaires and clinicians enter 
the participants’ headache diagnoses. There is also an ARMR headache diary 
mobile app in which participants share daily information about their migraine 
attacks, their level of function and their treatment, if any. The third component 
is a blood sample, which is processed and stored in the ARMR biobank and will 
be used for genetic analyses. Brain imaging data are collected in the ARMR 
Neuroimaging Repository, and electronic health record data are pulled and 
confidentially entered into a centralized ARMR database.” (American Migraine 
Foundation, 2018) 

In Italy, as from my searches, there are open projects aimed to the creation of 
National Migraine Registry, but no Standard Database is published yet or at 
least I did not find any publishing references. The projects are:  

● I-GRANE, promoted by Centro Ricerche San Raffaele;   
● RICe, by SISC (Società per lo Studio delle Cefalee);  
● IRON, by Centro Cefalee of University of Bologna. 

2 Definitions and Acronyms 
This chapter lists the actors involved in the Migraine care process and some 
other terms used in this document that need some explanation. The Chapter 
“Involved Actors and Key Terms” contains further details on the most relevant 
terms used. 

General Practitioner (GP): “is a medical doctor who treats acute and chronic 
illnesses and provides preventive care and health education to Patients” 
(Wikipedia). Named in Italy “Medico di Base”. 

Centro Cefalee: (plural Centri Cefalee) Italian equivalent of Headache Centre. 
Centre specialized for the treatment of headache disorders, among which 
migraine.  

SSN: Servizio Sanitario Nazionale, the Italian National Healthcare Service 

CUP (Centro Unico di Prenotazione): The IT based reservation system of the 
Italian National Healthcare Service.  

LEA: The essential levels of assistance (LEA) are the performances and services 
that the National Health Service (SSN) is required to provide to all citizens, free 
of charge or upon payment of a participation fee (ticket), with the public 
resources collected through the general taxation. 

Codice Fiscale: The Italian tax code is a code that is used to uniquely identify 
physical persons and other subjects other than physical persons in their 

 
1 The ARMR project has been suspended May 6, 2020 due to lack of funding (American 
Migraine Foundation, 2020) 
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relations with the entities and public administrations of the Italian State. For 
natural persons it consists of 16 alphanumeric characters. (Wikipedia) 

FDA: USA Federal Drug Administration. 

Patient: the person suffering from migraine headaches. 

Clinician:  someone, such as a doctor, who has qualifications in an area of very 
skilled health work. 

Specialist: in this context the Clinician specialized in Headache diseases, 
normally a Neurologist, working in a “Centro Cefalee” or other Clinical 
Structures. 

Migraine Registry: A national database collecting data about Patient attacks, 
therapies, comorbidities, clinical information, etc.  Basic asset for the 
researchers in the field. 

Migraine Diary: The paper or digital journal of migraine attacks and other 
relevant events that the migraine sufferer should constantly maintain to help 
the Clinician in driving the therapy. 

MOH: Medication-overuse headache. 

Patient Journey: The path they take while facing an illness: an approach that 
highlights all the moments of the personal care experience of the individual and 
of the figures that revolve around him. What this proposed system wants to 
support in the migraine case. 

Your Business Partner (YBP): The consulting firm managing the Lundbeck 
migraine consultancy project.  

Lundbeck: The Pharmaceutical company committing the YBP consultancy 
project.  

Novartis: Novartis International AG is a Swiss multinational company operating 
in the pharmaceutical sector. Second largest pharmaceutical multinational in 
the world by turnover after Pfizer. 

SISC: Società Italiana per lo Studio delle Cefalee (Italian Association for 
headache study). 

3 Statement of the Problem 
A significant number of applications designed to record the Migraine Diary are 
available on the market (Jewell, 2020). But what I examined is mainly dedicated 
to the data recording from the Patient side, giving small attention to the 
relationship Clinic – Patient and offering an interface that appears heavy to use 
for a Patient suffering of bad and frequent diseases: the applications taken into 
consideration seem to favor the completeness of the data over the ease of use 
for the Patient, which facilitates its continuous use over time. 

Then the psychological support offered by the Specialist of Centro Cefalee, very 
relevant for the Patient, nowadays is often insufficient because of the lack of 
time of the Specialists. As a result, the Patient judgement on the Centri is 
sometimes poor and distances the Patient from attending the treatment (as from 
YBP conversations with Patients). 

Then the problems approached in this study are: 

● How to include the General Practitioner in the information flow, now 
concentrated on the Specialist-to-Patient. 
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● How to improve the Human relationship between Patient and Specialist. 
● How to help the Patient to maintain over time a simple and sufficiently 

detailed diary of his life with migraine that facilitates the work of the 
Specialists who treat him. 

● How to contribute to the data gathering at national level to support the 
growth of an Italian National Registry. 

4 Purpose of the Study 
This study is based on state-of-the-art analysis of: 

● The migraine Patient journey,  
● The applications available for collecting diaries, 
● The research carried out with YBP commissioned by Lundbeck.  

The outcomes of the study are: 

● A system proposal (Procedure, Requirements, Data required to support 
the process, and an overall description of a possible IT support system) 
that involves physician, Specialist, Patient in different ways. 

● The implementation of the prototype of the smartphone application 
supporting the Patient’s diary recording. 

5 Method of this Study 
1. As explained in the introduction, the question to be answered with 

this study arose from my participation in the Lundbeck consultancy 
project during the full-time internship at Your Business Partner 
(YBP). In a nutshell, the question is:  

Using technology, is it possible to make the relationship between 
the migraine Patient and all the clinicians who take care of them 
more effective and fluid so as to empathize with the time of the 

visit? 
2. Information on the actual state of the doctor - Patient relationship is 

obtained primarily from the conversations carried out in the project 
by myself and colleagues with doctors and Patients. Interview logs 
have to be processed identifying classes of Patients (personas), their 
needs, as well as the strengths and the areas for improvement in the 
relationship with clinicians. 

3. In the meantime, search, and study of the bibliography necessary to 
better understand migraine, the current state of medicine on the 
subject, the health organization that treats these Patients in Italy, the 
data necessary for Specialists to propose the correct therapy. I extend 
the study to the collateral elements, not strictly clinical, of the doctor-
Patient relationship that can improve the Patient's confidence in the 
results of the therapy: the empathic relationship between Patient and 
doctor.  

4. From the above, I set the goals and the requirements to be satisfied 
by an IT system supporting the process. 

5. Prepare a summary of the procedure I look for some doctors to whom 
to submit the identified requirements for further validation. 

6. Then I searched the net to understand the state of the art of the 
applications available today to manage this specific process. I select 
the most used and appreciated products and make a deeper analysis 
on them. 
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7. Consolidating the requirements, considering the info coming from the 
product available, I defined a general design of the proposed system.  

8. I design the required database to support the system. 
9. Afterwards, I developed the user interface prototype and validate it 

with Patients. 
10. A review of the prototype based on the feedback received by Patients 

had been finally carried out. 

6 Involved Actors and Key Terms 
This chapter lists the actors involved in the Migraine care process and some 
other terms used in this document that need further explanation.  

General Practitioner (GP): “is a medical doctor who treats acute and chronic 
illnesses and provides preventive care and health education to Patients” 
(Wikipedia). Named in Italy “Medico di Base”, he is the medical doctor that should 
know at best the overall situation of the Patient and be most frequently in touch 
with them. The migraine sufferer, because of the perception of its own disorder, 
does not ask for their support and on the other side the competence of the GP 
on the subject is not deep enough to offer proper support.  

In Italy, the citizen refers to one and only one General Practitioner; the citizen 
can choose to change doctor at any time without giving reasons for the 
revocation. As from the site of the Italian Ministry of Health, “Every citizen 
enrolled in the National Health Service (SSN) has the right to a General 
Practitioner (or family doctor). Every citizen registered with the SSN has the 
right to a General Practitioner, called “medico di base” or “medico di famiglia”. 
The family doctor is the professional who knows our state of health well and, 
when the need arises, guides us throughout the therapeutic path within the 
structures of the SSN, allowing us to access all the services and services 
included in the Levels of essential assistance (LEA)” (Ministero della salute, 
2019). 

Centro Cefalee: (plural Centri Cefalee) Italian equivalent of Headache Centre. 
Centre specialized for the treatment of headache disorders, among which 
migraine. It is the organization that should identify and supply the proper 
therapy for the Patient and drive him to a better quality of life. Centro Cefalee is 
normally included in the Neurology departments of major hospitals, but the 
availability seems insufficient: for instance, in the metropolitan area of Torino 
(2,26 million people) only one public Centro Cefalee is available. In all Italy the 
“Società Italiana per lo Studio delle Cefalee (SISC)” reports 85 “Centro Cefalee”. 

Patient: the person suffering from migraine headaches. 

Clinician:  someone, such as a doctor, who has qualifications in an area of very 
skilled health work. 

Specialist: in this context the Clinician specialized in Headache diseases, 
normally a Neurologist, working in a “Centro Cefalee” or other Clinical 
Structures. As from my research about the organization of the care levels for 
primary Headache in Italy, the support is normally organized in 3 levels, 
sometimes in 4, depending on the Region organization2:  

 
2 In Italy the Regions have direct responsibility for the implementation of the government 
and the expenditure for achieving the health objectives of the country. The Regions have 
exclusive competence in the regulation and organization of services and activities 
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LEVEL 1: “Medico di Base” (General Practitioner) or pediatrician. 
LEVEL 2: Neurologist. 
LEVEL 3: Centro Cefalee. 
LEVEL 4: Research Center for Headache. (New, dedicated to complex 

treatments) 

In the following the term Specialist will be used to address the Clinician of any 
of the level 2-4 that oversees the Patient. 

Migraine Registry: A national database collecting data about Patient attacks, 
therapies, comorbidities, clinical information, etc.  Basic asset for the 
researchers in the field. 

Migraine Diary: The paper or electronic journal of migraine attacks and other 
relevant events that the migraine sufferer should constantly maintain to help 
the Clinician in driving the therapy. 

Patient Journey: The path he takes while facing an illness: an approach that 
highlights all the moments of the personal care experience of the individual and 
of the figures that revolve around him. What this proposed system wants to 
support in the migraine case. 

CUP (Centro Unico Prenotazione): The IT based reservation system of the 
Italian National Healthcare Service. The reservation to any of the Level 2-4 is 
through this system and any reservation is based on a prescription issued by 
the “Medico di Base”.  

Your Business Partner (YBP): The consulting firm managing the Lundbeck 
migraine consultancy project. “Founded in 2008 by Maria Rosaria Natale Ph.D., 
who is an entrepreneur, a philosopher and an innovation consultant. Today, the 
company has expanded its horizons, working on projects of strategy, 
collaboration, and innovation around the world to bring change within 
companies. Your Business Partner started as a firm working on leadership 
management to help companies grow, develop their people and improve 
constantly over time.” (Your Business Partner, 2020) 

Lundbeck: The Pharmaceutical company committing the consultancy project. 
It is a Danish international pharmaceutical company engaged in the research, 
development, manufacturing, marketing, and sale of pharmaceuticals across 
the world. The company’s products are targeted at brain diseases, including 
depression, schizophrenia, Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and 
migraine (Wikipedia). The company is launching in Italy a new product named 
Vyepti, a preventive drug proven to significantly reduce the monthly migraine 
days of the sufferer. 

7 Process for the Identification of the 
Requirements 

In the following chapters I am reporting the activities done to gather and 
consolidate the requirements of the System. The steps have been: 

● Collection and review of literature available on the subject.  
● Examination of some of the existing Migraine Diary applications. 

 
intended for the protection of health and the financing criteria of local health authorities 
and hospitals. 
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● Together with the project team, Interviewing of Patients, Specialists and 
GPs within the YBP – Lundbeck project; study of the results and 
identification of patterns from the data collected. 

● Identification of key points and work out of requirements for the new 
System. 

7.1 Literature Review 
My first need was understanding the Migraine disorder and the overall state of 
the art in Italy. 

The classical book “Migraine” by Oliver Sacks (Sacks, 1992) in the Italian edition 
has been my first reading about the subject. The author, as in all his writings, 
alongside a precise description of a large number of cases, highlights the 
importance of the human relationship between the Patient and the doctor: “On 
a deeper level, however, it is necessary to know the "economy" of a life, the 
physiological and psychological "needs" of an individual. And this cannot be 
ascertained quickly or casually: it requires a relationship between the doctor and 
the Patient and, on the part of the latter, an introspection on the connections 
between his way of life and his migraines, an introspection that cannot be 
achieved suddenly.” 

The book “Emicrania, storia di un personaggio in cerca d'autore” (Barbanti, 
Emicrania, storia di un personaggio in cerca d'autore, 2021) is a more recent 
review about the disease and the available therapies today. The book 
“Emicrania: una malattia di genere Impatto socio-economico in Italia” (Barbanti, 
Malorni, & Tarricone, Impatto socio - economico dell'emicrania in Italia, 2018) 
from “ISS, Istituto Superiore di Sanità” offers a rich review about the Migraine 
in Italy and the impact on the society. 

7.1.1 Migraine and Patient Journey  
The above-mentioned book (Barbanti, Emicrania, storia di un personaggio in 
cerca d'autore, 2021) is also a useful source about the Migraine Patient Journey.  

“Patient Journey is the path he takes while facing an illness. In fact, even the 
treatment has a departure, encounters, crucial moments with discoveries and 
obstacles, and a point of arrival: as in a real journey, the Patient experiences all 
these moments. The scenario in which this journey takes place is that of modern 
healthcare, a complex system based on a dense network of relationships and 
services that employ numerous professionals, grouped by membership, and 
different models of care. Health services are structured in organizational areas 
that have a certain level of autonomy and sometimes this involves a 
management of care that is specialized, and that sometimes loses sight of the 
overall picture. The traditional approach to personal care is to work with the 
individual department, without considering the entire care process. Working on 
the Patient journey instead means having a privileged vision of the management 
of the disease, structuring all the phases of the Patient's journey to understand 
which are the critical areas so as to redesign his path, in order to improve the 
quality and efficiency of care. The Patient's gaze is essential to understand the 
Patient journey in its entirety: they are the protagonists who manage the disease 
on a daily basis, moving between the different moments of care and meeting 
multiple professionals.” (Fatebenefratelli, 2019) 

A pragmatic description of disease and of the process is also given in the Mayo 
Clinic3 document (Mayo Clinic, 2011) where an effective summary is given. Mayo 

 
3 “Mayo Clinic is one of the largest not‐for‐profit, academic health systems in the U.S., 
with $14 billion in annual revenues and 65,000 employees. With a focus on caring for 
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clinic holds an important research team on pain and headache carrying out 
relevant studies on the subject (Mayo Clinic Neurology, 2021). 

Headache classification is well explained in the World Health Organization site 
(WHO, 2016). 

An explanation of prophylaxis drugs and impact on Patients may be found in 
the “Prophylaxis of migraine: general principles and Patient acceptance” Article  
(D’Amico & Tepper, 2008). 

These are just a subset of the many articles that may be found about migraine 
on the Internet, especially on Academia.edu and ReserchGate.net sites. 

7.1.2 Existing Diary Tools and Applications 
In my overview of the state of the art of the electronic migraine diaries available 
I noticed how complex they are and how the focus is for the vast majority limited 
to the gathering of technical medical data ignoring the “human factors” of the 
Patient. This causes the person to progressively use the application less and 
less, losing its effectiveness. Indeed, the primary function of the tracker is to 
log: 

● frequency and intensity of attacks 
● symptomatic drugs assumed 
● connection with side events  

helping the Specialist to evaluate how they evolve in time also related to the 
therapy adopted. 

Other information may be useful for the Clinician to build a full picture of the 
situation when the attacks occur, to find out patterns and understand possible 
individual triggers of the attacks:  

● Weather condition (pressure mainly) 
● Sleeping time and continuity 
● Blood pressure and rhythm 
● Traveling 
● Walking / running / physical exercises 
● Food (unusual events) 
● ……………… 

Recording all of these requires hospitalization and is clearly hard to record in 
daily life for a long time. Otherwise, standard technology available on 
smartphones and wearable devices may help in this field. The Migraine Buddy 
application examined partially implements some of these functionalities.  

Many apps are available on Android and Apple smartphones supporting the 
Electronic Migraine Diary (Jewell, 2020). Out of these many applications, the 
“Migraine Buddy” app appears to be considered the best (from some reviewer) 
and definitely the most used: I installed it on my Smartphone and made a 
careful analysis, described in Annex 6.  

Interesting to notice, there are studies about reasons for non-compliance with 
headache diaries. In an article from Universitade de Lisboa comes out a 34% of 
Patients examined as non-compliant; the number of cases examined is about 

 
patients with serious, complex illnesses, Mayo Clinic operates in five states and cares 
for more than one million people a year, from all 50 states and nearly 140 countries. 
Mayo Clinic is ranked #1 in the nation by U.S. News and World Report”. (Mayo Clinic, 
2021) 
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100 (Borbinha & Martins, 2021). Main reasons for non-compliance: I did not 
remember to register; I did not have time; I consider the calendar irrelevant. 

As usual, different sites give different scores to the apps. The Doctorpedia 
website lists as the best product the Migraine Coach app, that is not available 
in Italy, therefore outside the scope of this study. It should also be considered 
that Migraine Buddy counts more installations than the others. 

The following picture shows the Doctorpedia evaluation summary (Doctorpedia, 
2020). 

 
Figure 7.1: The Doctorpedia Migraine app ratings 

Legenda: 

● The Effectiveness category evaluates the effectiveness of the app; how 
well it does what it is advertised to do. 

● The Functionality category evaluates the functions of the app; how many 
features it offers to the user. 

● The Design category evaluates the app’s design; how visually pleasing it 
is to the user. 

● The User-friendliness / Ease of use category evaluates how easy the app 
is to use, if it’s comprehensible or difficult to navigate. 

● The Credibility category evaluates the credibility of the app’s content; do 
its features have any scientific basis? 

● And finally, the Total Score category rates the app based on the combined 
rating of all the other categories. 

The examined applications seem to be standalone app on the smartphone, and 
the communication with the Clinicians is based on the production of reports 
required by the Patient. The lack of a central database collecting all the 
information simplifies the Privacy problem but does not allow the Specialist and 
the General Practitioner to check real time the progress of the Patient, the 
compliance to the diary and so on. 
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7.1.3 Existing National Registries in Italy and Other Countries 
Migraine Registries are collections of clinical data, but not only, for study 
purposes. I could not find on the Internet any open access to registries or to 
their content, while documentation is available.  

In Italy I found mentions of 3 registry projects: IRON, RICe, and I-GRAINE.  

IRON project: in progress at the University of Bologna, at the Centro Cefalee of 
the DIBIDEM department (Università di Bologna, 2020) is also mentioned in the 
ISS study on Headache impact in Italy (Barbanti, et al., 2018). 

RICe project: was created by SISC (Società Italiana per lo Studio delle Cefalee) 
and launched April 1st 2019 (SISC, 2020). 

I-GRANE project: was created by the Centro San Raffaele, AIC and others and 
launched in 2014 (San Raffaele, 2014), then the project is again named in 2018 
(Barbanti, Fofi, Cevoli, & others, 2018). 

In general, the data regarding such registries are very few and scattered. It is 
not clearly declared the set of data collected, the reason for many different 
projects, and I did not find any guideline to collect a standard set of data from 
any Centro Cefalee as expected.  

More information is found on American equivalents, such as the American 
Registry for Migraine Research (ARMR). “ARMR is a multicentric study and the 
data gathered are clinical data, electronic health record (EHR) data, blood 
samples, and brain imaging data from individuals with migraine or other 
headache types” (Schwedt, Digre, Tepper, & others, 2020).  

7.1.4 Standard Questionnaires 
Many examples of migraine diaries are available either in paper or electronic 
form. Some standard questionnaires are also available and validated by specific 
studies in different countries. The goal of all these questionnaires is to give a 
kind of a measure of the disease. Instead, I am using these to define essential 
data to be collected by the System proposed in this study. 

ID-Migraine: This questionnaire was originally proposed in an article from dr. 
R. Lipton to identify Migraine in Headache sufferers. He concluded: “The three-
item ID-Migraine migraine screener was found to be a valid and reliable 
screening instrument for migraine headaches. Its ease of use and operating 
characteristics suggest that it could significantly improve migraine recognition 
in primary care.” (Lipton, Dodick, Sadowsky, & others, 2003).  
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 The questions of the ID-Migraine questionnaire are the following (Rapoport & 
Bibal, 2004): 

 

During the last 3 months, did you have the following with your headaches: 

1- You felt nauseated or sick to your stomach ( ) Yes ( ) No 

2- Light bothered you (a lot more that when you don’t have 
headache) 

( ) Yes ( ) No 

3- Your headaches limited your ability to work, study or do 
what you needed to do for at least one day. 

( ) Yes ( ) No 

 

Rapoport adds the following questions in his analysis: 

1. Pain is worse on just one side? 
2. Pain is pounding, pulsing, or throbbing? 
3. Pain is moderate or severe? 
4. Pain is made worse by activities such as walking or climbing stairs? 
5. You feel nauseated or sick to your stomach? 
6. You see spots, stars, zig-zags, lines or grey areas for several minutes or 

more before or during your headaches (aura symptoms)? 
7. Light bothers you (a lot more than when you don’t have headaches)? 
8. Sound bothers you (a lot more than when you don’t have headaches)? 
9. Functional impairment due to headache in last 3 months? 

 
The ID-Migraine has been validated for Italy: “In conclusion, preliminary 
observations on 60% of the sample we planned to examine showed the Italian 
version of the ID-Migraine as a valid and reliable tool for screening of migraine 
in Italian headache Patients. If confirmed in the total sample, these results 
would warrant further validation of the ID-Migraine screener in PCP. This 
indeed would establish the Italian ID-Migraine as a simple and effective tool to 
increase recognition of migraineurs also in an Italian population, giving these 
Patients the chance of more specific and effective treatment.” (Brighina, Salemi, 
Fierro, & Gasparro, 2005). 
 
The MIDAS questionnaire was originally created to identify chronic migraine 
situations. “The MIDAS questionnaire captures information on disability in 
terms of missed days of paid work (or school), housework (chores), and nonwork 
time. All questions are asked about either days of missed activity or days where 
productivity was reduced by at least half. If productivity is decreased to 50% or 
less, the day is considered missed. The MIDAS score is derived as the sum of 
missed days due to a headache from paid work, housework, and nonwork 
activities, and days at paid work and in housework where productivity was 
reduced by at least half (sum of responses to questions 1 through 5).” 
(HeadHache.org MIDAS, 2018) (Bigal, Ropoport, Lipton, & Tepper, 2003). 
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Figure 7.2: MIDAS questionnaire from (Bigal, Ropoport, Lipton, & Tepper, 2003) 

 
 

7.2 Analysis of some Migraine Tracker Application 
7.2.1 Migraine Buddy App 
The following description is based on information collected from the 
https://migrainebuddy.com/ website and executing the app installed on my own 
smartphone. 
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Figure 7.3: The Migraine Buddy site 

The App is widely used (2.8 million of downloads declared at May, 2021), 
available on Android and iOS, Multilingual.  

A registration is required to use the App. 

The reader can find the full set of screens used to record an attack with 
description and comments in Annex 6. 

The interface appears to be friendly but the huge amount of information that 
can be collected requires to go through many forms. The setting allows the user 
to select the screen that the user wants to fill.  

The app is well designed and reasonably friendly.  Most of the comments of the 
users are positive. However, there are also some criticisms: 

● Not so easy to use when the Patient is under an attack. 
● All the info required is surely useful to help the clinician in driving the 

therapy, but the effort required to fulfil the forms may discourage the 
Patient in long term utilization. 

● The report produced are not usable for personal analysis (not usable in 
another app like spreadsheet) 

● Some users dislike the high number of notifications sent by the app. 
● The mandatory registration opens the door to a lot of spam (but the app 

is free, and money should come back somehow). Data is also stored on a 
provider server for security reasons. Healint (the company managing the 
site) declares that maximum privacy is granted anyway. 

 

7.2.2 Migraine Coach App 
As at the beginning of May 2021 the app is not available in Italy on the Android 
platform. Information in the following come from the author company website 
https://migrainecoach.io/home 

The info available is then not much. 
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From the site of the product owner the app appears to be simple to use and 
quite concise.  

Eventually not enough information is available to make a meaningful opinion. 
From what I can see, the metaphor of several bars in the same screen seems 
effective to reduce the effort in entering data.  

Some screen samples may be found in Annex 9. 

 

7.2.3 N1-Headhache App 
This App is available in Italy, and I installed it on my smartphone. 

The Google Play store reports less than 5000 installations (as of May,2021). 

The app requires a registration. Differently from the previous two, this one 
requires a set of information about the user at registration time. Remarkable is 
the request of data about drugs assumed for comorbidities and for headache 
itself. 

The application is real time updating data on a central server and offers powerful 
capabilities of analysis studying connection between Factors (triggers) and 
Migraine attacks.  

The interface to record data about the attack is instead extremely detailed. Many 
screens, each one relevant to a single fact and many data required makes the 
recording long and tedious. Something that will be abandoned soon also if the 
info collected are probably the dream of the clinicians. 

It extends the simple diary capabilities offering some kind of self-care support, 
as well as support for clinicians. 

Details of the screen may be found in Annex 7. 

  

7.2.4 The NoEmi Web application 
NoEmi is a new internet-based application created by Novartis and 
Paginemediche srl. It is available for free on the Paginemediche.it site 
(paginemediche, 2020). Noemi has been presented at the SISC virtual congress 
2020 (SISC, 2020). 

The application is offering a nice interface on a PC or on a tablet, while no 
smartphone app is available at the time being. 

NoEmi offers many functions, starting from a registration of the Sanitary 
Booklet recording the basic information about the health of the Patient, typically 
the info that the GP records on their own system while here the Patient is 
required to make the recording and the update in time.  

All the data are maintained historically: new versions may be added not 
overlapping the previous, so that a track of changes is available. 

The information collected include: 

● Basic personal info (weight, height, etc.) 
● Lifestyle 
● Clinical measures (blood pressure, blood glucose value, etc.) 
● Comorbidities anamnesis 
● Headache anamnesis, creating an “Identity Card” of the Patient’s 

headache 
● MIDAS questionnaire 
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The lack of the smartphone component makes the application not user friendly 
at all for the Patient: they should have access to a PC or a tablet connected to 
the internet and this is not so widely available in this country. Instead, the 
advantage is the complete availability of the data to the Specialists. Nowadays 
the site suggests to the Patient to use Migraine buddy as a smartphone 
application if desired, meaning a double entry of the data on the two 
applications or renouncing the availability of the diary information on the 
NoEmi Database. 

Some screenshots and more comments may be found in Annex 8. 

7.3 The YBP Consultancy Project  
During my internship at YBP I took part in the Lundbeck consultancy project, 
which is wider than the needs of this study. 

During the full-time internship that I am currently attending at “Your Business 
Partner” (YBP), a strategy, innovation and leadership consultancy company 
(Your Business Partner, 2020), I have been involved first-hand in a consultancy 
project sponsored by the pharmaceutical company Lundbeck (Lundbeck , 2020) 
which is launching a new prophylaxis treatment for chronic migraine (based on 
a medicine named Vyepti®). The project aims at understanding and mapping the 
journey of the Patient affected by migraine in Italy as well as understanding how 
to catch the Patients at early stages of the disease before the chronicization, 
that is highly linked to the overuse and addiction of Patients to symptomatic 
drugs, and offer effective treatments. 

Together with my YBP teammates, I carried out conversations with migraine 
sufferers, General Practitioners, and clinicians of specialized centers, named in 
Italy “Centri Cefalee”, to understand the situation as-is in this country. From 
these conversations has emerged that the quality of the relationship between 
clinicians and Patients is fundamental for the success of any therapy: as of 
today, it is too often reduced to the pure clinical sphere and the human-to-
human aspect is not cherished enough. As it will be explained later, this does 
have an impact on the chronicization of the disease as the Patient is less likely 
to stay with the Specialist and follow the treatment plan correctly.  

I use conversations and personas created by YBP to identify the needs of the 
migraine Patients and consequently design the solution proposed. 

7.3.1.1 Anthropological Conversations 
The goal of the anthropological conversations is to identify the unarticulated 
and unmet needs of the interviewees, in this case Patients with chronic 
migraine. To achieve this purpose, a standard interview is not satisfactory. More 
space is left to the interviewed Patient that decides what information to give 
following their own pace and granularity. After the Patient narrates its story, in 
this case their life with the condition, the interviewer guides the conversation 
towards the points that the Patient has not touched yet. The process allows the 
gathering of data that the interviewer does not know they need. The downside 
of the approach is that Patients may not answer certain questions because the 
flow of the conversation is variable. 

7.3.2 Results of the YBP research used in this study 
7.3.2.1 Conversations 
Conversations with Patients, General Practitioners and clinicians of Centri 
Cefalee have been carried out by the Your Business Partner team of which I’m 
part of. The Centri Cefalee involved in the study are: Policlinico di Bari, 
I.R.C.C.S. San Raffaele Pisana (Roma), A.O. Sant’Andrea (Roma), I.R.C.C.S. 
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Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta (Milano), Fondazione Mondino - Istituto 
Neurologico Nazionale I.R.C.C.S. (Pavia). The Patients and the GPs to be 
interviewed have been pointed out by the Centri Cefalee involved in the study.  

Each Patient has been interviewed individually and so happened for the General 
Practitioners. The meetings with the clinicians of the Centers instead, have been 
carried out collectively: each session involved the whole team of clinicians of the 
Centro Cefalee (neurologists, nurses and others). 

The conversations have been structured following the YBP approach, leaving the 
decision of the topics to be treated to the interviewees themselves and using a 
360 ° approach. Eventually some final questions are added to deepen important 
topics that may have been overlooked or touched on superficially.  

1. Each conversation lasts 40 minutes to 2 hours and is followed by at least 
two YBP consultants (I participated in several conversations).  

2. Detailed notes (named Transcripts) are kept during the interview. One 
anonymized transcript is attached as an example (Annex 5 - Transcript 
of the interview with P) 

3. Then the Transcripts are reviewed and discussed by the consultants and 
the list of key issues emerged is produced to summarize the results of 
the conversation. The structure of Key issues has been defined and the 
transcript is analyzed, and each key issue is identified and filled in in a 
structured report.  The list of the identified Key points used, and their 
logical groups is included in Annex4. 

4. The YBP study uses mainly a qualitative approach to group and classify 
the cases in a set of archetypes named Personas, then used to qualify the 
real needs of the Patients. We analyzed qualitatively the raw data 
gathered. We clustered the information obtained and developed some 
personas (fictional characters used to represent Patient types).  
We also created an empathy map (Gibbons, 2018) to better understand 
the feelings shared among the Patients. From the conversations with the 
General Practitioners, insightful information came out regarding their 
knowledge and relationship with the disease and the Specialists, but due 
to the limited number of interviews, no formal analysis has been done 
yet. 

5. For the purpose of this study, I have reorganized the key points in an 
anonymized matrix (one case per line, one Key point per column and 
assigned keywords to the answer to allow some quantitative analysis on 
the results of the interview). This final table can be found in the 
attachments (Interviews Coded Results); the file includes a Legenda sheet 
explaining the codes used. The full key point and transcript are not 
attached because they include sensitive information. The Patients’ 
conversations considered in this task are 38. They all come from Patients 
of the Centers, so they are all experiencing bad and often long paths 
looking for improvement in their life.  

6. The consultancy project carried out by YBP involves more conversations 
and is still in progress. The data used for the purpose of this study is a 
snapshot of the state of the art at the end of April 2021: only 38 have 
been analyzed. The sample is sufficient to draw a realistic picture of the 
real needs of the migraine sufferers. 

 
7.3.2.2 Results from the conversations 
Using the coded classification, I made some study on the data of the sample. 
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7.3.2.2.1 An Overview of the sample 

 
Figure 7.4: Gender and Age in the Sample 

From this chart we may see that the Migraine is homogeneously distributed on 
the ages. As from (Barbanti, et al., 2018) we see that the disorder is more evident 
in women, but in this sample the ratio is accentuated. 

 
Figure 7.5: Migraine starting in the sample 

 

This chart shows that most of the subjects started to suffer from headaches in 
their youth or worse childhood. 
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Figure 7.6: Attack frequency by work 

In this chart we see the type of work done by the people in the sample and the 
frequency of attacks (before the current Therapy). No special relationship 
appears or at least the sample is too small. 

 

 
Figure 7.7: Traveling time to the Centre 

This chart shows the distance (in minutes of traveling) that each Patient spends 
to reach the Centre assisting him. This is somehow measuring the intensity of 
the need for the cure. 
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7.3.2.2.2 Triggers 
Looking at the Migraine triggers, the event or conditions that the Patients 
recognize as frequently causing a migraine attack, we find the distribution 
shown in the next chart: 

 
Figure 7.8: Migraine Triggers 

The orange bars highlight that Stress (including many different conditions that 
alter the quiet of the Patient) is by far the most common trigger for migraine 
attack. It is also relevant to notice that many Patients (red bars) are not able to 
identify any specific trigger. 

7.3.2.2.3 Relationship with the General Practitioner (GP)  
The status of the relationship between the Patient and the General practitioner 
in the cure of Migraine is relevant for this study. The analysis of the sample 
confirms that in most cases it is unsatisfactory. 
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Figure 7.9: Patient feeling vs GP about Migraine 

 

Patient feeling vs GP about Migraine VALUE CASE # 

GP does not help at all BAD 6 
Minimum support from GP LOW 16 
Some Support from GP MED 10 
GP helps and addresses the Patient HIGH 3 
Patient does not answer NA 3 
     
  TOTAL 38 
  Valid Answers 35 

 

Relationship level CASE 
# 

Ratio to valid 
answers Ratio to total 

Negative Relationship 22 63% 58% 
Acceptable or good 13 37% 34% 
Do not Answer 3  8% 
      
TOTAL considered 35   38 

 

The above chart and tables show the results: eventually, about 2 Patients out 
of 3 did not find a valid help in the GP. 

7.3.2.2.4 The relationship with the Centro Cefalee 
The question is about the feeling of the Patient vs the Specialists of the Centre 
where they are currently treated. 
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Figure 7.10: Patient feeling vs Centre Specialist 

The Specialists of the Centre appear mostly appreciated and trusted. Obviously, 
the competence on Migraine is much higher than the GP, but also the attention 
and the availability of the Doctors appears to be good. 

7.3.2.2.5 The path of the Patient to the Centre 
This key point appears interesting to evaluate the help that the Patients have 
got in the search of a valid cure. 
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Figure 7.11: The Patient's journey to identify the Center where he is now being treated 

Out of this sample, only 13% have been addressed to a specialized Centre, while 
the vast majority was driven by word of mouth or by personal research. This 
confirms the ineffective support of the GPs to the migraine Patients. 

7.3.2.2.6 How Patients use migraine diaries 
Considering what the Patients interviewed declared about their current 
utilization of diaries, we may see that most of them use a paper support and a 
relevant percentage does not keep any diary at all. The orange quote declares to 
look for a better way to keep the diary. 
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Figure 7.12: How Patients keep Diaries 

This analysis confirms that there is a real need for an application simple and 
effective that helps the Patients to keep track of their migraine events. 

7.3.2.2.7 Potential users for a new App 
Still about the relationship between Patients and diaries, I made another 
classification of the responses reported in the following table: 

Patient Usage of Diary Value # of 
Occurrences 

% 
Occurrences 

Potential 
Interest 
(0 - 1) 

Possible 
Users 

Use an App, but feel too 
complex APP_COMPLEX 2 5,3% 1 2 
Use Migraine Buddy APP_MB 2 5,3% 0 0 
Use Patch_AI APP_PATCH_AI 1 2,6% 0 0 
Use other App APP_UNDEF 2 5,3% 0 0 
Use App supplied by the 
Centre CENTRE_TOOL 1 2,6% 0 0 
Do not Answer NA 6 15,8% 0 0 
Do not keep Diary NONE 1 2,6% 1 1 
Keep a diary on paper or 
on Excel PAPER 11 28,9% 1 11 
Made on paper, but now 
stopped 

PAPER_ABANDON
ED 4 10,5% 1 4 

Search for a simpler App SIMPLE_APP 2 5,3% 1 2 
Wish a simple App WISH_APP 6 15,8% 1 6 
        
  TOTAL 38 100,0%  26 
        

  

Percentage of Patient estimated 
interested in a Smartphone simple APP 
for diary   68% 

 

Concluding that from my sample, 68% of the Patients are potentially interested 
in a new digital diary application. 
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7.4 What is emerging 
7.4.1 Key points from the research 
The key points emerged from the conversations carried out together with YBP 
and the study of the literature about Italian migraine Patients and General 
Practitioners are the following: 

KEY1. The Patient needs to be recognized as a sufferer of a condition today 
too often underestimated and wants to be followed closely by the 
clinician. 

KEY2. The selection of the Specialist is highly influenced by the human 
characteristics of the clinician: the Patient is more likely to be more 
confident in the treatments and stay longer in a Centro Cefalee if they 
have a good human relationship with the Specialist. 

KEY3. The exchange of information between General Practitioner and 
Specialist occurs for the great majority through the Patient, 
increasing the probability of loss or alteration of information. 

KEY4. The General Practitioner is not always involved first-hand in the 
Patient’s search for the Headache Centre as the GP is not as informed 
on the disease or because the Patient prefers to do their search solo. 

KEY5. It is important to consider the Patient at 360°, therefore involving all 
comorbidities, daily routine and habits, psychological aspects and so 
on. 

KEY6. Patients use a lot of symptomatic drugs in order to live their day-by-
day life. This causes an addiction to the medications reducing their 
effect, causing the Patient to become drug resistant. 

 

8 Identified Goals and Requirements 
8.1 Goals 

Here follows a list of the main goals derived from the previous key points that 
the proposed system aims at satisfying.  

The system aims at: 

GOAL1. Each Actor in the system should be unequivocally identified. 
GOAL2. The Patient should feel followed and understood by the Specialist 

and General Practitioner. 
GOAL3. Privacy regulations must be respected protecting the data entered 

by the Patient. All these data are sensitive.  
GOAL4. The General Practitioner should be involved in the migraine clinical 

care of the Patient as they know the Patient clinically and personally 
more deeply and broadly than the Specialist. 

GOAL5. The Headache diary is the primary output: The Patient should be 
able to fill the “headache tracker” quickly and with ease, prioritizing 
these aspects to the completeness of data gathered. 
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GOAL6. The Specialist should also focus his/her attention to the non-
strictly clinical sphere of the Patient emphasizing the empathic and 
psychological relationship. 

GOAL7. The Actors should collect data not only strictly related to the 
headache disorder to allow for a 360° assessment of the Patient 
(comorbidities, food habits, sleep pattern, physical activity, 
hydration, stress factors, blood pressure, cardiac pulse). 

GOAL8. The Specialist and the General Practitioner should be kept updated 
on the number of symptomatic drugs taken by the Patient and their 
effect. 

GOAL9. All Actors should be able to use the interface. 
 

 

8.2 Requirements 
When a requirement satisfies more than one goal, it is repeated. 

GOAL1. Each Actor in the system should be unequivocally identified. 

REQT01 The system must allow Specialists and General 
Practitioners to register creating an account that identifies them 
unequivocally (associating their role to their Codice Fiscale). 

REQT02 The system must allow the General Practitioner to register 
their Patients creating an account that identifies them unequivocally 
using their Codice Fiscale as username and a temporary password.  

REQT03 The common database uses as primary key the Codice 
Fiscale + Role of each Actor which is unique. 

REQT04 The system must allow the Actors to access and modify the 
Patient data only after logging into the system and only if allowed by the 
Patient. 
 

GOAL2.  The Patient should feel followed and understood by the 
Specialist and General Practitioner. 

REQT09 The system must allow the General Practitioner (associated) to 
create the Patient profile entering: 

a. Comorbidities 
b. Allergies 
c. Medicines prescribed for comorbidities 
d. Medicines (symptomatic) prescribed or suggested for Headache 
e. Any other relevant clinical info 
f. Additional comments and notes 

REQT07 The system must allow the General Practitioner and the 
Specialist to analyze the information recorded by the Patients 
associated whenever needed. 
 

GOAL3. Privacy regulations must be respected protecting the data 
entered by the Patient. All these data are sensitive.  
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REQT21 The system forces the Patient to change password on the first 
login. 

REQT04 The system must allow the Actors to access and modify the 
Patient data only after logging into the system and only if allowed by the 
Patient. 

REQT05 The system must allow the Patient to specify who (Specialist 
and General Practitioner) will be allowed to access its own data. The 
General Practitioner and the Specialist accept the Patient allowance of 
access. The allowed GP and Specialist may be changed in time by the 
Patient. 

REQT06 The system allows the General Practitioner and the 
Specialist to access the data only of the Patients they are treating, 
therefore allowed by the Patient as in REQT05. 

REQT08 The system must anonymize the data for any statistical use. 
 

GOAL4. The General Practitioner should be involved in the migraine 
clinical care of the Patient as they know the Patient clinically 
and personally more deeply and broadly than the Specialist. 

REQT09 The system must allow the General Practitioner (associated) to 
create the Patient profile entering: 

a. the “Codice Fiscale” of its General Practitioner (Medico di 
famiglia)4  

b. Comorbidities 
c. Allergies 
d. Medicines prescribed for comorbidities 
e. Medicines (symptomatic) prescribed or suggested for Headache 
f. Any other relevant clinical info 
g. Additional comments and notes 

REQT10 The system allows the Patient to complete its own profile 
including: 

a. minimal personal data 
b. the Specialist “Codice Fiscale”, when known. 
c. Migraine triggers he considers relevant. 
d. Changes in their life that the Patient wants to inform the 

clinicians. Relevant events in working life, house management, 
and private life that may act as strong triggers, but that the 
Patient may consider as belonging to a very private sphere. 

REQT11 The system must allow the Specialist to integrate the Patient 
profile adding: 

a. Preventive treatments prescribed 
b. Detox program applied if any 
c. Symptomatic treatment prescribed  
d. Frequency of visits suggested 
e. Additional comments and notes 

 
4 This data can be found in any Prescription 
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REQT12 Because the clinical info may change in time, the system must 
allow the General Practitioner to record the changes. The history of 
changes will be stored. The changes (specially changes in treatments for 
comorbidities) may act as triggers of Migraine attacks or influence the 
pattern.  

 

GOAL5. The Headache diary is the primary output: The Patient should 
be able to fill the “headache tracker” quickly and with ease, 
prioritizing these aspects to the completeness of data 
gathered. 

REQT13 The Headache Tracker feature provided to the Patient must 
allow for the creation of headache models to quicken the overall process 
of data insertion. The headache model contains: 

a. Type of pain 
b. Localization of headache 
c. Movement impact 
d. Symptoms during the attack 

 REQT14 The Headache Tracker feature requires a minimal amount of 
mandatory data to enter.   

a. Start and End time (start and end may lay in different days) 
b. Model of headache (either choose among existent or create new 

one) 
c. Intensity of the attack 
d. Symptomatic medical treatment applied (what and how much) 
e. Triggers 
f. Attack and period relationship (women only) 

REQT15 Optional info to be collected for each attack are: 
a. Other relieve actions taken 
b. Impact of the attack on daily normal activities 
c. Where the Patient was located when attack started 
d. Other comments (timed along the attack) 

GOAL6. The Specialist should maximize the time that can be devoted 
to the non-strictly clinical sphere of the Patient emphasizing 
the empathic and psychological relationship. 

REQT07 The system must allow the General Practitioner and the 
Specialist to analyze the information recorded by the Patients associated 
whenever needed. 

REQT18 The system must be able to create a specific report that can be 
downloaded to show the Patient situation from different perspective: 

a. The reports will include the dated information added by the 
Patient, General Practitioner and the Specialist in the Patient 
profile 

b. List of the events for the Patient, showing complete data for each 
attack ordered by date (changes in therapy, Visits, Attacks with 
all recorded data) 

c. Calendar view selecting the type of events to be shown 
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GOAL7. The Actors should collect data not only strictly related to the 
headache disorder to allow for a 360° assessment of the Patient 
(comorbidities, food habits, sleep pattern, physical activity, 
hydration, stress factors, blood pressure, cardiac pulse). 

REQT16 Other optional info, useful for the anamnesis, may only be 
connected when automatic data sampling applies. A manual input from 
the Patient would not be used. 

a. Weather info in the location of the attack 
b. Running, Walking, Biking in the 24 hours before the attack 
c. Traveling in the 24 hours before the attack 
d. Blood pressure changes before and during the attack 
e. Sleeping situation before the attack 

REQT17 (optional) The diary updates a specific Google Calendar of the 
Patient, so that the disease information integrates with life information. 

GOAL8. The Specialist and the General Practitioner should be kept 
updated on the number of symptomatic drugs taken by the 
Patient and their effect. 

REQT18 The system must be able to create specific reports that can be 
downloaded to show the Patient situation from different perspective: 

d. The reports will include the dated information added by the 
Patient, General Practitioner and the Specialist in the Patient 
profile 

e. List of the events for the Patient, showing complete data for each 
attack ordered by date (changes in therapy, Visits, Attacks with 
all recorded data) 

f. Calendar view selecting the type of events to be shown  

REQT19 (Nice to have) AI analysis of the data to find possible triggers for 
the attacks and others. 

GOAL9. All Actors should be able to use the interface. 

REQT20 The system interface should be compliant with the WCAG 2.1 
standard so as to be accessible for everyone. 

REQT22 The web application must be designed and built in such a way 
as to be comfortably used using a Personal Computer or Tablet: in 
particular the functions dedicated to the Patient. 

8.3 Assumptions, Dependencies and Constraints 
8.3.1 Assumptions 
ASPT1 It is assumed that the Codice Fiscale is unique for each individual 
and that it is entered correctly when the new user profile is created. 

ASPT2 Each Patient can be assigned only to one General Practitioner at a time. 

ASPT3 Each Patient can be assigned to more than one Specialist. 

ASPT4 The system database is safe and resistant to failures. 

ASPT5 The data entered by the General Practitioner and Specialist are correct 
and true to reality. 
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8.3.2 Dependencies 
DEP1 The Patient must have been profiled by the General practitioner to be able 
to use the application. 

DEP2 Doctors can access Patient data only after the Patient has authorized 
access. 

8.3.3 Constraints 
CONST1 In the following system proposal I assume to use features available in 
the Google ecosystem (Mobile). 

CONST2 The Patient diary recording function is provided in the form of an 
application for mobile devices as it is the tool most often brought around by the 
Italian population. The application should also work off-line. Some additional 
functions useful to the Patient but of occasional use are instead provided within 
the Web application. So, the Patient seldom needs access to the Web 
Application. 
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9 Feedbacks from Doctors and Patients 
These feedbacks report the comments made by doctors of various 
specializations that I had the opportunity to contact directly and who kindly 
lent themselves to think about the general description of this work. The 
conversation with the doctors was based on the Italian version of the document 
“Annex 14 - Summary of M-Migraine proposal” that I sent them before the 
interview. 

9.1 A Neurologist 
I was not able to talk directly with the neurologist as she was very busy in the 
clinic, though she has been kind enough to send me feedback on the project via 
email. 

In the email she said that the work seems complete to her eyes and well 
rounded, considering the most significant characteristics of the disorder itself, 
and that the proposed system seems satisfying the main issues related to taking 
charge of the migraine Patient. 

9.2 An Anesthetist and Acupuncturist 
With a past as an anesthetist in the pediatric resuscitation department, after 
retiring from the hospitals about 30 years ago, he got involved in alternative 
medicine and into acupuncture and hypnosis. The feedback of this doctor is 
particularly insightful as many migraine Patients turn to alternative medicine 
at some point in their journey to search for a treatment.  

While I was presenting the need that arose from the interviews involving more 
the General Practitioner, the doctor highlighted how it is important to weigh the 
opinion of the Patient carefully, as often they asperse the GP as not informed 
even if that is not the case. Moreover, he underlined how today Patients have 
free access to the internet and therefore to all the good and bad information 
about the disease. The Patient is therefore an expert on the pathology and often 
goes to the Specialist with already well clear in mind what therapy they want 
the Specialist to prescribe to them. This affects the Patient-doctor relationship 
as the expectations are high and often unmet as the idea that the Patient has 
about the therapy may be wrong or not agreed upon by the Specialist. The 
Patient-doctor relationship is strongly based on Trust, and if this is not present, 
“no therapy will work to a non-trusting Patient”. 

Later in the conversation I explained how the system and in particular the 
sharing of information would allow the Specialist to know in advance the general 
picture of the Patient and therefore able them to spend more time investigating 
the personal sphere of the Patient. The doctor expressed interest in the topic, 
and he said that “in med school they don’t teach us to consider the person as 
such, but only as an ill individual”. He also underlined many times how “the 
Patient does need to be listened to and also to be treated effectively: the cure 
though, depends on many factors as medicine is not an exact science”.  

Lastly, another important consideration made by the doctors is how important 
is for the Patient to understand WHY they are ill, not just cure the symptoms 
and how relevant it is to listen to the body as a sickness is a “malessere” (Italian 
for illness, uneasiness), in English “bad-being”, and therefore understanding 
what took the wrong path and caused the illness. 

9.3 A Dermatologist 
Even if not directly involved in the journey of the migraine Patient, the opinion 
of a certified doctor has been useful as he is directly involved in the Servizio 
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Sanitario Nazionale and has a clear view and expertise of the national health 
care system. 

I explained to him the system described in this paper and the process that led 
to it. The doctor was particularly interested in the involvement of the General 
Practitioner. He said that the idea of involving the GP more in the migraine 
Patient journey is interesting and indeed would bring a lot of benefits as it allows 
for a more general view of the Patient. Though, he pointed out how this 
involvement can be successful or not depending on GP to GP and their 
willingness to be part of the process. 

9.4 A Gastroenterologist 
As for the dermatologist, the opinion of the Gastroenterologist results useful due 
to the first-hand involvement in the Italian public healthcare system.  

The certified doctor found particularly insightful the general picture of the 
Patient and their needs. He found also very interesting the involvement of the 
General Practitioner that would boost the vision at 360° of the Patients. Lastly, 
he commented how in the system proposed the participation of the Specialist 
would positively be “less aseptic”.  

9.5 A Chronic Patient 
61 years old, sufferer of daily migraine since he was in his early 20s, this man 
kindly gave me his opinion on the system proposed: 

“Personally, I would not use it as much because I do not like using the 
smartphone, and because after 40 years of suffering I do know my condition 
well. On the other hand, younger people or in general people that just started 
suffering from migraine and need to explore their disorder more, would find the 
system incredibly useful in my opinion. I don’t have anything left to learn, I went 
to dozens of doctors, though the younger Patient could learn a whole lot from 
the data gathered by the application and more broadly by the system. 

At the beginning, when you first explained the system to me, I did not 
understand why the GP should have been involved in the system, I never 
involved mine. Now, after you clarified the concept of comorbidities and the 360° 
view of the Patient for the Specialist, I find it very valuable and interesting.  

Something I would suggest you do is to gather information also about food 
supplements because nobody ever asks me about those but personally, I think 
they are one of the things that make the difference. In general, in my life with 
the disorder I found foods have a big influence, so I would like to gather more 
data about this sphere”. 

 

10 The Proposed Solution 
10.1 Method of work 

I developed this study following the philosophy of "Human Centered design", 
which I met and used in my internship in YBP and the steps of the Design 
Thinking method.  

Human Centered design is defined by the design company IDEO as a creative 
approach to problem solving with a particular focus on the people involved. 

“It’s a process that starts with the people you’re designing with and ends with 
new solutions that are purpose-built to suit their needs. Human-centered 
design is about cultivating deep empathy with the people you’re designing with; 
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generating ideas; building a bunch of prototypes; sharing what you’ve made 
together; and eventually, putting your innovative new solution out in the world.” 
(IDEO, 2020). 

IDEO is the company that invented the term “Design Thinking”. Tim Brown, 
executive chair of IDEO, defines design thinking as a “human-centered 
approach to innovation that draws from the designer’s toolkit to integrate the 
needs of people, the possibilities of technology, and the requirements for 
business success.” (IDEO, 2020) 

Hasso-Plattner Institute of Design (Standford) proposes a model of design 
thinking that sees the process divided in 5 consecutive steps (Interaction Design 
Foundation, 2020): 

1. Empathize: the aim is to gain empathic understanding of the tackled 
problem. The aim of this phase is to eliminate any assumption or bias 
that the designer may have toward the area of interest. Specifically in the 
case of this study, the area I wanted to explore and investigate deeply is 
the migraine world of which I did not know enough about. To better 
understand the involved stakeholders, interviews to sufferers of the 
disorder, General Practitioners, and clinicians of the Centri Cefalee have 
been carried out. 

2. Define: in this phase the information gathered from the Empathize stage 
are analyzed to define the core problem. Regarding this paper, the core 
problem identified is the lack of information flow between the involved 
stakeholders (Patients, General Practitioners and Specialists of the Centri 
Cefalee). 

3. Ideate: during this phase the most diverse ideas are put down on paper 
by the design team. Many techniques are available, such as SCRAMPER 
and Brainstorm. It is important in this phase to have a diverging portion 
at the beginning, and a converging one afterwards.  

4. Prototype: in this phase the ideas are created in a scaled down and 
inexpensive way. In the case of this study, wireframes and mock-ups of 
the Patient smartphone application have been created. 

5. Test: the outcome of the prototyping phase is tested, and refinements are 
done following the testing results. For this study, tests have been carried 
out on migraine Patients. 

It is important to highlight the non-linear nature of the design thinking process. 
It is a flexible process, and more stages can also be carried out in parallel by 
different members of the design team and can be repeated iteratively. 
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Figure 10.1: The Design thinking Process (Interaction Design foundation) 

 

10.2 The System 
I remind the reader the main goal of the System: 

● Involve the General Practitioner in the migraine treatment process. 
● Minimize the Patient's effort in recording the diary, so that they 

continue to use it over time. 
● Promote a more empathic relationship within Doctors and Patient. 

The procedure and the Information system proposed here implement features 
to address these goals: 

● The registration of the Patient should be done by a General      
Practitioner, improving their involvement in the cure.  

● It is mostly a web application. The Specialist and the General Practitioner 
always have a web terminal available in their office.  

● The Diary recording tool is very simple to use. To keep the Diary tool as 
simple as possible, I decided to implement some functions useful to the 
Patient on the web application. 

● The diary tool may be executed also when the device is offline, to 
maximize availability to the Patient.  
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For ease of description, the conventional name M-Migraine is used below to 
identify the system. 
10.2.1 Patient Journey in the System 
In this chapter I explain the basic flow of experiences of a Patient in the system 
proposed.  

The following chapter (use cases) shows some different scenarios in the process. 
Here I describe the basic flow. It is assumed that the doctor is informed about 
the general approach to migraine treatment, otherwise they would also ignore 
the existence of the application. Some initial form of publicity and dissemination 
of information relating to migraine treatment is therefore necessary for the 
process outlined here to be realistic. 

 
1. The Patient talks with their GP about their troubles with migraine. It may 

happen in a visit relevant to other morbidity of the Patient or in a 
dedicated visit. The meeting with the GP relating to migraine could be 
preceded by a different sequence of events: the Patient may have followed 
a different path (as evidenced by the analysis of the conversations) to 
decide to go to a Headache Centre. In any case, access to the center using 
the SSN requires the issuing of a request by the GP, which must therefore 
be consulted.  

2. The doctor suggests that the Patient begin to collect his or her migraine 
life experience in an orderly manner and suggests using the system. This 
will allow the Patient to meet the Specialist having more precise 
information, considering that the waiting list is usually quite long, so an 
average waiting time of two months should be expected, as found in the 
YBP conversations. 

3. The GP instructs the Patient about the Patient Smartphone Application 
and makes the application set up: 

4. The General Practitioner enters the clinical history of the Patient on the 
system through their Web Interface. 

5. The General Practitioner enters the daily habits of the Patient together 
with them via the Web Interface. 

6. The General Practitioner gives the credentials for the Application login to 
the Patient. 

7. The Patient makes a first login to check that everything is fine5. 
8. Now the Patient may start using the App to journal its migraine 

experience. The Patient may now change their access credentials. 
9. The Patient uses the application every time an attack comes and finishes 

and whenever a relevant event should be logged. 
10.When the recording occurs after the end of the attack all data may be 

recorded together. When only the Start is recorded, then at the next 
connection the App reminds to enter the end and to complete the other 
data. Every 24 hours a notification reminds the Patient to complete the 
attack in case it ends. 

 
5 See the Limitation chapter about General Practitioners in Italy 
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11.The Patient has the option of creating attack models to quicken the 
recording of next events.  

12.A number of standard information (type of pain, drugs, triggers) are pre-
recorded in the system, but the user may add its own cases.  

13.The Patient goes to the Centro Cefalee for the first visit. The Patient may 
print the summary report to have all data available also when the Centre 
has not access to the application. It is assumed here that the Special is 
accessing the application. 

14.Through their web interface, the Specialist consults the clinical data and 
the Patient habits inserted by the General Practitioner as well as the 
attack occurrences and other data entered by the Patient. 

15.During the visit, because the objective data have been already shared, 
the Specialist has more time to dedicate to the personal sphere of the 
Patient and other subjective information that the Patient may want to 
share allowing for a more holistic visit. 

16.The Specialist enters clinical details in the Patient profile through their 
web interface, like changes in the Therapy. 

17.The Patient continues using the application frequently entering their data 
regarding attacks and significant events. 

18.In case of changes in the trends of frequency, intensity, duration of 
attacks or increased usage of symptomatic drugs, General Practitioner 
and Specialist get notified6. 

19.The Patient is notified in case of positive and negative changes in the 
trends.  

20.Reports can be downloaded from the Patient mobile application as well 
as from the web interfaces of GP and Specialist. 

 
10.2.2 Use Case Scenarios  
The scheme adopted to represent the Use Cases is taken from the Usability.gov 
site (U.S. General Services Administration Technology Transformation Services, 
2021).  

10.2.2.1 UC01: The Patient consults their GP for help with their 
headache 

 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC01 The Patient consults their GP 

for help with their headache 
 

    
Actors  Patient; General Practitioner 

(GP) 
 

    
Pre-conditions  The GP is a M-Migraine user  

 
6 Notification should be generated by the Web application component. 
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  The Patient uses an Android 
Mobile and has access to a 
Browser via PC or Mobile 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The Patient Account is active 
in M-Migraine, the new 
account is associated to the 
GP, and most of the sanitary 
booklet is filled in. The 
Patient is ready to start using 
M-Migraine.  

 

    
Normal Flow 1 The Patient explains his 

headache situation to the GP 
 

 2 The GP makes their own 
hypothesis (e.g., see Figure 1) 
and consider whether to refer 
the Patient to a Specialist.  

 

 3 However, the GP proposes to 
the Patient to start keeping a 
diary of his attacks, then to 
use M-Migraine. 

 

 4 The Patient agrees, the GP 
creates a new account for the 
Patient in M-Migraine 

Register a new 
Patient to the 
system, assigning 
credentials 

 5 The GP passes temporary 
login credentials to the 
Patient. 

 

 6 The GP records in M-
Migraine the Sanitary 
Booklet, as complete as 
possible. 

Record Sanitary 
Booklet 

 7 Create/update Headache 
assessment card 

Maintain Headache 
assessment card 

 8 If step 2 suggests addressing 
the Patient to a Specialist 
(Centro Cefalee) then the GP 
gives the Patient the 
information necessary for 
booking. 

 

 9 The case is complete.  
Variations    
    
Description  Visit after the first one 

relating to headache.  
 

    
 v1.1 The GP inquiries about the 

evolution of the disorder 
 

 v1.2 The GP checks if the Patient 
is recording the Diary 

Query Patient 
calendar 
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 v1.3 GP and Patient discuss the 
evolution and go to step 6 

 

    
Alternative flows   
    

 

10.2.2.2 UC02: The Patient starts using the M-Migraine system 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC02 The Patient starts using the M-

Migraine system 
 

    
Actors  Patient  
    
Pre-conditions  The GP registered the Patient 

to M-Migraine 
 

  The Patients has initial 
credentials 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The Patient is ready to use the 
M-Migraine diary recorder. 

 

    
Normal Flow 1 Using the receipts from the 

GP, the Patient connects to the 
M-Migraine web application 
and changes his or her 
temporary password. 

Change password 

 2 The user accepts privacy 
conditions 

Set privacy 
acceptance flag 
on the user 

 3 The Patient allows the GP to 
access their data 

Allow Specialist 
and/or GP to 
access its own 
data 

 4 The Patient fills in the MIDAS 
questionnaire (optional) 

MIDAS 
questionnaire 

 5 The Patient downloads the M-
Migraine diary app on their 
Mobile device. 

 

 6 The Patient opens M-Migraine 
on the mobile device and logs 
in using the new credentials 

Mobile: Login 

 7 The case is complete.  
Variations    
    
Description    
    
Alternative flows   
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10.2.2.3 UC03: The Patient records the start of an attack 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC03 The Patient records the start of 

an attack 
 

    
Actors  Patient  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patients have installed and 

activated the M-Migraine app 
on their smartphone. 

 

  No internet connection is 
required 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The start of a new attack is 
recorded locally on the app 

 

    
Normal Flow 1 The Patient realizes that a new 

Headache attack is starting 
and decides to log the fact on 
M-Migraine app. 

 

 2 The Patient opens the app Hello, Patient 
 3 Record the start of the attack Record attack 
 4 The Patient leaves the app.  
 5 The case is complete. The 

detailed description of the flow 
may be found in the 
Application Flow chapter. 

 

    
Variations    
    
Description  The Patient logged out from the 

app. 
 

 v1.2 The Patient open the app and 
los in entering credentials 

Let's start 

 v1.3 proceed to 3  
    
Alternative flows   
    

 

10.2.2.4 UC04: The Patient records the end of an attack 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 
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Description UC04 The Patient records the end of 
an attack 

 

    
Actors  Patient  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patients have installed and 

activated the M-Migraine app 
on their smartphone. 

 

  No internet connection is 
required 

 

  The Patient has recorded the 
start of an attack and has not 
yet completed it 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The attack info is completed 
and saved in the local 
permanent storage. 

 

  New Attack models, pain types, 
drugs, symptoms, and triggers 
may be created and made 
available for next Attack 
recording for this (and only this) 
Patient. 

 

    
Normal Flow 1 The attack is over, and the 

Patient decides to record when 
it is finished and the details of 
what happened. 

 

 2 The Patient opens the app Ongoing attack! 
 3 The Patient records the time of 

the end (or now) of the attack 
Record the end 
of the attack 

 4 The Patient selects the Attack 
model (within the existing set) 

Select your 
headache model 

 5 Completes the other Attack info  Attack Details 
Intensity, Pain 
Type, Drugs, 
Triggers, Period 
(women only) 

 6 The Patient checks the 
summary of the data entered 

Overview of 
your attack 

 7 The case is complete. The 
detailed description of the flow 
may be found in the Application 
Flow chapter. 

Hello page 

    
Variations    
    
Description  The Patient logged out from the 

app. 
 

 v1.2 The Patient open the app and 
logs in entering credentials 

Let's start 
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  proceed to 3  
    
Description  None of the recorded models fits 

the current attack. 
 

 v2.4 The Patient tap "New" Define the new 
Headache / 
where does it 
hurt? 

 v2.4_1 Patient selects the pain location Define the new 
Headache / 
does movement 
make it worse? 

 v2.4_2 Patient selects impact of 
movement 

Define the new 
Headache / 
What 
symptom… 

 v2.4_3 Patient select the symptoms 
experienced 

Save as new 
headache model 

 v2.4_4 Patients confirm the decision to 
save as a new model  

Save as a new  
headache model 
/ Give a name… 

 v2.4_5 Patient enters the name for the 
new model 

Attack Details 

  Proceed to 5  
    
Description  None of the recorded Triggers fit 

this case. (a similar procedure 
applies for each of the 
characteristics of the attack, see 
details in the Application flow 
chapter) 

 

 v3.5_1 The Patient taps "new trigger" Add new trigger 
 v3.5_2 The Patient enters the name of 

the new trigger. Selecting the 
"save as new trigger" tag will 
make the new one available for 
future reuse. 

Attack details 

  Proceed to the next 5 (Period in 
this case) 

 

    
    
Alternative flows   
    

 

10.2.2.5 UC05: The Patient records an attack after it is over 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC05 The Patient records an attack 

after it is over 
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Actors  Patient  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patients have installed and 

activated the M-Migraine app 
on their smartphone. 

 

  No internet connection is 
required 

 

  There is no initiated and 
unfinished attack in the system 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The attack info is completed 
and saved in the local 
permanent storage. 

 

  New Attack models, pain types, 
drugs, symptoms, and triggers 
may be created and made 
available for next Attack 
recording for this (and only this) 
Patient. 

 

    
Normal Flow  An attack occurred in the past, 

it is over, and the Patient 
decides to log it now. 

 

 1 The Patient opens the app Hello page 
 2 The Patient taps the Record 

attack button 
When did the 
attack start? 

 3 The Patient taps the Set date 
and time button 

Set date and 
time of the 
beginning… 

 4 The Patient selects the date and 
the time when the attack 
started 

Did the attack 
end? 

 5 The Patient taps "yes, set date 
and time" of the end of attack 
Button 

Set date and 
time of the end 
of the attack 

 6 The user selects the date and 
the time of the end of the attack 

Attack details 

 7 The case continues as case 4 
(recording the end of the attack) 

 

    
    
Variations    
    
Description  All the variations of user case 4 

apply 
 

    
Alternative flows   
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10.2.2.6 UC06: The Patient records a party where he assumed too 
much alcohol 

 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC06 The Patient records a party 

where he assumed too much 
alcohol 

 

    
Actors  Patient  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patients have installed and 

activated the M-Migraine app on 
their smartphone. 

 

  No internet connection is 
required 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The personal event info is 
completed and saved in the local 
permanent storage. 

 

    
    
Normal Flow  On Saturday evening the Patient 

attended a party and drank a 
little more than usual: he fears 
that this could trigger an attack 
and decides to record the event 
in the diary. 

 

 1 The Patient open the app Hello page 
 2 The Patient taps the personal 

event button 
Personal Event 

 3 The Patient taps the date and 
time button 

Set date and 
time of the 
personal event 

 4 The Patient selects the date and 
the time of the party, then taps 
Next 

Title of the event 

 5 The Patient enters the title, 
selects the category, enter some 
additional notes (maybe too 
many drinks) and taps the "save 
in calendar" button 

Hello page 

 6 The case is complete  
    
    
    
Variations    
    
Alternative flows   
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10.2.2.7 UC07: The Patient books a visit to the new Specialist 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC07 The Patient books a visit to the 

new Specialist 
 

    
Actors  Patient; Specialist  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patient is a registered user 

of M-Migraine 
 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The Patient is registered as 
being treated by the Specialist; 
the appointment is registered by 
the Specialist. 

 

    
    
Normal Flow    
 1 The Patient calls the Doctor to 

fix an appointment. 
 

 2 The Specialist accepts the new 
Patient and register the new 
Patient in M-Migraine 

Accept new 
Patient or 
register new 
Patient 

 3 The Patient allows the doctor to 
access their data 

Allow Specialist 
and/or GP to 
access its own 
data 

 4 The Specialist records the new 
appointment 

Record/change 
new 
appointment 

    
 5 The case is complete  
    
    
Variations    
Description  The Specialist is not a registered 

user of M-Migraine 
 

 v1.2 No registration on the System by 
the Specialist 

 

 v1.3 The Patient may record the 
appointment 

Personal Event 

  Proceed to 5  
Alternative flows   
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10.2.2.8 UC08: The Patient prepares the visit to the Specialist 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC08 The Patient prepares the visit to 

the Specialist 
 

    
Actors  Patient  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patient is a registered user 

of M-Migraine 
 

  Internet available, Mobile 
connected 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The Patient has collected all the 
useful information to make the 
next visit with the Specialist 
profitable. The Specialist has the 
information in advance. 

 

    
    
Normal Flow  The Specialist is registered in M-

Migraine 
 

 1 The Patient checks the 
completeness of the 
registrations on the Diary and 
completes the missing data. 

Mobile Diary 
Calendar 

 2 The Patient synchronize the data 
stored on the mobile and the 
web 

Mobile Diary 
Sync 

 3 Optionally, the Patient checks 
the validity of Midas and 
updates if necessary. 

Web app 
MIDAS  

 4 The Patient prints a report of the 
current month. Just in case, the 
Specialist has full visibility of 
the Patient data. 

Web App 
Report 

 5 The case is complete  
    
Variations    
Description  The Specialist is not a registered 

user of M-Migraine 
 

 v1.3 The Patient prints the report to 
have it available at the visit. 
Optionally the report and 
additional info may be sent via 
e-mail to the doctor to offer early 
availability of info. 

Web App 
Report 

 v1.4 The case is complete  
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Alternative flows   
    

 

10.2.2.9 UC09: The visit to the Specialist 
 

Section # Action M-Migraine 
Function 

    
Description UC08 The visit to the Specialist  
    
Actors  Patient; Specialist  
    
Pre-conditions  The Patient is a registered user of 

M-Migraine 
 

  The Patient has prepared the visit 
as described in Use Case 8 

 

    
Post-
conditions 

 The medical examination at the 
Specialist is completed effectively, 
the Doctor has a good history of 
the Patient and all the 
information necessary to devote 
time to the human aspects of the 
relationship with the Patient. 

 

    
    
Normal Flow  The Specialist is registered in M-

Migraine 
 

 1 The Specialist reads on M-
Migraine the status of the 
Patient, including the Diary, the 
Midas, the evolution in time of 
the Patient condition etc. 

Query 
functions of 
the M-
Migraine web 
application. 
(Patient 
Calendar, 
Sanitary 
booklet etc. 

 2 After or during the visit, the 
Specialist update the Therapy 
applied 

Therapy 
update 

 3 The Specialist updates other info 
about the Patient 

Diagnosis card 
update, 
Headache 
assessment 
card, other 

 4 The case is complete  
    
Variations    
Description  The Specialist is not a registered 

user of M-Migraine 
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 v1.1 The Patient gives to the Doctor 
the Report he/she has prepared 
and other documentation 
available.  
The report offers a concise view 
of the Patient's "life with 
headache" and will still help the 
physician in assessing the 
Patient's disorder.  

 

  The M-Migraine is not involved 
anymore in the visit. 

 

 v1.4 The case is complete  
    
Alternative flows   
    

 

 

10.2.3 The System Architecture 
The proposed System will support the following features: 

● A Web Application Database containing all the application data and 
accessible by all the users, limited to their authorizations. The database 
structure is described in the following chapters. The access will be limited 
to the data relevant to the user by role and by content: 

o The Patient may access only their own data and to the functions 
specific to their role. The Patient is the only role allowed to change 
the Diary data. 

o A General Practitioner may access the data of all Patients he/she 
is treating and to the functions specific to their role.  

o A Specialist may access the data of all Patients he/she is treating 
and to the functions specific to their role. 

● A Web Application running on servers under control of an Application 
Server (e.g., Jboss, Apache Tomcat). This component will support: 

o The part used by the Patient to support any required function but 
the recording of Attacks and Personal Events. 

o The part used by General Practitioner, accessing the system via 
Browser. 

o The part used by the Specialists, accessing the system via 
Browser. 

o The part supporting the Storage of data required by the Patient 
Smartphone application. 

o The reporting features. 
● A Mobile application dedicated to the Patient (the prototype of the user 

interface is part of this study). These components may run off-line but 
require connection when the data collected need to be consolidated on 
the application database. The Mobile app will only support the recording 
of Attacks and Personal Events. Any other function available to the 
Patient will be done through the web application. 
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Figure 10.2: The System main components 

To define the data to be gathered by the system, the web application NoEmi and 
the mobile app Migraine Buddy have been taken as the starting point and 
extended with the information learned from literature and interviews. 

10.2.3.1 Notes about the Synchronization process 
The synchronization will consider each single record (replace the full record, not 
single fields) and select the version based on the timestamp of the last update 
of the record. Most of the data should be updated on one side only, but I suggest 
implementing a bi-directional sync, selecting the newest record on each table. 
This study does not include an analysis of the process, and the Web application 
database does not include the required timestamp columns7. The Timestamp 
columns have been included only on the Smartphone app DB as a reminder for 
possible further development. 

The main flow of the sync is shown in the next table: 

Mobile DB Sync versus Web application DB 
  Patient Master Data 

Reference Tables   

  MIDAS 

Headache Models   

Personal Events   

 

The very first synchronization required by the Mobile will download from the 
server to the mobile all the data relevant to the user connected.   

 
7 The last sync timestamp may be added to the Patient table. 
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10.2.3.2 Security and Privacy 
The information contained in this database is to be considered “sensitive data”. 
Then the access to the data should be limited and granted. 

The security on the Web Application should be based on 3 principles: 

1. Any user may access the system only when registered. 
2. Any registered user has one and only one role assigned. When the same 

user has more than one role, (e.g., Patient and General practitioner) will 
register two different users, each one with its own role. The roles are: 

o Application Administrator 
o Patient 
o General Practitioner 
o Specialist 

3. The accessibility to data is driven by the role and by the data themselves.  
o The role defines the functions that the user may use (menu) 
o The records that each function may access for the user requiring 

the access are limited by the ownership of each record itself: 
actually, each information is relevant to one specific Patient, and 
the database contains all data necessary to identify the ownership 
of each record. 

▪ The Patient has access only to its own data. 
▪ The GP has access to the data relevant to its own Patients. 
▪ The Specialist has access to the data relevant to its own 

Patients. 

The Application Administrator role has full access to functions and data. 

The Mobile App will: 

● Require a login to the application that is available only when the mobile 
is online: the validation of the credentials is executed on the server. The 
only role accepted is Patient. 

● The Mobile device will accept one single user. 
● The Mobile App database contains data relevant to one single Patient. 
● The App is available to the user without any additional access validation 

until the user logs out explicitly: this is to minimize the diary recording 
effort. 

About the privacy of the Patient’s data will be granted by: 

● Each role allows the storage and maintenance of their own data on the 
system (privacyAllowed flag on the Subject table). 

● The acceptance of the Specialist is done only by the Patient themselves. 
● The Patient explicitly allows the Specialist and the GP to access their data 

(privacyAllowed flag on Patient_GP and Patient_Specialist tables).  

10.2.4 The Web Application 
The detailed analysis of the web application is not part of this study. I describe 
here the overall architecture of the components. I instead made a deeper study 
of the database necessary to support the process. 

10.2.4.1 The Web Application Functions 
This chapter lists the main features that should be available on the web 
application. The list of functions below shows only the basic functions: it has 
the sole purpose of better illustrating the functions expected from the system 
as a whole. 

● Application Administration 
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o Manage Lost Credentials 
o Check Patient devices Synchro 
o Query and report access log 
o Report overall Patient – GP – Specialists relationship 
o Manage common reference tables 

● Patient functions to register and maintain: 
o MIDAS questionnaire 
o Sanitary booklet8 (date driven9):  

▪ Lifestyle: weight, height, usual sleeping hours, usual 
alcohol, coffee, sport, food habits, smoking, etc. 

▪ Clinical measures: heartbeat rate, blood pressure, Analysis 
results (attachments),  

▪ Clinical anamnesis: comorbidities, allergies, surgeries, 
drugs assumed, etc. 

o Query Headache Assessment card10 
o Calendar including: 

▪  Attacks and Personal events (query and upload 
attachments),  

▪ Visits11 appointment 
o Change / add / cancel new Specialist 
o Allow Specialist and/or GP to access its own data 
o Change password 
o Set privacy acceptance flag on the user 

● General Practitioner functions 
o Register a new Patient to the system, assigning credentials 
o Sanitary booklet (date driven):  

▪ Life style: weight, height, usual sleeping hours, usual 
alcohol, coffee, sport, food habits, smoking, etc. 

▪ Clinical measures: heartbeat rate, blood pressure, Analysis 
results (attachments), etc. 

▪ Clinical anamnesis: comorbidities, allergies, surgeries, 
drugs assumed, etc. 

o Maintain Headache assessment card 
o Visit new appointment 
o Visit report (when relevant changes to the sanitary booklet) 
o Cancel Patient association to GP (myself) 
o Accept new registered Patient 
o Query Patient calendar 
o Query12 Patient sanitary booklet and Headache Assessment Card 
o Query My Patients list 
o Set privacy acceptance flag on the user 

● Specialist functions 
o Set privacy acceptance flag on the user 
o Accept new Patient or register new Patient 
o Cancel accepted Patient 

 
8 Sanitary booklet should be maintained by GP, but can be maintained also by the 
patient and the Specialist. 
9 History of values should be maintained 
10 The Headache Assessment card is the collection of information and symptoms that 
allow the Specialist to formulate the current diagnosis. 
11 Visits when not recorded by the doctors 
12 All queries will consider validity dates of the records. Report returned is by default 
calculated at today’s date, but a specific date may always be required.  
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o Record/change new appointment 
o Record new visit  

▪ Therapy update 
▪ Diagnosis card update 
▪ Attach clinical analysis reports 
▪ Update Headache Assessment Card 

o Query Patient calendar 
o Query Patient sanitary booklet and Headache Assessment Card 

10.2.4.2 The Web Application Database 
This chapter describes the database designed to support the complete M-
migraine Web Application.  

 
Figure 10.3: Web Application Database main logical entities 

 

All the actors involved (Patient, Doctors) are identified by the Codice Fiscale, a 
standard unique identifier for any citizen and for foreigner’s resident in Italy. 

Most of the data maintained here are managed by validity date: most of the 
medical treatments, personal clinical data like weight or blood pressure, as well 
as Doctors taking care of the Patient may change in time. I am using here the 
start and end validity date on each record13. This standard technique allows a 
much more efficient navigation in the data, never requiring search for the max 
value of the date. 

Some reference tables (e.g., Symptoms) may include entries valid for general use 
and specific values added by Patients for their own use. These last records will 
contain the patientId code in the specific column. The valid set of records for 
the user will then include the records having the patientId column null or equal 

 
13 When recording a new value for a record, the end date of the previous is updated to 
the start date – 1 of the new record and the end date of the current date is set to a 
fictitious 31/12/2300 (or the max allowed by the DB engine)  
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to the currently executing patientId. Notice that the limited size of these tables 
will limit the impact of the OR condition on performance. 

The above picture summarizes the content of the data managed by the 
application: 

Patient: the main subject, all the data recorded are relevant to him. Some basic 
attributes are maintained here: the data in this block do not require a validity 
date. 

Doctors: Information about the General Practitioner and the Specialists who 
treat the Patient.  

Security & Privacy: The connections between Patient and doctors, granting 
privacy along the time. 

Sanitary Booklet: The information of the Patient History and current clinical 
status relevant to the headache disorder. All data are subject to validity date. 

MIDAS: the Midas questionnaire (impact of headache disorder on working and 
social life) filled in by the Patient. Several questionnaires may be filled in time. 

Headache Diary: The journal of events relevant to the headache disorder for 
the Patient. Mainly the disorder attacks. 

Headache Attack: The data collected by the Patient about each attack. 

Visit & Prescriptions: The visits from the doctors, and the changes in the 
therapy. 

Attachments: Any file may be attached to the booklet of the Patient (as results 
of clinical examinations and other documents) 

A subset of this database will be made available on the Mobile component to 
allow the recording of the diary without a connection to the web application. 
This will include only the tables required to record the attack, the personal 
events and to add new entries in some reference tables (e.g., drugs, triggers). 

The design and the document are made using the dbdiagram.io (Holistics, 2021) 
free on-line application.  

Annex 1: The “Annex 1 M-Migraine WEB ER Schema.pdf” file contains the ER 
schema of the database. 

Annex 2: The “Annex 2 M-Migraine WEB DBML.txt” file contains the full 
Database definition in database Markup Language (Holistics, 2018).  

Annex 3: The “Annex 3 M-Migraine MYSQL Script.sql” file contains the MYSQL 
statements to create the database, generated automatically by dbdiagram.io. 

10.2.5 The Mobile Diary Recorder 
The Mobile App has been designed keeping well in mind that: 

● It will be used by suffering persons; they may be under a headache 
attack. 

● The user has a very indirect return in recording the data (the Specialist 
will hopefully improve their diagnosis and cure) so they will continue to 
use the application only if it makes the least effort.  

Therefore: 

● The functions available are limited to the minimum required to record 
attacks and personal events. 
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● The data required are the minimal compromise between the data needed 
by the clinician and the recording effort by the Patient. 

● The attack model function is implemented to still reduce the data to 
record for an attack when similar symptoms are recurring. 

● The look and feel of the interface are very simple and dark, to make it 
easy to use and non-invasive. 

The application requires an internet connection only to login and to 
synchronize with the server. Any other function is available also when the 
Mobile device is off-line. 

 

10.2.5.1 The Mobile Diary Recorder Functions 
The mobile Diary recorder include the following functions: 

● Log in  
● Log Attack including: 

o Recording of a new attack model 
o Adding specific personal entries in Drugs, Triggers, Pain types, 

Symptoms. 
● Log personal event 
● Show Calendar with Attacks and Personal events 
● Synchronize data with server 
● Download report 

The application flow shows all functions in detail. 

10.2.5.2 The Mobile Diary App Database 
The App used by the Patient to log their Migraine Diary needs a permanent 
storage to keep the entered data at least until next synchronization with the 
Web Application. 

I describe here a relational model: considering the small size of the database, 
the actual implementation may use relational DBMS like SQLlite or Json files 
depending on the implementation preferences. 

 
Figure 10.4: The Mobile App main logical entities 
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Patient master data: the basic info about the Patient and as a snapshot from 
the web application at last synchronization. It will include codes and 
descriptions for current General Practitioner, Specialist, Diagnosis and other 
info useful to offer a reasonably complete view of the Patient status also when 
off-line through the report (see the relevant chapter). 

MIDAS: The latest Midas questionnaire filled in by the Patient via the Web 
application. It is necessary to produce the Report. 

Sync info: the data required to administer the synchronization process with the 
Web Application. 

Headache Attack: the info about the single attack. 

Headache Models: the attack models saved by the Patient. 

Personal Events: the personal events recorded by the user. 

Reference Tables: drugs, triggers, type of events and other.  

As for the Web Application, the design and the document are made using the 
dbdiagram.io (Holistics, 2021) free on-line application.  

Annex 10: The “Annex 10 – M-Migraine Diary APP ER Schema.pdf” file contains 
the ER schema of the database. 

Annex 11: The “Annex 11 – M-Migraine Diary APP DBML.txt” file contains the 
full Database definition in database Markup Language (Holistics, 2018).  

Annex 12: The “Annex 12 – M-Migraine Diary APP MYSQL Script.sql” file 
contains the MYSQL statements to create the database, generated automatically 
by dbdiagram.io. 

 

10.2.5.3 High Fidelity Prototype 
The prototype has been developed using the on-line design tool Figma (Figma, 
2020). It is a vector graphics editor and prototyping tool which is primarily web-
based, with additional offline features enabled by desktop applications for 
macOS and Windows. 

The Italian prototype used for usability testing can be accessed and navigated 
through the link: 

https://www.figma.com/proto/bGhk8Uvv1ATPLBwxr9qL4e/ITA-Mazzi-
Tesi?node-id=307%3A157&scaling=scale-down&page-id=307%3A31 

The English version, the one described in the following chapters, can be found 
at: 

https://www.figma.com/proto/WVG6ei3p6l3vP7CQPd2W9S/ENG-Mazzi---
Tesi?node-id=307%3A157&scaling=scale-down&page-id=307%3A31 
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10.2.5.4 Application Flow
10.2.5.4.1 Login

Figure 10.5: Application Flow - Login

The Patient is required to log-in to the App. This should be done only if the user disconnects themselves.

To successfully login, the user must enter the credentials given to them by their GP: Codice Fiscale and a temporary password, 
that it will be changed by the Patient after the first login.

“Forgot password?” Allows to get a new temporary password when the password is forgotten by the user.

At a successful login or restarting the App, the app is ready to record a new attack or a personal event. 

When the previous attack is still open, the App requires first to complete the previous attack info (see Complete Attack).
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The central button of the navbar in the lower part of the home page moves to the My Calendar page (see Calendar), and the left 
button instead takes the Patient to their profile data overview.

10.2.5.4.2 Record Attack

Figure 10.6: Application Flow - Record Attack

To record an attack:

1. press on the button in Home called “Record Attack”.
2. Select date and time of the beginning of the attack or if it just started and the moment of the end of the attack. 
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3. If the attack is just started or not yet finished, the screen “When you will feel better come back to record the end of the 
attack and complete the data!” will appear. After pressing on “Finish” the “Ongoing Attack” version of the Home screen will 
appear. 

4. If the attack is over, the user will be taken to the “Attack details” flow (see Attack Details). 
5. “Do not save” allows the user to delete the instance. 
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10.2.5.4.3 Complete Attack

Figure 10.7: Application Flow - Complete Attack

To complete an ongoing attack, press on the “Complete” button.

The user is then asked to enter the moment of the end of the attack, and then taken to the “Attack details” flow.
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10.2.5.4.4 Attack Details

Figure 10.8: Application Flow - Attack Details

The user defines all the characteristics of the attack. 

1. Select the model of the attack, if already defined, otherwise, define the new model (see “Define New Model”).
2. Select the intensity of the attack. 
3. State whether they assumed any drug.
4. If so, the type of drug assumed, and the quantity is asked.
5. Select the triggers of the attack, if known (otherwise the “I don’t know” flag is to be selected)
6. State whether the user is currently on their period or not. This screen will be skipped in case of male users.

When none of the elements is fitting the current case, a new one may be added via the dedicated screen. In this case the feature 
is available for Drugs and triggers

When the selection is complete, a form summarizes all the data entered. Confirm returns to the home page. “Do not Save” allows 
the user to delete the instance just created.
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10.2.5.4.5 Define New Model

Figure 10.9: Application Flow - Define New Model

The model concept allows the user to record the basic features of their attacks to make the recording of recurring cases faster.

The model includes:

1. Type of pain

2. Prevalent location of pain

3. How the pain relates with motion

4. The symptoms experienced during the attack.

This information is to be selected in the subsequent screens reported above.

When none of the predefined (by the system or by the user) case fit the need, a new occurrence may be created: this feature is 
available for Type of Pains and Symptoms. Tapping “add a new one” moves to the screen dedicated to the feature.
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When completing the selections, the Save Model screen allows the user to assign a name to the model and save it for reuse. If the 
new model is not saved, the data will be associated only to this specific attack.

After the definition of the model, the user is taken back to the main flow of “Attack details” definition.

10.2.5.4.6 Add New Drug

Figure 10.10: Application Flow - Add New Drug

If the drug assumed is not present among the options, a new one can be added. To do so, the used taps on “Add new drug”.

The user can then write the commercial name of the drug and select the category that the drug belongs to among some 
predefined options. If it does not fit in any group, “Other” can be selected (not shown in the reported screen). 

Flagging the field “save as new drug”, the user saves the entered drug, and it will be seen also in the next records. Otherwise, the 
drug will be saved only for the current instance.
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10.2.5.4.7 Add New Trigger

Figure 10.11: Application Flow - Add New Trigger

When a Trigger is not found in the list, this section allows the Patient to record a new one.

The new Trigger inserted will appear in the selection list if the “save as new trigger” flag is turned on. Otherwise, it will be 
recorded only within this event.
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10.2.5.4.8 Add New Symptom

Figure 10.12: Application Flow - Add New Symptom

When a Symptom is not found in the list, this section allows the Patient to record a new one.

The new Symptom inserted will appear in the selection list if the “save as new symptom” flag is turned on. Otherwise, it will be 
recorded only within this event.
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10.2.5.4.9 Add new Pain

Figure 10.13: Application Flow - Add New Pain

When a Type of pain is not found in the list, this section allows the Patient to record a new one.

The new Type of pain inserted will appear in the selection list if the “save as new type of pain” flag is turned on. Otherwise, it will 
be recorded only within this event. 
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10.2.5.4.10 New Personal Event

Figure 10.14: Application Flow - New Personal Event
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The Personal Event section allows the Patient to record personal occurrences that they consider useful to be reported to the 
doctor because of their possible influence in the migraine history. 

Tapping the Record Personal Event button in the home page moves to the Add Personal Event screen, where the Patient will type 
the title, the description, and call the dedicated screens to record: 

1. Date and time 

2. Category (Family, Work, Health, Other) 

Tapping the save button cause the data to be recorded and moves to the "Event is saved" screen.  

The “Do not save” button does not record the data and returns to the home page. 

The End Button on the "event is saved" returns to the home page. 
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10.2.5.4.11 Calendar

The My Calendar page has multiple goals:

1. Giving an overall view of the occurrences 
of the month

2. See the details recorded on a date, 
selecting the date itself. From the 
overview of the attack and the one of the 
personal events, it is possible to modify 
them and to delete them with the “Delete 
Record” button.

3. Download the report (see in the thesis 
document) summarizing the info 
recorded in the selected month (using 
the button Download Report).

Figure 10.15: Application Flow - Calendar
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10.2.5.4.12 User Profile and Settings

Figure 10.16: Application Flow - User Profile and Settings

From the Home page, tapping the Account button (underlined in the picture) the app displays the basic data of the Patient.

1. The “Sync Data” button, available only when the Smartphone is online, allows the synchronization of the data stored in 
this device and the Web application database.

2. The logout button disconnects the user.

3. Tapping the setting button access the Settings page, where basing set up of the Application may be changed (Font size, 
Language, password)
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10.2.5.5 Test Process and Test Results 
 

The usability testing of the high-fidelity prototype of M-Migraine aims at 
understanding the usability of the interface with particular focus on the SUS 
and UEQ questionnaire. In the following sections the reader may find a 
description of the testing process adopted and the results obtained with 
consequent analysis. 
10.2.5.5.1 Dates, places, and roles 
Due to the restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic, the testing had 
been carried out remotely on the platform Google Meet.  

Test Date Time Platform Comments 
1 19.05.2021 20.00 Google Meet High frequency 

Migraine Patient 
2 18.05.2021 19.45 Google Meet Chronic Migraine 

Patient 
3 21.05 2021 14.30 Google Meet High Frequency 

Migraine Patient 
4 21.05.2021 17.00 Google Meet Chronic Migraine 

Patient 
5 23.05.2021 15.00 Google Meet Sporadic Migraine 

Patient 
6 23.05.2021 18.00 Google Meet Sporadic Migraine 

Patient 
 

The tests have been performed in Italian, in the Italian version of the high-
fidelity prototype, of which I report here the link: 
https://www.figma.com/proto/bGhk8Uvv1ATPLBwxr9qL4e/ITA-Mazzi-
Tesi?node-id=307%3A157&scaling=scale-down&page-id=307%3A31. The 
facilitator explains step by step the task to be carried out by the interviewed 
subject, and then proceeds in asking the questions from the questionnaires. 

10.2.5.5.2 Participants 
6 tests have been carried out, with a total of 6 subjects. Each test involves one 
subject at a time to assure the authenticity of performance.  

The prototype to be tested is the Patient interface, the M-Migraine Migraine 
Diary, that allows Patients to record migraine attacks and personal events 
through a smartphone application that is part of a larger system of data 
gathering. It is targeted toward users of 15 to 65 years of age. 

To carry out the test, the subject needs a personal computer with a camera and 
microphone and must be able to interact with it. Camera and microphone are 
needed to allow the facilitator and the observer to interact with the tested 
subject. 

Participants 6 subjects have been interviewed remotely due to the 
restrictions imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic in Italy. 

Recruiting The participant must be a migraine sufferer. In this way, 
other than the usability of the stand-alone application, the 
participant can express their opinion about the possibility 
of including the application in their daily life and other 
opinions strictly related to their condition. 
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10.2.5.5.3 Sequence 
 
Welcome text: 
Good morning, I am <facilitator name> and this is <observer name>. I am 
currently writing a Master thesis concerning a system that aims at improving 
the empathic relationship between doctors and Patients, targeting the flow of 
information between the General Practitioner and the Specialists taking care 
of the Patient and lastly to ease the process of recording of attacks for Patients 
on their device.  

I am <facilitator name> and I’m going to walk you through the whole session. 
Your feedback is important, so please make your comments and express your 
though process out loud. There are no right or wrong answers, so feel free to 
give any type of feedback, as it would be of great help for the future 
development of the prototype. 

The session will last about 60 minutes. I will start by asking you about some 
personal information such as age, employment, and habits. Remember that all 
data gathered will be anonymous. After the gathering of personal data, we will 
proceed with the test of the application: you will share your screen and 
perform determined tasks. If you have any questions, feel free to ask at any 
point. After the tasks will be completed, I will ask you some other questions 
regarding the activity just performed and how you felt while doing it. 

Do you have any questions for me?  
We can start. 

Process: 
1. Welcome Text 
2. Personal Information 
3. Ask participants to perform the tasks and gather feedback and results. 
4. SUS questionnaire, UEQ questionnaire, general feedback. 

NOTE: more information about the system that the application is part from have 
been given along the test session when asked by the participants. 

The tasks performed and the questionnaires can be found in Annex 13. 

10.2.5.5.4 The Usability Testing Results 
For the usability testing of the M-Migraine application prototype, I selected 6 
users within the target age range of the application (15 to 65) all suffering from 
migraine to some extent. The migraine Patients that took part of the tests are 6: 
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4 females and 2 males of age between 22 and 61, uniformly spread as frequency 
of attacks as shown in the following graphs.  

 
Figure 10.17: Bar graph showing the age of each participant. The gender is color coded: pink for 

Female and blue for Male. 

 
Figure 10.18: Test participants by their migraine frequency. The disorder is considered chronic if 

there are more than 8 occurrences per month. 

The test procedure included 5 tasks to be performed by the participant. The 
benchmark values, called in the graphs “Theoretical values” of each task for 
number of actions and time needed to complete the task, are reported in the 
following table. 

Theoretical 
value Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 TOTAL 
Time (s) 6 19 73 20 13 131 
# Actions 3 6 34 9 6 58 

Figure 10.19: Benchmark values for each task included in the test. 
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Here follows the results obtained in terms of number of actions performed to 
complete each task by each participant, and in terms of the time taken to 
successfully complete the tasks. 

 

 
Figure 10.20: Number of actions performed by each participant to complete the tasks. 

 
Figure 10.21: Time taken by each participant to complete the tasks. 

It is worth pointing out that all tasks have been carried out successfully by all 
participants and no major mistakes have been done.  

The number of actions has always been similar enough to the benchmark 
values. 

More variances have been found in terms of the time taken to perform the tasks. 
This is partially because to correctly time the performance, the stopwatch has 
been paused from time to time to provide the explanation of the tasks when 
asked by the participant. The further details provided were not only about the 
task itself but also about the more general system, as it was a topic that aroused 
particular interest in the tested subjects.  
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10.2.5.5.5 System Usability Scale (SUS) 
The System Usability Scale (SUS) provides a “quick and dirty” tool for measuring 
the usability performance. It was originally created by John Brooke in 1986 and 
it allows for the evaluation of products and service either hardware or software. 

The benefits of such scale are the ease of administration of the questionnaire, 
the reliability it provides even if applied to a small sample, and the validity as it 
effectively differentiates among usable and non-so usable systems. 

 The SUS questionnaire consists of 10 items that the user rates from 1 to 5 (See 
figure below), where 1 is “Strongly disagree” and 5 corresponds to “Strongly 
agree”. Each of the 10 questions has a weight of 10 points for a total of 100 
points. Even if the scale is 0-100, the SUS score is not a percentage, and a result 
is considered as above average if it is over 68. The graph below represents how 
the percentile translates in SUS score and letter grades. In particular, to get an 
A, the SUS score should be over 80.3 and anything below 51 corresponds to an 
F. 

 
Figure 10.22: SUS Questionnaire Score vs percentile rank and A-D scale 

 

Here are the instructions for Scoring the System Usability (Sauro, 2016): 

● For odd items: subtract one from the user response. 
● For even-numbered items: subtract the user responses from 5. 
● This scales all values from 0 to 4 (with four being the most positive 

response). 
● Add up the converted responses for each user and multiply that total by 

2.5. This converts the range of possible values from 0 to 100 instead of 
from 0 to 40. 

Results of the SUS Questionnaire 
The overall SUS Score has been calculated as the average of the SUS score given 
by each participant. The table below summarizes these results showing the 
partial scores and the overall average. Moreover, the Standard Deviation has 
been calculated to have an idea of how much the results are spread out. The 
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results are promising as all participants scored the prototype above the 81.3 
boundary, therefore grading the prototype ‘A’ in a A-D system, and the standard 
deviation is relatively small.  

 

Participant SUS Score 
(max 100) Grade 

Participant 01 95 A 
Participant 02 90 A 
Participant 03 95 A 
Participant 04 97.5 A 
Participant 05 92.5 A 
Participant 06 95 A 
Average SUS Score 94.17 A 
Standard Deviation 2.58  

 

The table reported below shows how participants answered to each question of 
the questionnaire. 

Question 
# 

“Strongly 
Disagree” “Disagree” “Neutral” “Agree” “Strongly 

Agree” 
1 1 0 1 1 3 
2 5 1 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 6 
4 6 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 2 4 
6 6 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 2 4 
8 5 1 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 1 5 
10 6 0 0 0 0 

 

The results are promising as the answers are skewed to the left for the even 
sentences and the odd ones instead see the answers concentrated on the right 
side of the table. Indeed, it is important to remember that the even questions 
are the ones with a negative connotation, such as question 4 “I think that I 
would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system”.  

10.2.5.5.6 UEQ Questionnaire 
The UEQ questionnaire was originally created in Germany in 2005. It consists 
of a set of 26 items with the following structure: 

Attractive   O O O O O O O  Unattractive 

As stated in the official website, “the scales of the questionnaire cover a 
comprehensive impression of user experience. Both classical usability aspects 
(efficiency, perspicuity, dependability) and user experience aspects (originality, 
stimulation) are measured.” (Hinderks, Schrepp, & Thomaschewski, 2018) 
measured are: 

● Attractiveness: Overall impression of the product. Do users like or 
dislike it? 

● Perspicuity: is it easy to get familiar with the product and to learn how 
to use it? 
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● Efficiency: Can users solve their tasks without unnecessary effort? Does 
it react fast? 

● Dependability: does the user feel in control of the interaction? Is it 
secure and predictable? 

● Stimulation: is it exciting and motivating to use the product? Is it fun to 
use? 

● Novelty: is the design of the product creative? Does it catch the interest 
of the user? 

Attractiveness is a pure valence dimension, while the others are divided into two 
categories: pragmatic qualities and hedonic qualities. Pragmatic Quality is now 
the user can accomplish the goal, while Hedonic Quality refers to how the 
system is perceived by the user. 

 
Figure 10.23: The UEQ questionnaire 

The UEQ questionnaire is often used to compare two products, usually the 
existing version with the re-designed one or to test if a product has sufficient 
user experience. In this paper the UEQ is used for the latter. 

Results of the UEQ Questionnaire 
The analysis reported in this section have been carried out using the 
spreadsheet available for download on the official website https://www.ueq-
online.org/. 
The standard interpretation of the scale means that values are considered 
neutral if between -0.8 and +0.8, positive if > 0.8 and negative if <-0.8. 

The following graph shows the results obtained from the 6 tests performed on 
the prototype of the Patient mobile application for each of the 6 dimensions. 
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Figure 10.24: Bar graph representing the average score for each dimension. 

 

 
Figure 10.25: Results obtained by category. 

The overall results are positive as all dimensions are over the 0.8 threshold.  

Here follows a more detailed view of the results obtained. The horizontal bar 
graph indeed shows the mean obtained for each factor. 
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Figure 10.26: mean score of each of the 26 factors 

 

Notice how the lowest mean is the item boring/exciting. This is because some 
individuals associated the diary application to the migraine event itself and 
commented how hard it is to see something related to their pain as exciting. 

A plotted benchmark against other samples follows. It can be noticed how all 
dimensions lay in the “Excellent” portion of the graph. 
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Figure 10.27: Plotted benchmark against other examples 

 

Even though the results are promising, it is important to consider the reduced 
dimension of the sample, only 6 tests. The prototype can be therefore considered 
as a good starting point, but to have a more exhaustive result, further testing is 
needed. 

The confidence intervals of the 6 parameters are reported in the table here 
below.  

Confidence intervals (p=0.05) per scale

Scale Mean Std. Dev. N Confidence
Confidence 

interval
Attractiveness 1.889 0.697 6 0.557 1.332 2.446 
Perspicuity 2.833 0.258 6 0.207 2.627 3.040 
Efficiency 2.417 0.492 6 0.393 2.023 2.810 
Dependability 2.167 0.563 6 0.450 1.716 2.617 
Stimulation 1.792 0.485 6 0.388 1.403 2.180 
Novelty 1.667 0.701 6 0.561 1.106 2.228 

 

All the attributes have a standard deviation lower than 1, meaning that the 
distribution of the ratings in all categories is consistent and not sparse.  

In conclusion, the prototype was overall well perceived but increasing the 
number of valuations is needed to have a clearer picture of the User Experience.  

10.2.5.5.7 Test Results Discussion and the Changes Made to the Prototype 
In general, the results are promising as all tasks have been performed 
successfully and the UEQ and SUS questionnaire results are positive. Even if 
the size of the sample considered is limited, its variety in age, gender and 
frequency of migraine, allows for a good first round of results.  

The system in its entirety has been well perceived as it has been the prototype 
of the M-Migraine application. The main comments of the interviewed subjects 
are: 

● The application is easy to use and complete in the amount and type of 
data gathered. 
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● The type of application is formal. A more friendly app would encourage 
me more in using it daily. 

● When entering the amount of drug taken, there should be the option of 
selecting the “half dose”. 

● The application does not ask anything about my nutrition habits, though 
in my case it has a very strong impact on my migraine. 

● There should be an option for entering the supplements taken, as for me 
they are key for the improvement of the condition. 

● The application asks to enter the category of the drug assumed, though 
I think it would be easier for me to enter the name of the drug rather than 
its category. 

After this first round of testing, I decided to make some changes following the 
feedback of the tested subjects to the English version of the prototype itself. In 
particular, the form for the drugs assumed has been changed, as shown in the 
following figure. In the latest version, the highlighted name is the commercial 
name of the drug and not the category. Moreover, in the latest version, the “+” 
for the drug intake allows the user to increase the dosage 0.5 at a time.  

 
Even though one subject mentioned how they would have preferred a more 
friendly language, I am not planning on changing it as a more formal language 
is preferable given the diversity of target users (ranging from 15 to 65 years of 
age). 

As for the food intake diary, even if it would be an interesting integration, it is 
thought as a possible future development where more study should be put in. 
As for the current state of the art of the system, such integration would make 
the application more cumbersome and demanding for the user. 

Other changes to be performed before proceeding with the second round of 
usability testing, are: 

● Add a final section in the “Log attack” flow for letting the user enter any 
other notes about the attack. 

● Include the possibility of recording food supplements intake. 
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10.2.6 Report 
The report I am proposing here is a monthly snapshot of the Patient status. The 
goal is offering an easy-to-read synthesis to the doctor. It does not include the 
info that should be registered by the Doctor, like the therapy currently applied, 
and contains only the data recorded by the Patient in the last period. 

The goal is to minimize the time required for the doctor to analyze the data, 
allowing more time to informal communication with the Patient. 

The report can be obtained both from the Web Application and from the Mobile 
Diary recorder. Thus, the report can be produced and presented to a clinician 
even in out of the ordinary situations. To this end, some data is reported on the 
mobile device by the synchronization process (Midas). 

The first page includes the basic personal data of the Patient and the data that 
synthetizes the Migraine anamnesis of the Patient: 

● The Latest version of the Midas questionnaire filled in by the Patient 
showing the impact of the disease on the social life. 

● The Attack models that the Patient has recorded, to highlight what type 
of attack occurs more frequently. 

● A summary of the attack occurrences in the previous month compared 
to this month. 

● The symptomatic drugs assumed last month compared to this month. 

 

 
Figure 10.28: Report page 1 

The second page shows at a glance what happened in the month. The layout is 
a monthly calendar and icons show what relevant events happened every day. 

The legenda of the icons follows: 
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No attack today

An attack of low intensity

An attack of medium intensity

An attack of heavy intensity

A relevant family event

A flight 

Relevant physical activity

Especially heavy work activity

Extraordinary food intake or fast

Figure 10.29: Report page 2
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The third page shows the details relevant to each Icon, ordered by date. Short 
form is used for any info, to allow all facts to be contained in a single page to 
ease the connection between page 2 and the details in page 3. 

 
Figure 10.30: Report page 3 

11 Accessibility  
Today, over 1 billion people live with some form of disability and this number is 
quickly increasing because of the ageing of population and increase of chronic 
health conditions. Moreover, almost everyone will or has experienced some form 
of disability at some point of their life. Disabilities can be permanent or 
temporary, such as a broken arm, and can affect how people interact with 
devices. For this reason, developing an accessible interface and system is 
important. (World Health Organization, 2020)  

The European Standardization Organizations – CEN, CENELEC and ETSI – have 
published the new European Standard on accessibility requirements for 
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) products and services: EN 
301 549 (ETSI, 2021). 

It is intended for use by public authorities and other public sector bodies during 
procurement, to ensure that websites, software, digital devices are more 
accessible – so they may be used by persons with a wide range of abilities (ETSI, 
2014). 

The proposed system is thought to be implemented at national level in public 
health services, therefore it must be compliant to the accessibility requirements 
of Italian government.  From the Direttiva UE  2016/2102 with the Decreto 
legislativo n. 106 of August 10th, 2018, that updated the existing Legge 4/2004, 
the websites and mobile applications of public administrations of the States part 
of UE should improve the accessibility. In particular, the compliance with WCAG 
2.1 of websites and mobile applications is required (AGID, 2020). The standard 
is also included in the European Standard EN 301 549, in the sections regarding 
Web (Section 9) and Software (Section 11) of the document.    
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Even though it is not part of this paper, the web applications for the General 
Practitioner, the Specialist and the Patient will be developed in compliance with 
the WCAG 2.1 requirements, at least to level AA, preferably also compliant to 
the level AAA.   

For the Patient mobile application instead, a deeper analysis about compliance 
with WCAG 2.1 can be found in Annex 16 (W3C, 2019). 

The prototype has been developed keeping in mind the WCAG 2.1 constraints 
where applicable (therefore mainly for language used, contrast and size of 
elements). 

The application is tough to  develop  in  Android and iOS.  To make it compliant 
with accessibility requirements, in particular Section 11.5 of the document EN 
301 549 “Interoperability with assistive technology”, accessible components will be 
used: buttons, checkboxes being the main ones.  

The compliance with assistive technologies is key to allow all users to be able to 
access and effectively use the application.  Examples of assistive technologies 
are screen readers (TalkBack, Voiceover) and directional controllers (trackball, 
keyboard). For this purpose, it is important to describe each component so that 
the assistive technology can effectively translate for the user the screen 
elements. This can be achieved in Android with the contentDescription attribute 
and in iOS with accessibilityLabel.  

In the prototype of M-Migraine the design choices have been made with the 
concept of accessibility in mind.   

1.  Dark background and white text.  

High contrast was chosen to allow low vision users to be able to use the 
application. At the same time, the dark background has been a choice driven 
by the migraine condition: as emerged from the interviews and the literature 
review, one of the most common symptoms during the migraine attack is 
sensibility to light. Darker background is more suitable for such symptoms 
(Kim, Erickson, & Lambert, 2019).  Though recent studies (Bullock, 2020)  are  
debunking this belief, therefore the possibility of choosing “light-mode” for the 
application may be a future development.  

2.  Form as successive screens and not a continuous form.  

Putting information in subsequent screens lets the user focus on fewer 
information at a time, therefore requiring a lower concentration level. This is 
preferable if we think that the Patient may be entering the information right 
after a debilitating migraine attack.  Moreover, this allows the application to be 
more suitable for users with learning impairments such as dyslexia or ADHD.  

3.  Presence of “Next” or “Confirm” button.  

Being in successive screens and not as a scrollable form, the screens to enter 
the attack details or other choices in the app, all have a confirm button. This is 
to lower the probability that the user selects options by mistake and allow them 
to fix their choices on the go.  

4.  White border appears when the item is selected.  

This choice allows one to well distinguish the selected item among the others. 
The purple cloud further identifies the selected item. This choice still makes the 
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contrast ratio higher than 4.5, though for compliance to WCAG 2.1 level AAA, 
this design choice may be changed.  

5.  Color change in the selected checkbox option and filled checkbox.  

Also in this case, the choices had been done having accessibility in mind. The 
color change of the text allows it to be different from the other unselected 
options. For similar reasons, the checkbox has been designed as filled when 
selected and empty when unselected.  

6.  Usage of simple, standard symbols. 

The home button, calendar page, profile page, settings, edit symbols are all 
standard to avoid misunderstanding from the user.  

In conclusion, design choices have been made according to accessibility 
constraints, though further work is needed to develop an application and more 
in general a system compliant to accessibility guidelines. 

 

12 How the System Satisfies the Goals 
Recalling the objectives identified in chapter xx, we see if and how the system 
described satisfies them. With “Satisfy”, it is intended that the proposal 
describes a solution for the related requirements. 

GOAL1. Each Actor in the system should be unequivocally identified. 
The usage of Codice Fiscale and Role associated with a unique ID 
grants the goal. 
 

GOAL2. The Patient should feel followed and understood by the Specialist and 
General Practitioner. 
Requirements 07 and 09 are satisfied fully. The system indeed allows 
the Specialist and GP to access data previous a visit. 
 

GOAL3. Privacy regulations must be respected protecting the data entered by 
the Patient. All these data are sensitive. 
Requirements 21, 04, 05, 06 have been fully satisfied. For further 
details, see chapter “Security and Privacy”. 
 

GOAL4. The General Practitioner should be involved in the migraine clinical 
care of the Patient as they know the Patient clinically and personally 
more deeply and broadly than the Specialist. 
The goal is satisfied by involving directly the General Practitioner in 
the System, allowing the Specialist to access to the data in advance. 
Requirements 09, 10, 11, 12 are satisfied. 
 

GOAL5. The Headache diary is the primary output: The Patient should be able 
to fill the “headache tracker” quickly and with ease, prioritizing these 
aspects to the completeness of data gathered. 
The description of the Patient Diary Recorder application explains 
thoroughly this point (see section “The Mobile Diary Recorder”). 
Requirements 13, 14, 15 are satisfied. 
 

GOAL6. The Specialist should also focus his/her attention to the non-strictly 
clinical sphere of the Patient emphasizing the empathic and 
psychological relationship. 
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Requirements 07 and 18 are satisfied. Consulting data in advance, 
allows the Specialist to focus more on the human relation with the 
Patient during the visit time. 
 

GOAL7. The Actors should collect data not only strictly related to the headache 
disorder to allow for a 360° assessment of the Patient (comorbidities, 
food habits, sleep pattern, physical activity, hydration, stress factors, 
blood pressure, cardiac pulse). 
The manual collection of such information is included in the web 
component of the solution, though the Requirements 16 and 17 are 
not fully satisfied by the system proposed. The section “Options for 
Future Research” describes possibilities to cover these points.  
 

GOAL8. The Specialist and the General Practitioner should be kept updated on 
the number of symptomatic drugs taken by the Patient and their effect. 
The system gathers information about drug intake of the Patient. 
Additional AI analysis and reports may be considered for future 
extensions. Requirement 18 is partially satisfied, while requirement 
19 is not covered here. 
 

GOAL9. All Actors should be able to use the interface. 
Requirement 22 is satisfied. For requirement 20, details about the 
state of the art of the accessibility of the proposed system and the 
planned future developments are found in the chapter “Accessibility”. 

 

 

13 Options for Future Research 
 

The study could be extended to analyze better relevant features emerging from 
what has been done here and from specific suggestions from the Patients 
interviewed to validate the prototype. 

13.1 Integration in Google calendar 
The younger Patients interviewed, using heavily the Mobile features, suggest 
studying an integration of the Migraine Diary with Google Calendar. The 
requirement is to extend the recording of an event in Google Calendar to access 
the collection of migraine attacks and migraine personal events. The integration 
should be studied both in terms of ergonomics and technical feasibility. 

13.2 Gathering of data collected by the mobile 
devices 

A detailed reconstruction of the overall scenario in which the Patient's migraine 
attacks originate and develop cannot be based solely on the information 
recorded manually by the Patient: the registration work is excessive and 
certainly leads to an abandonment of the application. 

The current mobile and/or wearable devices automatically collect a lot of data 
about us and our lifestyle.  

● Physical activity, heartbeat rate, sleeping quality and other are collected 
by most of the wearable devices. 

● Travels and visits to shops and restaurants, as well as the location when 
an event occurs are collected by Google Maps (and others).  
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● Weather conditions at the location and at the time may be obtained by 
public Weather services.

Understanding what is available and how (including credentials required and 
privacy issues) to access this info may be a very interesting area of study. 
Integrating these data in the diary will create a complete scenario without any 
additional effort for the Patient.

Some examples follow.

There is no need for a real-time connection: data may be collected 
asynchronously, just before producing reports or on a scheduled timing. Then 
the proposal is to use standard existing applications on the smartphone, I 
consider here Google Fit, and develop within the System Patient app the 
software required to collect data from Google fit and integrate with data collected 
by the app itself by time and date (GOOGLE, 2020).

Figure 13.1: The Google Fit Platform

The Google Fit platform is designed to allow new applications to load data into 
the “Fitness Store” from their own application collecting data from the existing 
and future sensors. Nowadays, much valuable information is collected by 
Smartwatches and new sensors will become available in the future. The platform 
is also taking care of the security and privacy.

The data that can be collected today from Google fit when the user is using an 
appropriate smartwatch could be:

● Sleeping pattern history
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● Blood pressure 
● Heartbeat rate 
● Walking steps and other activity (e.g., biking) 
● Cardio score (a measure of effectivity of the activity of the day) 

 
Figure 13.2: A google fit form 
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With similar procedures, from other applications other data may be collected. 
For the following types of data, I made no check about availability of API to 
access the data, while the data are collected: 

● Trips (where, when, how long, how) (Google Maps Timeline) 

 
Figure 13.3: From Google Maps Timeline 
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● Weather condition by location and date (i.e., 
https://www.meteoblue.com/, https://www.ilmeteo.it/) 

 
Figure 13.4: Weather condition in a past date 
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14 Limitations 
 

14.1 Availability of General Practitioners 
The procedure proposed in this study assigns a significant role to the GP 
(medico di base o di famiglia). This is a relevant issue because of the low number 
and the age of GPs in Italy. The data from Eurostat show that in Italy we have 
89 Medici di Base per 100.000 inhabitants and that 54% of them are older than 
55 years. These facts limit the dedicated time-per-Patient and the familiarity 
with computer-based procedures. 

 

14.2 GP application overlap 
Many GPs are using a dedicated application to manage their Patients. This 
records the medical history of the Patients; many different applications are 
available on the market: e.g.: (DoctorMANAGER, 2018), (Gipo.it, 2021), 
(medinformatica, 2020). Recording of data on a special system dedicated to 
migraine Patients may generate the need for double entry of some data. 

14.3 Sponsorship 
Implementation of the procedure in the real world requires a strong sponsorship 
by the involved authority (either public or private). Involving several actors, they 
should all adhere to the project.  
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14.4 Familiarity of Patients with technology 
The reviews of the prototype with Patients shows signs of difficulty in using the 
technology by older Patients. 
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15 Conclusions (English) 
From the study of the bibliography that I did to understand the world of 
migraines, I want to highlight some elements that seem relevant to me: 

● Migraine is considered by researchers throughout the world to be a 
serious disease, extremely widespread and with a very heavy social and 
economic impact. Scientific research is intensely dedicated to this 
pathology and new therapies have been discovered and applied in 
recent decades. However, no specific tests have yet been identified to 
diagnose the disorder. 

● Knowledge of the disease is generally insufficient on the part of General 
Practitioners: university training on the subject is poor and summary 
(Barbanti, Emicrania, storia di un personaggio in cerca d'autore, 2021). 

● The social perception of the disorder is not that of a real disease: it is 
often interpreted as an excuse to avoid some tasks. Thus, the Patient 
often hides or minimizes their illness in order not to be socially 
marginalized. 

● Lacking clear guidance and support from primary care, the Patient is 
informed and addressed based on word of mouth and Internet based 
research. This leads to inevitable waste of time and public and private 
money. 

● The identification of the correct therapy requires an analysis of the 
Patient's situation at 360°: comorbidities, lifestyle, and the evolution of 
the migraine crises. Trust in the doctor and the human relationship 
with them are very important. 

● Lastly, we note the lack of a single national migraine registry in Italy 
despite the various projects launched to implement it. The relevance for 
the research of this database is high but it seems not sufficient to 
create a unified effort on the part of the actors involved. 

These elements were promptly confirmed by the conversations done during the 
internship at YBP. It is particularly evident: 

● The low participation of the General Practitioner in the Patient's 
journey. 

● The importance of word of mouth in choosing the Specialist. 
● The importance of the human relationship with the Specialist which 

improves the trust in the applied therapy and continuity of care. 
● The Patient's lack of willingness to collect the migraine diary over time. 

I refer to this last point to report the considerations that emerged from the 
analysis of some market applications dedicated to collecting the medical history 
of Patients suffering from migraine. The two applications that I found of greatest 
interest are: “Migraine Buddy”, a standalone application on Mobile, which 
collects a large amount of information but requires a considerable effort from 
the Patient (the only actor entering data); NoEmi, a recent web application that 
involves the Specialist in the process and manages a database rich in 
information. NoEmi does not offer a smartphone version, which makes it 
difficult to use for a large number of Patients. Both are valid applications and 
have inspired the solution described in this study. 

From the verifications made, the solution proposed in this study, based on web 
components shared by all the actors involved in the process and a simple mobile 
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application for managing the migraine diary, seems to offer a realistic solution 
that meets the needs highlighted in this research: 

● Primarily involve the General Practitioner in the migraine Patient care 
process. The complete absence of the doctor who best knows the Patient 
in the current situation was highlighted in the conversations of the YBP 
consultancy project but above all by the doctors who kindly participated 
in the verification process. The participation of the GP in the Patient's 
journey is important both for the effectiveness of the process (referral to 
Specialists) and for the psychological support of the Patient (trust in the 
doctor who knows me). 

● Helping the Patient to maintain the migraine diary with a minimum effort 
so that it is not soon abandoned is important to provide the Specialist 
with a complete view of the crises and collateral events that may have 
triggered it. On this point too, the feedback of the doctors I consulted 
highlight the importance of the Patient's overall knowledge in setting up 
a correct therapy.  

● The active contribution of the GP to the Patient's care path and the 
availability of a good migraine diary allows the Specialist to have a 
broader view of the Patient's situation, helping to establish a better 
human relationship between Patient and clinicians. 

However, the effective implementation of a procedure such as the one proposed 
comes up against important obstacles:  

● There are not enough GPs in Italy to guarantee the necessary attention 
to "atypical" Patients;  

● Each GP uses one of the many information systems for the management 
of the medical office available on the market and replicating part of the 
information in a new system dedicated to a specific pathology would be 
considered an unpleasant additional work. 
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16 Conclusions (Spanish) 
Del estudio de la bibliografía que hice para entender el mundo de las migrañas, 
quiero destacar algunos elementos que me parecen relevantes: 

• Los investigadores de todo el mundo consideran que la migraña es una 
enfermedad grave, muy extendida y con un impacto social y económico 
muy importante. La investigación científica está intensamente dedicada 
a esta patología y en las últimas décadas se han descubierto y aplicado 
nuevas terapias. Sin embargo, aún no se han identificado pruebas 
específicas para diagnosticar el trastorno. 

• El conocimiento de la enfermedad es generalmente insuficiente por 
parte de los médicos generales: la formación universitaria en el tema es 
pobre y sucinta (Barbanti, Emicrania, storia di un personaggio in cerca 
d'autore, 2021). 

• La percepción social del trastorno no es la de una enfermedad real: 
muchas veces se interpreta como una excusa para evitar algunas 
tareas. Así, el pacientes a menudo esconde o minimiza su enfermedad 
para no ser marginado socialmente. 

• Al carecer de una orientación y un apoyo claros por parte de la atención 
primaria, el paciente es informado y abordado según el boca a boca y la 
investigación basada en Internet. Esto conduce a una inevitable pérdida 
de tiempo y dinero público y privado. 

• La identificación de la terapia correcta requiere un análisis de la 
situación del paciente en 360 °: comorbilidades, estilo de vida y 
evolución de las crisis migrañosas. La confianza en el médico y la 
relación humana con él es muy importante. 

• Por último, notamos la falta de un registro nacional único de migraña 
en Italia a pesar de los diversos proyectos lanzados para implementarlo. 
La relevancia para la investigación de esta base de datos es alta, pero 
parece insuficiente para generar un esfuerzo unificado por parte de los 
actores involucrados. 

Estos elementos fueron rápidamente confirmados por las entrevistas realizadas 
durante el trabajo en prácticas en YBP. Es particularmente evidente: 

• La escasa participación del médico de cabecera en el recorrido del 
paciente 

• La importancia del boca a boca en la elección del especialista 
• La importancia de la relación humana con el especialista que mejora la 

confianza en la terapia aplicada y la continuidad de la atención. 
• La falta de voluntad del para recopilar el diario de migrañas a lo largo 

del tiempo. 

Me refiero a este último punto para informar de las consideraciones que 
surgieron del análisis de algunas aplicaciones de mercado dedicadas a la 
recogida de la historia clínica de los pacientes que padecen migraña. Las dos 
aplicaciones que encontré de mayor interés son: “Migraine Buddy”, una 
aplicación independiente en el móvil, que recopila una gran cantidad de 
información, pero requiere un esfuerzo considerable por parte del paciente (el 
único actor que ingresa datos); NoEmi, una aplicación web reciente que 
involucra al especialista en el proceso y gestiona una base de datos rica en 
información. NoEmi no ofrece una versión para teléfono inteligente, lo que 
dificulta su uso para una gran cantidad de pacientes. Ambas son aplicaciones 
válidas y han inspirado la solución descrita en este estudio. 
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A partir de las verificaciones realizadas, la solución propuesta en este estudio, 
basada en componentes web compartidos por todos los actores involucrados en 
el proceso y una sencilla aplicación móvil para la gestión del diario de migraña, 
parece ofrecer una solución realista que responde a las necesidades destacadas 
en esta investigación: 

• Involucrar principalmente al médico de cabecera en el proceso de 
atención al paciente con migraña. La ausencia total del médico que 
mejor conoce al paciente en la situación actual fue resaltada en las 
entrevistas del proyecto YBP pero sobre todo por los médicos que 
amablemente participaron en el proceso de verificación. La 
participación del médico de cabecera en el recorrido del paciente es 
importante tanto para la efectividad del proceso (derivación a 
especialistas) como para el apoyo psicológico del paciente (confianza en 
el médico que me conoce). 

• Ayudar al paciente a llevar el diario de la migraña con un mínimo 
esfuerzo para que no se abandone pronto es importante para brindarle 
al especialista una visión completa de las crisis y eventos colaterales 
que puedan haberlo desencadenado. También en este punto, los 
comentarios de los médicos que consulté destacan la importancia del 
conocimiento general del paciente para establecer una terapia correcta. 

• La contribución activa del médico de cabecera a la trayectoria 
asistencial del paciente y la disponibilidad de un buen diario de 
migrañas permite al especialista tener una visión más amplia de la 
situación del paciente, contribuyendo a establecer una mejor relación 
humana entre paciente y clínicos. 

Sin embargo, la implementación efectiva de un procedimiento como el propuesto 
tropieza con importantes obstáculos: 

• No hay suficientes médicos de cabecera en Italia para garantizar la 
atención necesaria a los pacientes "atípicos"; 

• Cada médico de cabecera utiliza uno de los muchos sistemas de 
información para la gestión del consultorio disponibles en el mercado y 
replicar parte de la información en un nuevo sistema dedicado a una 
patología específica se consideraría un trabajo adicional desagradable. 
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18.1 Annex 1: M-Migraine WEB Database ER schema 
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18.2 Annex 2: M-Migraine WEB Database design in DBML 
 

// Subject Table contains the data required for any role in the application 
Table subject { 
  subjectId bigint [pk, increment] 
  fiscalCode varchar [not null, unique] 
  firstName varchar [not null] 
  lastName varchar [not null] 
  email varchar [not null] 
  telephone varchar 
  privacyAllowed boolean [note: 'the privacy has been signed'] 
  SSNCardNumber varchar 
  note: 'All actors accessing the system' 
   
  indexes { 
    fiscalCode [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Patient Table extends the subject with data required for the patient 
Table patient { 
  patientId bigint [pk, increment] 
  subjectId bigint [not null] 
  infoCompletedPerc float 
  birthDate date 
  gender varchar 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, subjectId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Subject is a Patient (1-1) 
Ref patient_subject { 
  patient.subjectId - subject.subjectId 
} 
 
// Genral Prectioner Table 
Table generalPractitioner as GP { 
  generalPractitionerId bigint [pk, increment] 
  subjectId bigint [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (generalPractitionerId, subjectId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
//  Subject is a GP (1-1) 
Ref GP_subject { 
  GP.subjectId - subject.subjectId 
} 
 
// Specialist Table 
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Table specialist { 
  specialistId bigint [pk, increment] 
  subjectId bigint  [not null] 
  specType varchar // specialization type 
   
  indexes { 
    (specialistId, subjectId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Subject is a specialist (1-1) 
Ref specialist_subject { 
  specialist.subjectId - subject.subjectId 
} 
 
// Table to associate the GP to the Patient by validity date 
//  
Table patient_GP { 
  patientGPId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  generalPractitionerId bigint [not null]  
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  privacyAllowed boolean 
  indexes { 
    (patientId, generalPractitionerId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Patient has GPs (1- many). becomes 1-1 filtering validity date 
Ref patient_GPCare { 
  patient.patientId < patient_GP.patientId 
} 
 
// GP has Patients (1 - many) 
Ref GP_patientCare { 
  GP.generalPractitionerId < patient_GP.generalPractitionerId 
} 
 
// Table to associate the patient to the specialists  
// Validity date applies 
Table patient_specialist { 
  patientSpecialistId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  specialistId bigint [not null] 
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  privacyAllowed boolean 
  indexes { 
    (patientId, specialistId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Patient has Specialists (1 - many) 
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Ref patient_specialistCare { 
  patient.patientId < patient_specialist.patientId 
} 
 
// Specialist has Patients (1 - many) 
Ref specialist_patientCare { 
  specialist.specialistId < patient_specialist.specialistId 
} 
 
// Table diagnosisType to define and describe the Headache diagnosis Types.  
// LineNum field to produce a logically ordered select list 
Table diagnosisType 
{ 
  diagnosisTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  diagnosisDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
  indexes { 
    diagnosisDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Table patient_diagnosisType defines the headache type diagnosed to the  
// patient and the specialist who made the diagnosis. By validity date. 
Table patient_diagnosisType 
{ 
  patientDiagnosistTypeId bigint [pk,increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  diagnosisTypeCode int [not null] 
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  specialistId int 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, diagnosisTypeCode, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Patients has Diagnosys types (1 - many) 
Ref patient_diagnosisType { 
  patient.patientId < patient_diagnosisType.patientId 
} 
 
// diagnosisTypeCode exists in diagnosisTypeCode Table (1 - 1) 
Ref patintDiagnosisType_diagnosisisType { 
  patient_diagnosisType.diagnosisTypeCode - diagnosisType.diagnosisTypeCode 
} 
 
// specialistId is a spacialist (1 - 1) 
Ref patientDiagnosisType_specialist { 
  patient_diagnosisType.specialistId - specialist.specialistId 
} 
 
// Sanitary Booklet table  
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// it records the last approval by the GP 
Table sanitaryBooklet { 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  lastApproved boolean 
  lastApprovalDate date 
  approvedByGeneralPractitionerId int 
   
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The Patient has a sanitary booklet (1-1) 
Ref patient_sanitaryBooklet { 
  patient.patientId - sanitaryBooklet.patientId 
} 
 
// GP has sanitary booklet approved (1 - many) 
Ref GP_sanitaryBookletApprovedBy { 
  GP.generalPractitionerId < sanitaryBooklet.approvedByGeneralPractitionerId 
} 
 
// Table reporting the Basic Patient info by Validity Date 
Table sanitayBookletBaseInfo as SBBaseInfo { 
  sanitaryBookletBaseInfoId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  weight float 
  height float 
  BMI float 
  waistCirc float 
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The Sanitary booklet has Basic info (1 -  many, becomes 1 - 1 filtered on valid date) 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_SBBaseInfo { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < SBBaseInfo.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// Table reporting by validity date basic clinic measures for the patient on santary booklet 
Table sanitaryBookletMeasures as SBMeasures { 
  sanitaryBookletMeasuresId bigint [pk] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  bloodPressureMin int 
  bloodPressureMax float 
  cholesterolHDL int 
  cholesterolLDL int 
  triglycerides int 
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  glycemia int 
   
  indexes { 
  (sanitaryBookletId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// the sanitary booklet has Basic patient measures  
//(1 -  many, becomes 1 - 1 filtered on valid date) 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_SBMeasure { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBookletMeasures.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// Table recording by validity date the basic lifestyle info of the patient 
Table sanitaryBookletLifeStyle { 
  sanitaryBookletLifeStyleId bigint [pk] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  sleepHours int 
  physicalActivityTypeCode int 
  smokeLevelTypeCode int 
  coffeeNum int 
  dietTypeCode int 
   
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Sanitary booklet has life style info  
//(1 -  many, becomes 1 - 1 filtered on valid date) 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_sanitaryBookletLifeStyle { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBookletLifeStyle.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// physicalActivityTypeCode exists in physicalActivityType table (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_physicalActivityType { 
  sanitaryBookletLifeStyle.physicalActivityTypeCode - 
physicalActivityType.physicalActivityTypeCode 
} 
 
// smokeLevelTypeCode exists in smokeLevelType table (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_smokeLevelType { 
  sanitaryBookletLifeStyle.smokeLevelTypeCode - smokeLevelType.smokeLevelTypeCode 
} 
// dietTypeCode exists in dietType (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_dietType { 
  sanitaryBookletLifeStyle.dietTypeCode - dietType.dietTypeCode 
} 
 
// physicalActivityType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to physicalActivityTypeCode 
Table physicalActivityType { 
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  physicalActivityTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  physicalActivityTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
  indexes { 
    physicalActivityTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// smokeLevelType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to smokeLevelTypeCode 
Table smokeLevelType { 
  smokeLevelTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  smokeLevelTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
  indexes { 
    smokeLevelTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// dietType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to dietTypeCode 
Table dietType { 
  dietTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  dietTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // integer 
   
  indexes { 
    dietTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// MIDASSurvey Table contains the answers to the MIDAS questionnaire 
// for the patient. Many questionnaires may be recorded by valididty date. 
Table MIDASSurvey { 
  MIDASurveyId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  validDateFrom date [not null] 
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  absenceWorkDays int 
  reducedWorkPerfDays int 
  absenceHomeWorkDays int 
  reducedHomePerfDays int 
  noSocialActivitiesDays int 
  headacheDays int 
  averagePainLevel int 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The patient has MIDAS questionnaires 
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//(1 -  many, becomes 1 - 1 filtered on valid date) 
Ref patient_MIDASSurvey { 
  patient.patientId < MIDASSurvey.patientId 
} 
 
// attackEvent table records an headache attack and its features 
// only one attack may be recorded in a calendarDay (start dateTime in that calendarDay) 
// but the event may last more than one day (endDateTime in a following day) 
Table attackEvent 
{ 
  attackId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  caledarStartDay date [not null] 
  startDateTime datetime [not null] // if more than one attack in same day should not be 
overlap 
  endDateTime datetime 
  intensityCode int 
  painTypeCode int 
  worseWtihMotion boolean 
  workAbsence boolean 
  hasPeriod boolean 
  modelCode varchar 
  additionalComment varchar 
   
  // max One attack per calendar day per patient 
  indexes { 
    (patientId, startDateTime) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The patient has attack (1 - many) 
Ref patient_attack { 
  patient.patientId < attackEvent.patientId 
} 
 
// intensityAttack table assigns description and  
// sequence order to intensityCode 
Table intensityAttack { 
  intensityCode int [pk, increment] 
  intensityDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento  
   
  indexes { 
    intensityDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The attack has intensity (1 - 1) 
Ref attacEvent_intensityAttac { 
  attackEvent.intensityCode - intensityAttack.intensityCode 
} 
 
// Head site per attack model 
Table attackEventHeadSite 
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{ 
  attackEventHeadSiteId bigint [pk] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  headSiteCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, headSiteCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
Ref attackEvent_modelHeadSite{ 
  attackEvent.attackId < attackEventHeadSite.attackId 
} 
 
Ref attackEventHeadSite_headSite { 
  attackEventHeadSite.headSiteCode - headSite.headSiteCode 
} 
 
// headSite table assigns description and  
// sequence order to headSiteCode ( location of headache in the head) 
Table headSite { 
  headSiteCode int [pk, increment] 
  headSiteDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
  indexes { 
    headSiteDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// painType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to painTypeCode. If a specific patient define his own type,  
// then the patientId is istantiated, otherwise it it null 
Table painType { 
  painTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  painTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  patientId bigint 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
   
  indexes { 
    (painTypeDesc, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
// The patient has specific painTypeCode (1 - many) 
Ref painType_patient { 
  painType.patientId < patient.patientId 
} 
 
// The attackEvent has Pain Type (1 - 1) 
Ref attackEvent_painType { 
  attackEvent.painTypeCode - painType.painTypeCode 
} 
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// Drugs assumed during the attack 
Table assumedDrug { 
  assumedDrugId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  drugName varchar [not null] 
  drugQty float 
  drugTypeCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, drugName, drugTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// attackEvent has assumedDrug (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_assumedDrug { 
  attackEvent.attackId < assumedDrug.attackId 
} 
 
// drugType table assigns description, information, and  
// sequence order to drugTypeCode. 
Table drugType { 
  drugTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  activeIngredient varchar 
  drugTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // selection order 
   
  indexes { 
    drugTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
   
} 
 
// the assumed dragtypecode is in dragtype table (1 - 1) 
Ref assumedDrug_drugType { 
  assumedDrug.drugTypeCode - drugType.drugTypeCode 
} 
 
// otherSymptomSuffered table lists other symptoms otherSymptomSuffered 
// during the attack 
Table otherSymptomSuffered { 
  otherSymptomSufferedId bigint [pk] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  otherSymptomTypeCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, otherSymptomSufferedId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// the attackEvent has otherSymptomSuffered (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_otherSymptom { 
  attackEvent.attackId < otherSymptomSuffered.attackId 
} 
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// otherSymptomType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to otherSymptomTypeCode. If a specific patient define his own type,  
// then the patientId is istantiated, otherwise it it null 
Table otherSymptomType { 
  otherSymptomTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  otherSymptomDesc varchar [not null] 
  patientId bigint 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
  indexes{ 
    (otherSymptomDesc, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// otherSymptonType is in  otherSymptomSuffered (1 - 1) 
Ref otherSymptomSuffered_otherSymptonType { 
  otherSymptomSuffered.otherSymptomTypeCode - 
otherSymptomType.otherSymptomTypeCode 
} 
 
// if not null, patientId is patient.patientId (1 - 1)  
Ref otherSymptomType_patient { 
  otherSymptomType.patientId - patient.patientId 
} 
 
 
// triggerType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to triggerTypeCode. If a specific patient define his own type,  
// then the patientId is istantiated, otherwise it it null 
Table triggerType { 
  triggerTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  triggerTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  patientId bigint 
  lineNum int // Order sequence 
   
  indexes { 
    (triggerTypeDesc, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// triggerTypeEvent lists the triggers that generated the AttackEvent 
Table triggerTypeEvent { 
  triggerTypeId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  triggerTypeCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, triggerTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// AttackEvent has triggerType (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_triggerType { 
  attackEvent.attackId < triggerTypeEvent.attackId 
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} 
 
// if not null, patientId is patient.patientId (1 - 1) 
Ref triggerType_patient { 
  triggerType.patientId - patient.patientId 
} 
 
// triggerTypeEvent (triggers of the event) exists in triggerType (1 - 1) 
Ref triggerTypeEvent_triggerType { 
  triggerTypeEvent.triggerTypeCode - triggerType.triggerTypeCode 
} 
 
// attackModel Table saves for each patient the subset of answers of the patient 
// that occurs often intheir attack. Several models may be saved by each patient. 
// used to semplify the journaling of the attacks. 
Table attackModel { 
  attackModelId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  modelCode varchar [not null] 
  worseWtihMotion boolean 
  painTypeCode int  
  workAbsence boolean 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, modelCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
  
// Patient has attackModel (1 - many) 
Ref patient_attackModel { 
  patient.patientId < attackModel.patientId 
} 
 
// painTypeCode exists in painType table (1 - 1) 
Ref attackModel_paintType { 
  attackModel.painTypeCode - painType.painTypeCode 
} 
 
// Head site per attack model 
Table attackModelHeadSite 
{ 
  attackModelHeadSiteId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackModelId bigint [not null] 
  headSiteCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackModelId, headSiteCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
Ref attackModel_modelHeadSite{ 
  attackModel.attackModelId < attackModelHeadSite.attackModelId 
} 
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Ref attackModelHeadSite_headSite { 
  attackModelHeadSite.headSiteCode - headSite.headSiteCode 
} 
 
// otherSymptomModelSuffered table lists other symptoms otherSymptomSuffered 
// for the attack model 
Table otherSymptomModelSuffered { 
  otherSymptomModelSufferedId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackModelId bigint [not null] 
  otherSymptomTypeCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackModelId, otherSymptomTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// the attackEvent has otherSymptomModelSuffered (1 - many) 
Ref attackModel_otherSymptom { 
  attackModel.attackModelId < otherSymptomModelSuffered.attackModelId 
} 
 
// otherSymptonType is in  otherSymptomModeluffered (1 - 1) 
Ref otherSymptomModelSuffered_otherSymptonType { 
  otherSymptomModelSuffered.otherSymptomTypeCode - 
otherSymptomType.otherSymptomTypeCode 
} 
 
// otherPersonalEvent Table lists other meaningful events that the patient  
// considers useful to be communicated to the clinicians 
Table otherPersonalEvent { 
  eventId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  caledarDayTime datetime [not null] 
  title varchar 
  personalEventTypeCode int [not null] 
  personalEventAdditionalDesc varchar // additional patient comment 
   
} 
 
// Patient has otherPersonalEvents (1 - many) 
Ref patient_otherPersonalEvent { 
  patient.patientId < otherPersonalEvent.patientId 
  } 
   
// personalEventType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to personalEventTypeCode.  
Table personalEventType { 
  personalEventTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  personalEventDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
   
  indexes { 
    personalEventDesc [unique] 
  } 
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} 
 
// otherPersonalEvent.personalEventTypeCode is in personalEventType table 
Ref otherPersonalEvent_personalEventType { 
  otherPersonalEvent.personalEventTypeCode - personalEventType.personalEventTypeCode 
} 
 
// docuAttachment Table contains Documents Attached to other entities 
Table docuAttachment { 
    docuAttachmentId bigint [pk, increment] 
    attachedDate datetime 
    attachmentDesc varchar 
    fileAttached blob // contains the actual file attached 
  } 
 
// sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment Table lists the Documents attached  
// to the Sanitary Booklet of the patient 
Table sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment { 
    sanitaryBookletAttachmentId bigint [pk, increment] 
    sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
    docuAttachmentId bigint [not null] 
     
    indexes { 
      (sanitaryBookletId, docuAttachmentId) [unique] 
    } 
  } 
 
// The sanitary Booklet has attachments 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// Attack has attachments (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_docuAttachment { 
  attackEvent.attackId < attackEvent_docuAttachment.attackId 
} 
 
 
// The link table sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment has docuAttachment 
Ref docuAttachment_sanitatyBooklet { 
  docuAttachment.docuAttachmentId - sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment.docuAttachmentId 
} 
 
// The link table attackEvent_docuAttachment has docuAttachment 
Ref docuAttachment_attackEvent { 
  docuAttachment.docuAttachmentId - attackEvent_docuAttachment.docuAttachmentId 
} 
 
// attackEvent_docuAttachment Table lists the Documents attached  
// to the AttackEvents of the patient 
Table attackEvent_docuAttachment { 
    attackEventAttachmentId bigint [pk, increment] 
    attackId bigint [not null] 
    docuAttachmentId int [not null] 
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    indexes { 
      (attackId, docuAttachmentId) [unique] 
    } 
  } 
 
// sanitaryBookletPathology Table lists the other pathologies of the patient 
// (co-morbidities)  
Table sanitaryBookletPathology { 
  pathologyId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
  pathologyTypeCode int [not null] 
  startDate date 
  endDate date 
   
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, pathologyTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Patient sanitaryBooklet has pathologies (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBookLet_pathology { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBookletPathology.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// pathologyType Table decodes the type and assigns a selction order 
Table pathologyType { 
  pathologyTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  pathologyTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // selection order number 
   
  indexes { 
    pathologyTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletPathology.pathologyTypeCode is in pathologyType table (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletPathology_pathologyType { 
  sanitaryBookletPathology.pathologyTypeCode - pathologyType.pathologyTypeCode 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletSurgery lists the Surgeries undergone by the patient 
Table sanitaryBookletSurgery { 
  surgeryId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint 
  surgeryTypeCode int [not null] 
  surgeryDate date 
   
  indexes { 
   (sanitaryBookletId, surgeryTypeCode) [unique]  
  } 
} 
 
// The booklet has undergone surgeries ( 1 - n) 
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Ref sanitaryBooklet_surgery { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBookletSurgery.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// surgeryType Table assigns descrition and presentation order to Surgery Types 
Table surgeryType { 
  surgeryTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  surgeryTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int 
   
  indexes { 
    surgeryTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletSurgery.surgeryTypeCode is in surgeryType (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletSurgery_surgeryType { 
  sanitaryBookletSurgery.surgeryTypeCode - surgeryType.surgeryTypeCode 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletAllergies lists the Allergies suffered by the Patient 
Table sanitaryBookletAllergies { 
  allergyId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
  allergyTypeCode int [not null] 
  startdate date 
  endDate date 
   
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, allergyTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// Patient SanitaryBooklet has Allergies (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_allergies { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBookletAllergies.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// allergiesType Assigns description and presentation order number to coded  
// Allergy types 
Table allergiesType { 
  allergyTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  allergyTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int  
   
  indexes { 
    allergyTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletAllergies.allergyTypeCode is in allergiesType (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletAllergies_allergyType { 
  sanitaryBookletAllergies.allergyTypeCode - allergiesType.allergyTypeCode 
} 
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// sanitaryBookletMedicTaken lists the Drugs used by the Patient 
// in the booklet 
Table sanitaryBookletMedicTaken { 
  medicationId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null] 
  medicationDesc varchar 
  drugTypeCode int 
  startDate date 
  endDate date 
   
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, medicationDesc) [unique] 
  } 
   
} 
 
// sanitaryBooklet has Medication taken (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_medicationsTaken { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < sanitaryBookletMedicTaken.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletMedicTaken.drugTypeCode is in drugType Table (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletMedicTaken_drugType { 
  sanitaryBookletMedicTaken.drugTypeCode - drugType.drugTypeCode 
} 
// 
// ------------------- Headache assessment ------------------------------------------------------ 
 
// sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment contains the Assessment of the 
headacheAssesmentId 
// for the patient 
Table sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment { 
  headacheAssesmentId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null]         // link to the patient booklet 
  validDateFrom date [not null]         
  validDateTo date [not null] 
  anxiety boolean               // Problems of anxiety or depression 
  sleepProblem boolean          // Difficulties in sleep 
  headacheAttackDrugs boolean   // use of drugs for headache attack? 
  prophylaxisDrugs boolean      // Headache profilaxis treatment? 
  treatementStopCause boolean   // did the patient stop the profilaxis? 
  noDrugsTherapy boolean        // non clinic therapy (acupunture etc)?  
  pregnancyTrend symbolValue    // impact of pregnancy on headache 
  menopauseTrend symbolValue    // impact of menopause on headache 
  hormoneTherapyTrend symbolValue // impact of hormone therapy on headache 
  approved boolean              // the assesment id validated 
  approvedDate date             // when validated 
  approvedByGeneralPractitionerId bigint  // GP who validated the assessment 
   
  indexes { 
    (sanitaryBookletId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
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// sanitaryBooklet has sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment (1 - many)  
// then filtered on validity date 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_headacheAssesment { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < 
sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
// GP has headache assesment booklet approved (1 - many) 
Ref GP_sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesmentApprovedBy { 
  GP.generalPractitionerId < 
sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment.approvedByGeneralPractitionerId 
} 
 
// enum used in the Assessment table to specify a trend 
enum symbolValue { 
  none    // feature missing 
  plus    // feature is increasing 
  minus   // feature is decreasing 
  equal   // feature is stable 
  } 
 
// sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs Table lists the symptomatic drugs usually used  
// by the patient during an attack 
Table sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs { 
  headacheAttackDrugsId bigint [pk, increment] 
  headacheAssesmentId bigint [not null] 
  drugName varchar 
  drugQty float 
  drugFrequency varchar 
  drugTypeCode int 
   
  indexes { 
    (headacheAssesmentId, drugTypeCode) 
  } 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment has headacheAttackDrugsId (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assAttackDrugs { 
  sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment.headacheAssesmentId < 
sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs.headacheAssesmentId 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs.drugTypeCode is in drugType Table (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs_drugType { 
  sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs.drugTypeCode - drugType.drugTypeCode 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs lists the headache profilaxis drugs  
// usually assumed by the patient as from the Assessment 
Table sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs 
{ 
  prophylaxisDrugsId int [pk, increment] 
  headacheAssesmentId bigint [not null] 
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  prophylaxisDrugTypeCode int [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (headacheAssesmentId, prophylaxisDrugTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// prophylaxisDrugTypeCode is in prophylaxisDrugType (1 - 1) 
Ref sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs_prophylaxisDrugType { 
  sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs.prophylaxisDrugTypeCode - 
prophylaxisDrugType.prophylaxisDrugTypeCode 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment has prophylaxisDrugs (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assprophylaxisDrugs { 
  sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment.headacheAssesmentId < 
sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs.headacheAssesmentId   
} 
 
// prophylaxisDrugType Table Assigns description and presentation order to the  
// prophylaxisDrugTypeCode 
Table prophylaxisDrugType { 
  prophylaxisDrugTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  prophylaxisDrugTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int  
   
  indexes { 
    prophylaxisDrugTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// treatementStopCauseType Table Assigns description and presentation order to the  
// treatementStopCauseTypeCode  
//Table treatementStopCauseType { 
//  treatementStopCauseTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
//  treatementStopCauseDesc varchar 
//  lineNum int  
//} 
//Ref sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses_treatStopCauseType { 
//sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses.treatementStopCauseTypeCode - 
treatementStopCauseType.treatementStopCauseTypeCode 
//} 
 
// sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses Table lists the reason for profilaxis interruption 
Table sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses { 
  treatementStopCauseId bigint [pk, increment] 
  headacheAssesmentId bigint [not null] 
  treatementStopCauseTypeCode int [not null] 
  additionalComment varchar 
   
  indexes { 
    (headacheAssesmentId, treatementStopCauseId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
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// sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment has  treatementStopCauseId (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assTreatementStopCause { 
  sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment.headacheAssesmentId < 
sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses.headacheAssesmentId 
} 
 
// noDrugsTherapyType Table Assigns description and presentation order to the 
// noDrugTherapyTypeCode 
Table noDrugsTherapyType { 
  noDrugTherapyTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  noDrugTherapyTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int  
   
  indexes { 
    noDrugTherapyTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy Table lists the non clinical therapies  
// used by the patient 
Table sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy { 
 noDrugsTherapyId bigint [pk, increment] 
 headacheAssesmentId bigint [not null] 
 noDrugTherapyTypeCode int [not null] 
  
 indexes { 
   (headacheAssesmentId, noDrugTherapyTypeCode) [unique] 
 } 
} 
 
// sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment has noDrugsTherapyId (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assNoDrugTherapy { 
  sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment.headacheAssesmentId < 
sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy.headacheAssesmentId 
} 
 
// noDrugTherapyTypeCode exists in noDrugsTherapyType 
Ref sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy_noDrugsTherapyType { 
  sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy.noDrugTherapyTypeCode - 
noDrugsTherapyType.noDrugTherapyTypeCode 
} 
// 
// SpecialistExamination Table contains the reports of the visits  
// made by the specialist to the patient  
Table specialistExamination { 
  specialistExaminationId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  specialistId bigint [not null] 
  calendarDateTime datetime [not null] 
  additionalComment varchar 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, specialistId) [unique] 
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  } 
} 
 
// specialist makes specialistExamination (1 - many) 
Ref specialistExamination_specialist 
{ 
  specialistExamination.specialistId < specialist.specialistId 
} 
 
// patient undertakes specialistExamination (1 - many) 
Ref specialistExamination_patient 
{ 
  specialistExamination.patientId < patient.patientId 
} 
 
// specialistExamination_docuAttachment Table contains the lists 
// of Attachments to the Visit  
Table specialistExamination_docuAttachment { 
  specialistExaminationAttachmentId bigint [pk, increment] 
  specialistExaminationId bigint [not null] 
  docuAttachmentId bigint [not null] 
   
  indexes { 
    (specialistExaminationId, docuAttachmentId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// specialistExamination has specialistExamination_docuAttachment (1 - many) 
Ref specialistExamination_docuAttachmentList { 
 specialistExamination.specialistExaminationId < 
specialistExamination_docuAttachment.specialistExaminationId   
} 
 
// the specialistExamination_docuAttachment is this docuAttachment (1 - 1) 
Ref documentAttachment_specialistExamination { 
  docuAttachment.docuAttachmentId - 
specialistExamination_docuAttachment.docuAttachmentId  
} 
 
// prescribedTherapy Table lists the therapy prescribed in the visit to the  
// patient. Each record in this table is relevant to 
// one single drug: the therapy prescribed in one visit may include more drugs, 
// then more therapy records. The therapy may include the stop to some previously  
// prescribed drug (specialistExaminationIdClose) 
// note that open - close date are redundant (exist in SpecialistVisit) but is 
// kept to give omogeneous management of validity date in reading the current info. 
Table prescribedTherapy { 
  prescribedTherapyId bigint [pk, increment] 
  sanitaryBookletId bigint [not null]           // link to patient booklet 
  therapyStartDate date           // start date of the therapy (from the open visit) 
  therapyEndDate date             // end date of the therapy   (from close visit) 
  drugName varchar                // Name of the Drug             
  drugTypeCode int                // type of the drug 
  drugQty float                     // dose 
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  drugFrequency varchar           // frequency of the dose 
  additionalComment varchar       //  
  specialistExaminationIdOpen bigint // link the visit that prescribed this drug 
  specialistExaminationIdClose bigint // link to the visit that stopped this therapy 
   
  indexes { 
    sanitaryBookletId 
  } 
   
} 
 
// specialistExamination prescribes prescribedTherapy (1 - many) 
Ref prescribedTherapy_specialistExaminationOpen { 
  specialistExamination.specialistExaminationId < 
prescribedTherapy.specialistExaminationIdOpen 
} 
 
// specialistExamination interrupts prescribedTherapy (1 - many) 
Ref prescribedTherapy_specialistExaminationClose { 
  specialistExamination.specialistExaminationId < 
prescribedTherapy.specialistExaminationIdClose 
} 
// sanitaryBooklet has prescribedTherapy (1 - many) 
Ref sanitaryBooklet_prescribedTherapy { 
  sanitaryBooklet.sanitaryBookletId < prescribedTherapy.sanitaryBookletId 
} 
 
Ref prescribedTherapy_drugType { 
  prescribedTherapy.drugTypeCode - drugType.drugTypeCode 
} 
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18.3 Annex 3: M-Migraine WEB Database Create script (MYSQL 
grammar)  

 

CREATE TABLE `subject` ( 
  `subjectId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `fiscalCode` varchar(255) UNIQUE NOT NULL, 
  `firstName` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lastName` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `email` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `telephone` varchar(255), 
  `privacyAllowed` boolean COMMENT 'the privacy has been signed', 
  `SSNCardNumber` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `patient` ( 
  `patientId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `subjectId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `infoCompletedPerc` float, 
  `birthDate` date, 
  `gender` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `generalPractitioner` ( 
  `generalPractitionerId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `subjectId` bigint NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `specialist` ( 
  `specialistId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `subjectId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `specType` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `patient_GP` ( 
  `patientGPId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `generalPractitionerId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `privacyAllowed` boolean 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `patient_specialist` ( 
  `patientSpecialistId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `specialistId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `privacyAllowed` boolean 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `diagnosisType` ( 
  `diagnosisTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
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  `diagnosisDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `patient_diagnosisType` ( 
  `patientDiagnosistTypeId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `diagnosisTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `specialistId` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBooklet` ( 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `lastApproved` boolean, 
  `lastApprovalDate` date, 
  `approvedByGeneralPractitionerId` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitayBookletBaseInfo` ( 
  `sanitaryBookletBaseInfoId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `weight` float, 
  `height` float, 
  `BMI` float, 
  `waistCirc` float 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletMeasures` ( 
  `sanitaryBookletMeasuresId` bigint PRIMARY KEY, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `bloodPressureMin` int, 
  `bloodPressureMax` float, 
  `cholesterolHDL` int, 
  `cholesterolLDL` int, 
  `triglycerides` int, 
  `glycemia` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` ( 
  `sanitaryBookletLifeStyleId` bigint PRIMARY KEY, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `sleepHours` int, 
  `physicalActivityTypeCode` int, 
  `smokeLevelTypeCode` int, 
  `coffeeNum` int, 
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  `dietTypeCode` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `physicalActivityType` ( 
  `physicalActivityTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `physicalActivityTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `smokeLevelType` ( 
  `smokeLevelTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `smokeLevelTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `dietType` ( 
  `dietTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `dietTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `MIDASSurvey` ( 
  `MIDASurveyId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `absenceWorkDays` int, 
  `reducedWorkPerfDays` int, 
  `absenceHomeWorkDays` int, 
  `reducedHomePerfDays` int, 
  `noSocialActivitiesDays` int, 
  `headacheDays` int, 
  `averagePainLevel` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackEvent` ( 
  `attackId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `caledarStartDay` date NOT NULL, 
  `startDateTime` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `endDateTime` datetime, 
  `intensityCode` int, 
  `painTypeCode` int, 
  `worseWtihMotion` boolean, 
  `workAbsence` boolean, 
  `hasPeriod` boolean, 
  `modelCode` varchar(255), 
  `additionalComment` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `intensityAttack` ( 
  `intensityCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `intensityDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
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); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackEventHeadSite` ( 
  `attackEventHeadSiteId` bigint PRIMARY KEY, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `headSiteCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `headSite` ( 
  `headSiteCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `headSiteDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `painType` ( 
  `painTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `painTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `assumedDrug` ( 
  `assumedDrugId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `drugName` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `drugQty` float, 
  `drugTypeCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `drugType` ( 
  `drugTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `activeIngredient` varchar(255), 
  `drugTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `otherSymptomSuffered` ( 
  `otherSymptomSufferedId` bigint PRIMARY KEY, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `otherSymptomTypeCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `otherSymptomType` ( 
  `otherSymptomTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `otherSymptomDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `triggerType` ( 
  `triggerTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `triggerTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `lineNum` int 
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); 
 
CREATE TABLE `triggerTypeEvent` ( 
  `triggerTypeId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `triggerTypeCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackModel` ( 
  `attackModelId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `modelCode` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `worseWtihMotion` boolean, 
  `painTypeCode` int, 
  `workAbsence` boolean 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackModelHeadSite` ( 
  `attackModelHeadSiteId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackModelId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `headSiteCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `otherSymptomModelSuffered` ( 
  `otherSymptomModelSufferedId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackModelId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `otherSymptomTypeCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `otherPersonalEvent` ( 
  `eventId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `caledarDayTime` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `title` varchar(255), 
  `personalEventTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `personalEventAdditionalDesc` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `personalEventType` ( 
  `personalEventTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `personalEventDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `docuAttachment` ( 
  `docuAttachmentId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attachedDate` datetime, 
  `attachmentDesc` varchar(255), 
  `fileAttached` blob 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment` ( 
  `sanitaryBookletAttachmentId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
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  `docuAttachmentId` bigint NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackEvent_docuAttachment` ( 
  `attackEventAttachmentId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `docuAttachmentId` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletPathology` ( 
  `pathologyId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `pathologyTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `startDate` date, 
  `endDate` date 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `pathologyType` ( 
  `pathologyTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `pathologyTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletSurgery` ( 
  `surgeryId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint, 
  `surgeryTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `surgeryDate` date 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `surgeryType` ( 
  `surgeryTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `surgeryTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletAllergies` ( 
  `allergyId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `allergyTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `startdate` date, 
  `endDate` date 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `allergiesType` ( 
  `allergyTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `allergyTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletMedicTaken` ( 
  `medicationId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `medicationDesc` varchar(255), 
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  `drugTypeCode` int, 
  `startDate` date, 
  `endDate` date 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` ( 
  `headacheAssesmentId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `validDateFrom` date NOT NULL, 
  `validDateTo` date NOT NULL, 
  `anxiety` boolean, 
  `sleepProblem` boolean, 
  `headacheAttackDrugs` boolean, 
  `prophylaxisDrugs` boolean, 
  `treatementStopCause` boolean, 
  `noDrugsTherapy` boolean, 
  `pregnancyTrend` ENUM ('none', 'plus', 'minus', 'equal'), 
  `menopauseTrend` ENUM ('none', 'plus', 'minus', 'equal'), 
  `hormoneTherapyTrend` ENUM ('none', 'plus', 'minus', 'equal'), 
  `approved` boolean, 
  `approvedDate` date, 
  `approvedByGeneralPractitionerId` bigint 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs` ( 
  `headacheAttackDrugsId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `headacheAssesmentId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `drugName` varchar(255), 
  `drugQty` float, 
  `drugFrequency` varchar(255), 
  `drugTypeCode` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs` ( 
  `prophylaxisDrugsId` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `headacheAssesmentId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `prophylaxisDrugTypeCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `prophylaxisDrugType` ( 
  `prophylaxisDrugTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `prophylaxisDrugTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses` ( 
  `treatementStopCauseId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `headacheAssesmentId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `treatementStopCauseTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `additionalComment` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `noDrugsTherapyType` ( 
  `noDrugTherapyTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
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  `noDrugTherapyTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy` ( 
  `noDrugsTherapyId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `headacheAssesmentId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `noDrugTherapyTypeCode` int NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `specialistExamination` ( 
  `specialistExaminationId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `specialistId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `calendarDateTime` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `additionalComment` varchar(255) 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `specialistExamination_docuAttachment` ( 
  `specialistExaminationAttachmentId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `specialistExaminationId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `docuAttachmentId` bigint NOT NULL 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `prescribedTherapy` ( 
  `prescribedTherapyId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `sanitaryBookletId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `therapyStartDate` date, 
  `therapyEndDate` date, 
  `drugName` varchar(255), 
  `drugTypeCode` int, 
  `drugQty` float, 
  `drugFrequency` varchar(255), 
  `additionalComment` varchar(255), 
  `specialistExaminationIdOpen` bigint, 
  `specialistExaminationIdClose` bigint 
); 
 
ALTER TABLE `subject` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_subject` FOREIGN KEY (`subjectId`) 
REFERENCES `patient` (`subjectId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `subject` ADD CONSTRAINT `GP_subject` FOREIGN KEY (`subjectId`) 
REFERENCES `generalPractitioner` (`subjectId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `subject` ADD CONSTRAINT `specialist_subject` FOREIGN KEY (`subjectId`) 
REFERENCES `specialist` (`subjectId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient_GP` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_GPCare` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient_GP` ADD CONSTRAINT `GP_patientCare` FOREIGN KEY 
(`generalPractitionerId`) REFERENCES `generalPractitioner` (`generalPractitionerId`); 
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ALTER TABLE ̀ patient_specialist` ADD CONSTRAINT ̀ patient_specialistCare` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE ̀ patient_specialist` ADD CONSTRAINT ̀ specialist_patientCare` FOREIGN KEY 
(`specialistId`) REFERENCES `specialist` (`specialistId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient_diagnosisType` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_diagnosisType` 
FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `diagnosisType` ADD CONSTRAINT `patintDiagnosisType_diagnosisisType` 
FOREIGN KEY (`diagnosisTypeCode`) REFERENCES `patient_diagnosisType` 
(`diagnosisTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `specialist` ADD CONSTRAINT `patientDiagnosisType_specialist` FOREIGN 
KEY (`specialistId`) REFERENCES `patient_diagnosisType` (`specialistId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE ̀ sanitaryBooklet` ADD CONSTRAINT ̀ patient_sanitaryBooklet` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBooklet` ADD CONSTRAINT `GP_sanitaryBookletApprovedBy` 
FOREIGN KEY (`approvedByGeneralPractitionerId`) REFERENCES `generalPractitioner` 
(`generalPractitionerId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitayBookletBaseInfo` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBooklet_SBBaseInfo` 
FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletMeasures` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBooklet_SBMeasure` 
FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBooklet_sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) 
REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `physicalActivityType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_physicalActivityType` FOREIGN KEY (`physicalActivityTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` (`physicalActivityTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `smokeLevelType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_smokeLevelType` FOREIGN KEY (`smokeLevelTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` (`smokeLevelTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `dietType` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_dietType` FOREIGN 
KEY (`dietTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` (`dietTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `MIDASSurvey` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_MIDASSurvey` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackEvent` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_attack` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `intensityAttack` ADD CONSTRAINT `attacEvent_intensityAttac` FOREIGN 
KEY (`intensityCode`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`intensityCode`); 
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ALTER TABLE `attackEventHeadSite` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_modelHeadSite` 
FOREIGN KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE ̀ headSite` ADD CONSTRAINT ̀ attackEventHeadSite_headSite` FOREIGN KEY 
(`headSiteCode`) REFERENCES `attackEventHeadSite` (`headSiteCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `painType_patient` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `painType` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `painType` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_painType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`painTypeCode`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`painTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `assumedDrug` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_assumedDrug` FOREIGN 
KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `drugType` ADD CONSTRAINT `assumedDrug_drugType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`drugTypeCode`) REFERENCES `assumedDrug` (`drugTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomSuffered` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_otherSymptom` 
FOREIGN KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`otherSymptomSuffered_otherSymptonType` FOREIGN KEY (`otherSymptomTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `otherSymptomSuffered` (`otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `otherSymptomType_patient` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `otherSymptomType` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `triggerTypeEvent` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_triggerType` FOREIGN 
KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `triggerType_patient` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `triggerType` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `triggerType` ADD CONSTRAINT `triggerTypeEvent_triggerType` FOREIGN 
KEY (`triggerTypeCode`) REFERENCES `triggerTypeEvent` (`triggerTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackModel` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_attackModel` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `painType` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackModel_paintType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`painTypeCode`) REFERENCES `attackModel` (`painTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackModelHeadSite` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackModel_modelHeadSite` 
FOREIGN KEY (`attackModelId`) REFERENCES `attackModel` (`attackModelId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `headSite` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackModelHeadSite_headSite` FOREIGN 
KEY (`headSiteCode`) REFERENCES `attackModelHeadSite` (`headSiteCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomModelSuffered` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`attackModel_otherSymptom` FOREIGN KEY (`attackModelId`) REFERENCES `attackModel` 
(`attackModelId`); 
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ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`otherSymptomModelSuffered_otherSymptonType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`otherSymptomTypeCode`) REFERENCES `otherSymptomModelSuffered` 
(`otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherPersonalEvent` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_otherPersonalEvent` 
FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `personalEventType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`otherPersonalEvent_personalEventType` FOREIGN KEY (`personalEventTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `otherPersonalEvent` (`personalEventTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment` FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES 
`sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackEvent_docuAttachment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`attackEvent_docuAttachment` FOREIGN KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` 
(`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`docuAttachment_sanitatyBooklet` FOREIGN KEY (`docuAttachmentId`) REFERENCES 
`docuAttachment` (`docuAttachmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackEvent_docuAttachment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`docuAttachment_attackEvent` FOREIGN KEY (`docuAttachmentId`) REFERENCES 
`docuAttachment` (`docuAttachmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletPathology` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBookLet_pathology` 
FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `pathologyType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletPathology_pathologyType` FOREIGN KEY (`pathologyTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletPathology` (`pathologyTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletSurgery` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBooklet_surgery` 
FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `surgeryType` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBookletSurgery_surgeryType` 
FOREIGN KEY (`surgeryTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletSurgery` 
(`surgeryTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletAllergies` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBooklet_allergies` 
FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `allergiesType` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBookletAllergies_allergyType` 
FOREIGN KEY (`allergyTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletAllergies` 
(`allergyTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletMedicTaken` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBooklet_medicationsTaken` FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES 
`sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
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ALTER TABLE `drugType` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBookletMedicTaken_drugType` 
FOREIGN KEY (`drugTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletMedicTaken` 
(`drugTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBooklet_headacheAssesment` FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES 
`sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`GP_sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesmentApprovedBy` FOREIGN KEY 
(`approvedByGeneralPractitionerId`) REFERENCES `generalPractitioner` 
(`generalPractitionerId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assAttackDrugs` FOREIGN KEY 
(`headacheAssesmentId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` 
(`headacheAssesmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `drugType` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs_drugType` 
FOREIGN KEY (`drugTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs` 
(`drugTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `prophylaxisDrugType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs_prophylaxisDrugType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`prophylaxisDrugTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs` 
(`prophylaxisDrugTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assprophylaxisDrugs` FOREIGN KEY 
(`headacheAssesmentId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` 
(`headacheAssesmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assTreatementStopCause` FOREIGN KEY 
(`headacheAssesmentId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` 
(`headacheAssesmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_assNoDrugTherapy` FOREIGN KEY 
(`headacheAssesmentId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` 
(`headacheAssesmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `noDrugsTherapyType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy_noDrugsTherapyType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`noDrugTherapyTypeCode`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy` 
(`noDrugTherapyTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `specialist` ADD CONSTRAINT `specialistExamination_specialist` FOREIGN 
KEY (`specialistId`) REFERENCES `specialistExamination` (`specialistId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `specialistExamination_patient` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `specialistExamination` (`patientId`); 
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ALTER TABLE `specialistExamination_docuAttachment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`specialistExamination_docuAttachmentList` FOREIGN KEY (`specialistExaminationId`) 
REFERENCES `specialistExamination` (`specialistExaminationId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `specialistExamination_docuAttachment` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`documentAttachment_specialistExamination` FOREIGN KEY (`docuAttachmentId`) 
REFERENCES `docuAttachment` (`docuAttachmentId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `prescribedTherapy` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`prescribedTherapy_specialistExaminationOpen` FOREIGN KEY 
(`specialistExaminationIdOpen`) REFERENCES `specialistExamination` 
(`specialistExaminationId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `prescribedTherapy` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`prescribedTherapy_specialistExaminationClose` FOREIGN KEY 
(`specialistExaminationIdClose`) REFERENCES `specialistExamination` 
(`specialistExaminationId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `prescribedTherapy` ADD CONSTRAINT `sanitaryBooklet_prescribedTherapy` 
FOREIGN KEY (`sanitaryBookletId`) REFERENCES `sanitaryBooklet` (`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `drugType` ADD CONSTRAINT `prescribedTherapy_drugType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`drugTypeCode`) REFERENCES `prescribedTherapy` (`drugTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `subject_index_0` ON `subject` (`fiscalCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `patient_index_1` ON `patient` (`patientId`, `subjectId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `generalPractitioner_index_2` ON `generalPractitioner` 
(`generalPractitionerId`, `subjectId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `specialist_index_3` ON `specialist` (`specialistId`, `subjectId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `patient_GP_index_4` ON `patient_GP` (`patientId`, 
`generalPractitionerId`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `patient_specialist_index_5` ON `patient_specialist` (`patientId`, 
`specialistId`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `diagnosisType_index_6` ON `diagnosisType` (`diagnosisDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `patient_diagnosisType_index_7` ON `patient_diagnosisType` 
(`patientId`, `diagnosisTypeCode`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBooklet_index_8` ON `sanitaryBooklet` 
(`sanitaryBookletId`, `patientId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitayBookletBaseInfo_index_9` ON `sanitayBookletBaseInfo` 
(`sanitaryBookletId`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletMeasures_index_10` ON 
`sanitaryBookletMeasures` (`sanitaryBookletId`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
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CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle_index_11` ON `sanitaryBookletLifeStyle` 
(`sanitaryBookletId`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `physicalActivityType_index_12` ON `physicalActivityType` 
(`physicalActivityTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `smokeLevelType_index_13` ON `smokeLevelType` 
(`smokeLevelTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `dietType_index_14` ON `dietType` (`dietTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `MIDASSurvey_index_15` ON `MIDASSurvey` (`patientId`, 
`validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackEvent_index_16` ON `attackEvent` (`patientId`, 
`startDateTime`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `intensityAttack_index_17` ON `intensityAttack` (`intensityDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackEventHeadSite_index_18` ON `attackEventHeadSite` 
(`attackId`, `headSiteCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `headSite_index_19` ON `headSite` (`headSiteDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `painType_index_20` ON `painType` (`painTypeDesc`, `patientId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `assumedDrug_index_21` ON `assumedDrug` (`attackId`, 
`drugName`, `drugTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `drugType_index_22` ON `drugType` (`drugTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `otherSymptomSuffered_index_23` ON `otherSymptomSuffered` 
(`attackId`, `otherSymptomSufferedId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `otherSymptomType_index_24` ON `otherSymptomType` 
(`otherSymptomDesc`, `patientId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `triggerType_index_25` ON `triggerType` (`triggerTypeDesc`, 
`patientId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `triggerTypeEvent_index_26` ON `triggerTypeEvent` (`attackId`, 
`triggerTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackModel_index_27` ON `attackModel` (`patientId`, 
`modelCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackModelHeadSite_index_28` ON `attackModelHeadSite` 
(`attackModelId`, `headSiteCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `otherSymptomModelSuffered_index_29` ON 
`otherSymptomModelSuffered` (`attackModelId`, `otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `personalEventType_index_30` ON `personalEventType` 
(`personalEventDesc`); 
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CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment_index_31` ON 
`sanitaryBooklet_docuAttachment` (`sanitaryBookletId`, `docuAttachmentId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackEvent_docuAttachment_index_32` ON 
`attackEvent_docuAttachment` (`attackId`, `docuAttachmentId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletPathology_index_33` ON 
`sanitaryBookletPathology` (`sanitaryBookletId`, `pathologyTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `pathologyType_index_34` ON `pathologyType` 
(`pathologyTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletSurgery_index_35` ON `sanitaryBookletSurgery` 
(`sanitaryBookletId`, `surgeryTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `surgeryType_index_36` ON `surgeryType` (`surgeryTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletAllergies_index_37` ON `sanitaryBookletAllergies` 
(`sanitaryBookletId`, `allergyTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `allergiesType_index_38` ON `allergiesType` (`allergyTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletMedicTaken_index_39` ON 
`sanitaryBookletMedicTaken` (`sanitaryBookletId`, `medicationDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment_index_40` ON 
`sanitaryBookletHeadacheAssesment` (`sanitaryBookletId`, `validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE INDEX `sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs_index_41` ON 
`sanitaryBookletAssAttackDrugs` (`headacheAssesmentId`, `drugTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs_index_42` ON 
`sanitaryBookletAssProphylaxisDrugs` (`headacheAssesmentId`, 
`prophylaxisDrugTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `prophylaxisDrugType_index_43` ON `prophylaxisDrugType` 
(`prophylaxisDrugTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses_index_44` ON 
`sanitaryBookletAssTreatStopCauses` (`headacheAssesmentId`, `treatementStopCauseId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `noDrugsTherapyType_index_45` ON `noDrugsTherapyType` 
(`noDrugTherapyTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy_index_46` ON 
`sanitaryBookletAssNoDrugTherapy` (`headacheAssesmentId`, `noDrugTherapyTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `specialistExamination_index_47` ON `specialistExamination` 
(`patientId`, `specialistId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `specialistExamination_docuAttachment_index_48` ON 
`specialistExamination_docuAttachment` (`specialistExaminationId`, `docuAttachmentId`); 
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CREATE INDEX `prescribedTherapy_index_49` ON `prescribedTherapy` 
(`sanitaryBookletId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `subject` COMMENT = "All actors accessing the system"; 
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18.4 Annex 4: Matrix of coded outcome from the Patient 
Conversations  

 

This annex has not been included into this document. It is available on demand, 
contacting the author at the e-mail address marta.trama@gmail.com. 
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18.5 Annex 5: Transcript of the conversation with P 
 

Participants: interviewer (I), patient (P), observer (O). 

 I: <presentation>, anthropological method, not interviewing but listening. 

P: It took me almost 24 years to get to the monoclonal antibody. I have documented 
mainly on my own, from a medical point of view I have not had much support. From 
the internet with articles, where to do it and at what price. 

P: I am 38 years old, I have suffered since I was 14. Emotional past of a certain type: at 
14 I lost my mother, with a very “father and master” father, he was predisposed to 
migraines. I did not have normal adolescence. I started especially when I had a non-
constant half-sleep rhythm, I went to school, to take care of the house, the 
conservatory. At the beginning I took care of myself in the family with Novalgina in 
drops. So, until more or less 18-19 years old I didn't see it as a problem, I had a 
headache, took the drops and the pain goes away. 

I then went to a private doctor, but not a facility, in Milan who gave me prophylaxis 
(antidepressants). I am anxious but I have no depressive characteristics. I did not feel 
followed, they gave me medicine without investigating the causes. I lived in Milan, now 
in V** after the wedding. I went to the Hospital-1, where a process of exclusion of other 
pathologies has begun through many tests including microbubbles. There are still 
antidepressants, and triptans. The cause was not understood. On my own I reduced 
the headache caused by slow digestion by paying attention to eating (digestive 
headaches I hardly have any more). I got married in 2009, the year before I lost my 
sister, which did not help. But having the strength of my husband, I managed to get 
out of it, even if the blow is always there. 

In 2009 I only went to Center-1 once, I felt bad with the doctor so I didn't want to go 
anymore. I went to the headache center in my area, in G**, where they gave me back 
antidepressants and beta-blockers. A form of experimentation with different types of 
drugs:  

“We went by trial and error”. After another treatment failure the Centre has put me in 
the protocol for the botulinum toxin. I had 2 rounds but I refused the third because I 
didn't see the benefit: they wanted to insist and I cut off relations, that's how I am. 

 Finally, again by word of mouth, I went to a doctor in Milan where I told him about the 
monoclonal antibody, which cost 700/month 2-3 years ago. I did a new detox therapy 
in 2019 at the Center-2 in Milan; in January, this year instead of the Center-4 for a 
week: I had up to 25 attacks per month. I was a clerical worker in contact with 
customers. I took too many medicines: I used to go to the bathroom to cry because of 
the disease. I have 2 children (10, 7 years old), I have an idea of education that I am 
bringing forward, and do not want to give up. The same commitment at home and at 
work. I've heard of Center-4 and after the first visit I have been admitted to 
detoxification. With Covid the attacks have increased, devastating. I am now being 
treated with Doctor C*. I had made a visit with him to Milan, where there is a studio, 
not in the hospital. 

He came to my room alone every day and spoke to me directly; cortisone-based 
detoxification therapy. This time, however, there is no cortisone. It made me 
uncomfortable that the doctor came every 2 days, with a host of 8-9 other clinicians 
but without informing me first. I see those 5 minutes of confrontation as an important 
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enrichment, instead it seemed like a visit made in a hurry. I saw how the patients on 
the team were treated and it seemed different to me. They made me take MIDAS tests 
and a psycho-aptitude test with 200 multiple choice questions: it turned out that I had 
a form of depression. I'm going to start a psychological journey, because I think the loss 
of my mother has to do with it. At that moment, however, I was at the limit of physical 
and mental endurance, taking a week of your time to me, made me breathe. 

After we had talked about detoxification treatment with the antibody, but have I 
prescribed for 3 months antidepressant (which already take from 6-7 years old), I will 
have tripled the dose (1 to 3 per day): if after three months has no positive effects, the 
use of monoclonal therapy is examined. I was already informed and having tried 
antidepressants, beta blockers, botulinum, and even antiepileptics, I was entitled to 
monoclonal therapy. I took the 3 antidepressants for a week, then refused and went 
back to square one. 

 Through a cousin of my husband, who is followed in G**, he gave me the name of a 
medical center in G** (all private except detox). He didn't even look at my documents 
and told me I could do the monoclonal therapy. I had no entry in the list on March 15 
and I made the first injection on April 7 via G**. 

 In Center-3 I have a checkup, but I will consider whether to do it. I always keep two 
roads open. I booked it with ASL. Even privately, the times were long, so I did it with 
ASL. 

 Now in G** I do monoclonal therapy with the National Health Service. I wanted to try 
it privately for 1-2 months, but instead they told me to wait. 

 I know other people hospitalized with me in January for detoxification, and they were 
treated with antidepressants after the hospitalization resulting in deconcentrating and 
drowsiness. They have held the follow-up visit to Center-3 but at the same time as he 
did not have included them in monoclonal therapy, rated the path and two other people 
have decided to rely on centers for more children in their area. 

I: a patient from Reggio Emilia who went to Center-2, on the advice of the GP, went to 
the center of Reggio Emilia, where there are shorter waiting lists. 

P: No one is doing anything wrong, it would be professional to say: "we are a center 
where people come from all over Italy, the list of waiting is long: Miss P, ask your center 
near her because they too make monoclonal therapy ". Instead, I had to inform myself. 
If I had been a different person, maybe I would still be there waiting for the November 
visit. 

I: You have always taken the reins of the situation. Family members with migraines? 

P: Mom was migraine, and so was my twin but she never had special treatments 

I: Relationship with GP? 

P: I contacted the GP through my father because the first few times I went with him. He 
took Novalgina when he had a headache, the Novalgina was always available at home. 
But the GP, more than giving Novalgina and Tachyphrenia, did not do much. He was 
not a doctor who was going to investigate, you had to force his hand a little on many 
things. He retired and they replaced him. All the doctors I found started from my 
research or word of mouth, I did not have an indication on the other side of where to 
go, who to contact. It was a "let's try, let's see what happens". At Hospital-1 I was fine, 
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until 2009, but in the big centers Center-1 and Center-2 I felt like a number and not a 
person suffering from migraines. 

I: in meetings with doctors, 360° discussion? 

P: During all the visits, except the one two years ago with the Milan doctor, he was the 
only one who gave me the opportunity to talk and explain the past also from an 
emotional and digestive point of view. The others were focused on where the pain is, 
how many headaches per month, what kind of work he does. But nutrition, physical 
activity, things that are outside the head have excluded it. 

I: What do you mean by research? how do you find out? 

P: I found by chance an article in the Newspaper (2 or 3 years ago) that talked about 
antibodies. periodically I went online to read the types of antibodies and so on. But no 
names of Clinics supplying it. I joined the ALCE association. In Switzerland I had 
considered to have the drug at less than 700 € a month: however, there were 
unsustainable costs. I am not a member of forums. A girl I know, hospitalized with me 
at Center-4, she opened a forum, and now that I know the person I am participating 
with, but they are not passionate about the method. 

I: Emergency Room? 

P: One time three years ago, I vomited continuously, took pads and not passed and 
vomited. I went to G**. They received me after a couple of hours, and they gave me 
Valium and Toradol, in the mouth not in the vein. They kept me there for an hour, the 
pain decreased and did not go away. but they did not investigate. Then after discharging 
it increased again but I was at home and with triptan I kept at bay. The emergency 
room was only used to reduce the pain. 

I: Diary? 

P: I always keep it updated. Paper. The Headache Center where I was giving the paper, 
perhaps easier to complete. If you go to another center, they are also quite compatible. 
<shows the diary> is easy to fill in, even after days I remember and fill it in. I had 
downloaded an app years ago but found it more complicated: it asks for too many 
details which I don't think were necessary. 

I: concomitance with period? 

P: Yes: the week prior to beginning usually comes round. Then with ovulation it starts 
again. Since the cause in that case is secondary to, in that case I happen to take 2 
triptans in the day. During the pregnancy it was a disaster, I took the paracetamol-1, 
2 sachets a day, strong, just to try to deal with that pregnancy and with a 3-year-old 
son. And even during breastfeeding it is not decreased. 

I: Describe the headache 

P: I have 2 types of headaches: migraine on the left eye as if it were behind the eyelid. 
It began as a slight ache, but when I feel like I have a pin and a hammer behind the eye 
and when it is very strong I cannot drive, listening, I wish to close my eyes; staying still 
indoors or alone doesn't help me. If I stay still and calm nothing changes. There are 
times that I take one triptan too late and then I take two in 6 or 7 hours. If I take it 
immediately sent or just the pain stops 

The other sore head instead is headache tension that starts from the right side of the 
neck. like I have a weight on my head that squeezes and compresses, and then shifts 
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and ends up on the eye like a migraine if I don't block it with a triptan. During the 
attacks I fast. 

 I: triggers? 

P: Fatigue and period. Anxiety too: when I go over, I relax and the attack starts. But 
over the years I have had to come to understand, also thanks to my husband, to identify 
the causes. 

 I: Food intolerances? 

P: intolerance to gluten, but Type 00, are at the limit of celiac disease (discovered by 
me because I wanted to investigate) when I eat raw wheat, digestion is easier, and I 
avoid the attacks. I must make sure that if I have to sit up after lunch, I will limit myself 
at lunch. Anxiety and stress can affect: both on the job and in private life I realize that 
seeking perfection is harmful, and I'm trying to correct myself. The nature is that I was 
educated like that. 

I: not pharmacologic paths? 

P: I went to an osteopath, on my own initiative, I did various cycles of physiotherapy 
with Tecar and also massage therapy, it helped me. Making home exercises to 
strengthen the neck, shoulders and back helps a lot. The tension headache will, 
however, be triggered precisely by the underdeveloped muscle structure. But I have to 
find these 15, 30 minutes to do the exercises, and I can hardly find them. Everything 
on my own, the doctors did never investigate, even from the perspective of bone and 
muscle. 

 I: psychotherapeutic path at the center? 

P: They never told me about it. 

I: suggestions? For example: nutritionist, musculoskeletal, psychological support, 
could they be useful if offered directly by centers? 

P: The psychological support is vital. And migraine and tension headache are unrelated. 
In my case the tension headache if not blocked on time becomes a migraine. Investigate 
and then rather exclude paths, but at least talk about it with the patient. (But if I didn't 
say it, it is considered unimportant, as if the headache is not connected, and it is 
excluded.) 

I: What would you like the center to offer you? 

P: A psychotherapeutic path that helps, in a moment of performance anxiety, to 
maintain self-control without getting involved. Then the patient can decide whether to 
follow or not, but talk a lot with the patient: it would certainly be appreciated. 

I: Monoclonal Antibody Therapy? 

P: I made the first two doses in the center: you make them in front of them to make 
sure you understand the procedure. From the third one they make themselves at home. 
It is advisable to do the first two directly at the center. 

I: Did you have to make sacrifices in your professional and social life? 

P: 4 years ago, I left a job that gave me economic satisfaction and the opportunity to 
work directly with Customers: because I am very empathic. But it was heavy: I carried 
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homework, studied at home. A bad headache during client consultation is not good: I 
was employed but seeing that I was successful in the relationship with the client, I had 
been allocated to the client. I left the permanent job. I'm partly sorry because a few 
months later they started the workplace health campaign. Now I have a much more 
basic clerical job, so I earn a lot less; but I hardly take work home anymore, I can 
disconnect easier. 

I: Your problem was understood at work? 

P: At the beginning I produced some certificates from the doctor who treated me, but it 
was diminished: migraines are not seen as a pathology, even if twice they had to take 
me home by car (1 hour driving); 2 times in a year. But despite that it is not considered 
a disease but a sporadic disorder. 

I: What are the rough-cut costs? 

P: thousands and thousands of euros for sure. All private visits, from Hospital-1, G** 
2000-2500 € for private visits only. Antidepressants cost around € 20, they are not 
loanable, so in a month I take 1, 1.5 boxes, and I spend € 40-45 just on antidepressants. 
The only loanable drug is triptan. But the antidepressants are not, and are the drug 
most used. Physiotherapy and similar are excluded. Some 6-7000 € of all therapies for 
sure. 

 I: What about disability? 

P: I was beginning the path to ask for disability just before starting monoclonal 
antibody. Between November and December 2020, then the process for the recognition 
of disability (you have to make a visit and the neurologist makes the certification) had 
been postponed until after January because Covid. I have temporarily postponed. We 
are not well informed:  GP is not informed at all and does not know how to guide the 
patient. There is no detailed information on the internet on what needs to be done. I 
found a site that explains the steps to request a disability. I met a gentleman who was 
one of the first cases to obtain disability due to migraine in Italy, after 2 refusals. At the 
3° attempt he got it. Even monoclonal have no effect on him. There is no information 
from the Centers either. 

I: How many attacks per month nowadays? 

P: As I still have about 10 a month, but the antibody therapy starts to give effect from 
2 ° or 3 ° dose. But already with the first I went from 20 to 10-12 per month. I should 
see other improvements this month. Currently I have 15 days without a migraine! 

When I do not have headaches take the supplement OLIVIS 100: it helps me with 
muscular pain and I avoid taking triptans. From June Doctors should stop 
antidepressants. I have to be careful with food because I tend to gain weight. 

I: side effects of monoclonal antibodies? 

P: No, I don't have any particular side effects, I'm just very tired the next day. 

I: thank you for telling us your story, how did you feel? 

P: very good! I like sharing my story, if it is for a good purpose. 
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18.6 Annex 6: The migraine buddy App 
The interface appears to be friendly but the huge amount of information that can be 
collected requires to go through many forms. The setting allows the user to select the 
screen that the user wants to fill. In this sequence all screens are shown.  

 

The following shows the sequence of forms following the recording of one single attack 
and including all the collection forms. Forms are in Italian because this is the version 
installed on my phone. 

 
When entering the App a classic greetings screen shows the time passed from previous 
attack recorded. The following widgets in the form may be omitted by parameters. 
Tapping the “Registra+” button the recording starts. 

The contrast in the colours appears reasonable. 
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The screen 1 requires the starting and ending date and time of the attack. The 
additional pre-set button allows an easier data entry.  

When selecting a “different time” the standard watch comes out to enter the time. 
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The second screen requires the type of the attack.  

Here and in all next forms, the selection is based on icons, multiple selection is allowed 
and additional objects may be added when none of the proposed answers fit the need. 
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The third screen (left) asks for the intensity of the pain, again with icons for simplified 
selection. 

 

In the fourth screen (right) the patient may select the localization of their pain. 
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In screen 5 the patient specifies the symptomatic medicine he assumed and the dose 
(in an additional screen). As usual icons are available for common drugs but others 
may be added. 
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Screen 6 asks for additional relieves applied, still on multiple selection. 
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Screen 7 records the symptoms experienced during the crisis. 
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Screen 8 records the symptoms that introduced the attack, the prodromes. 
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Screen 9 asks for the impact of the attack on daily activities. 
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Screen 10 asks for the location of the patient when the attack started. 
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Screen 11 (left) asks for possible identified triggers of the event. 

Screen 12 (right) allows entering other comments about the attack. Notice that 
comments may be timed, allowing an extra detailed log of events inside the attack. 

The recording of the attack is now complete. 
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A summary of what inserted is shown, entered data may be still modified and a final 
confirmation is required. 
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The settings of the app allows to reduce the number of screens required to complete the 
recording of the attack and to activate additional functions, like notify friends when an 
attack occurs (no comment), some control about user notification and sleeping control 
activation.  

The app is well designed and reasonably friendly.  Most of the comments of the users 
are positive. Some critics: 

● Not so easy to use when the patient is under an attack. 
● All the info required is surely useful to help the clinician in driving the therapy, but 

the effort required to fulfil the forms may discourage the patient in long term 
utilization. 

● The report produced are not usable for personal analysis (not usable in another app 
like spreadsheet) 

● The mandatory registration opens the door to a lot of spam (but the app is free, and 
money should come back somehow). Data is also stored on a provider server for 
security reasons. Healint declares that maximum privacy is granted anyway. 
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18.7 Annex 7 - The N1-Headache App 
 

The app requires a registration. Instead of the previous two, this one requires a set of 
information about the user at registration time. Remarkable the request of data about 
drugs assumed for comorbidities and for Headache itself. 

 
It also interesting the time frame of 48 hours allowed to record an attack: this should 
grant a more accurate quality of the entered data. 
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The interface to record data about the attack is instead tedious and extremely detailed. 
Many screens, each one relevant to a single fact and many data required makes the all 
recording long and tedious. Something that will be abandoned soon also if the info 
collected are probably the dream of the clinicians. Next picture shows the first part of 
the summary of the data entered. 

 

A relevant effort has been done by the producer in creating specific Icons set, named 
Visual Migraine Language™ (N1-Headhache, 2021) 
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The application is real time updating data on a central server and offers powerful 
capabilities of analysis studying connection between Factors (triggers) and Migraine 
attacks.  

It extends the simple diary capabilities offering some kind of self-care support, as well 
as support for clinicians. 
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18.8 Annex 8 - The NoEmi Web Application 
NoEmi is a new internet-based application created by Novartis and Paginemediche. It 
is available for free on the Paginemediche.it site (paginemediche, 2020). Noemi has been 
presented at the SISC virtual congress 2020 (SISC, 2020). 

The application is offering a nice interface on a PC or on a tablet, while no smartphone 
app is available at the time being. 

NoEmi offers many functions, starting from a registration of the Sanitary Booklet 
recording the basic information about the health of the patient, typically the info that 
the PG records on their own system while here the patient is required to make the 
recording and the update in time.  

All the data are maintained historically: new versions may be added not overlapping 
the previous, so that a track of changes is available. 

The information collected include: 

● Basic personal info (weight, height, etc) 
● Life style 
● Clinical measures (blood pressure, blood glucose value, etc) 
● Comorbidities anamnesis 
● Headache anamnesis, creating an “Identity Card” of the patient’s headache 
● MIDAS questionnaire 

 

 
NoEmi life style form 
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NoEmi "headache Identity Card 
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NoEmi Midas results 

 

A diary is offered that must be filled in daily. The patient must also record the good 
news (no attack today). The diary is filled in online and asks for 11 questions about the 
attack. It is simple to fill in.  

A summary of the answers for each event is always available.  

All the data may be sent at any time to the doctor via e-mail. 
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NoEmi Calendar Summary 

 

Interesting to notice, the site suggests to use Migraine Buddy application when a 
smartphone app is preferred by the patient. 
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18.9 Annex 9 - The Migraine Coach App 
 

The info available is not much. The reviews found on the internet are mostly negative, 
but refer to an old version of the product (all dated 2017). 

From the site of the product owner the app appears to be simple to use and quite 
concise, the opposite of what reported by the user.  

Eventually not enough information is available to make a meaningful opinion. From 
what I can see, the metaphor of several bars in the same screen seems effective to 
reduce the effort in entering data.  
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18.10 Annex 10 - M-Migraine Diary APP ER Schema
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18.11 Annex 11 - M-Migraine Diary APP DBML 
 

Table subject { 
  subjectId bigint [pk, increment] 
  fiscalCode varchar [not null, unique] 
  firstName varchar [not null] 
  lastName varchar [not null] 
  email varchar [not null] 
  telephone varchar 
  privacyAllowed boolean [note: 'the privacy has been signed'] 
  SSNCardNumber varchar 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    fiscalCode [unique] 
  } 
   
} 
 
// Patient Table extends the subject with data required for the patient 
Table patient { 
  patientId bigint [pk, increment] 
  subjectId bigint 
  infoCompletedPerc float 
  birthDate date 
  gender varchar 
  currentGeneralPractitionerId binint 
  currentGeneralPractitionerName varchar 
  currentSpecialistId bigint 
  currentSpecialistName varchar 
  currentDiagnosisTypeCode bigint 
  currentDiagnosisDesc varchar 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, subjectId) [unique] 
  } 
// 
} 
// Subject is a Patient (1-1) 
Ref patient_subject { 
  patient.subjectId - subject.subjectId 
} 
// info to connect tothe server and upload data 
Table webAppLink { 
  lastSyncDate date [pk, not null] 
  lastFullMonthRported date 
  lastsyncTimeStamp timestamp 
// connection info (security??) 
} 
 
// MIDASSurvey Table contains the answers to the MIDAS questionnaire 
// for the patient. Many questionnaires may be recorded by valididty date. 
Table MIDASSurvey { 
  MIDASurveyId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint 
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  validDateFrom date 
  validDateTo date 
  absenceWorkDays int 
  reducedWorkPerfDays int 
  absenceHomeWorkDays int 
  reducedHomePerfDays int 
  noSocialActivitiesDays int 
  headacheDays int 
  averagePainLevel int 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, validDateFrom, validDateTo) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The patient has MIDAS questionnaires 
//(1 -  many, becomes 1 - 1 filtered on valid date) 
Ref patient_MIDASSurvey { 
  patient.patientId < MIDASSurvey.patientId 
} 
 
// attackEvent table records an headache attack and its features 
// only one attack may be recorded in a calendarDay (start dateTime in that calendarDay) 
// but the event may last more than one day (endDateTime in a following day) 
Table attackEvent 
{ 
  attackId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  caledarStartDay date [not null] 
  starDateTime datetime [not null] 
  endDateTime datetime 
  intensityCode int 
  painTypeCode int 
  worseWtihMotion boolean 
  workAbsence boolean 
  hasPeriod boolean 
  additionalComment varchar 
  modelCode varchar // model selected when recording the event 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  // max One attack per calendar day per patient 
  indexes { 
    (patientId, starDateTime) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The patient has attack (1 - many) 
Ref patient_attack { 
  patient.patientId < attackEvent.patientId 
} 
 
// intensityAttack table assigns description and  
// sequence order to intensityCode 
Table intensityAttack { 
  intensityCode int [pk, increment] 
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  intensityDesc varchar [not null, unique] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento  
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    intensityDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// The attack has intensity (1 - 1) 
Ref attacEvent_intensityAttac { 
  attackEvent.intensityCode - intensityAttack.intensityCode 
} 
 
// Head site per attack model 
Table attackEventHeadSite 
{ 
  attackEventHeadSiteId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  headSiteCode int [not null] 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, headSiteCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
Ref attackEvent_modelHeadSite{ 
  attackEvent.attackId < attackEventHeadSite.attackId 
} 
 
Ref attackEventHeadSite_headSite { 
  attackEventHeadSite.headSiteCode - headSite.headSiteCode 
} 
 
 
// headSite table assigns description and  
// sequence order to headSiteCode ( location of headache in the head) 
Table headSite { 
  headSiteCode int [pk, increment] 
  headSiteDesc varchar [not null, unique] 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    headSiteDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// painType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to painTypeCode. If a specific patient define his own type,  
// then the patientId is istantiated, otherwise it it null 
Table painType { 
  painTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  painTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  patientId bigint 
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  lineNum int // ordinamento 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
   
  indexes { 
    (painTypeDesc, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
// The patient has specific painTypeCode (1 - many) 
Ref painType_patient { 
  painType.patientId < patient.patientId 
} 
 
// The attackEvent has Pain Type (1 - 1) 
Ref attackEvent_painType { 
  attackEvent.painTypeCode - painType.painTypeCode 
} 
 
// Drugs assumed during the attack 
Table assumedDrug { 
  assumedDrugId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  drugName varchar [not null] 
  drugQty float 
  drugTypeCode int [not null] 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, drugName, drugTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// attackEvent has assumedDrug (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_assumedDrug { 
  attackEvent.attackId < assumedDrug.attackId 
} 
 
// drugType table assigns description, information, and  
// sequence order to drugTypeCode. 
Table drugType { 
  drugTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  activeIngredient varchar 
  drugTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // selection order 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    drugTypeDesc [unique] 
  } 
   
} 
 
// the assumed dragtypecode is in dragtype table (1 - 1) 
Ref assumedDrug_drugType { 
  assumedDrug.drugTypeCode - drugType.drugTypeCode 
} 
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// otherSymptomSuffered table lists other symptoms otherSymptomSuffered 
// during the attack 
Table otherSymptomSuffered { 
  otherSymptomSufferedId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  otherSymptomTypeCode int [not null] 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackId, otherSymptomTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// the attackEvent has otherSymptomSuffered (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_otherSymptom { 
  attackEvent.attackId < otherSymptomSuffered.attackId 
} 
 
// otherSymptomType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to otherSymptomTypeCode. If a specific patient define his own type,  
// then the patientId is istantiated, otherwise it it null 
Table otherSymptomType { 
  otherSymptomTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  otherSymptomDesc varchar [not null] 
  patientId bigint 
  lineNum int // ordinamento 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes{ 
    (otherSymptomDesc, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// otherSymptonType is in  otherSymptomSuffered (1 - 1) 
Ref otherSymptomSuffered_otherSymptonType { 
  otherSymptomSuffered.otherSymptomTypeCode - 
otherSymptomType.otherSymptomTypeCode 
} 
 
// if not null, patientId is patient.patientId (1 - 1)  
Ref otherSymptomType_patient { 
  otherSymptomType.patientId - patient.patientId 
} 
 
 
// triggerType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to triggerTypeCode. If a specific patient define his own type,  
// then the patientId is istantiated, otherwise it it null 
Table triggerType { 
  triggerTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  triggerTypeDesc varchar [not null] 
  patientId bigint  
  lineNum int // Order sequence 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
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  indexes { 
    (triggerTypeDesc, patientId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// triggerTypeEvent lists the triggers that generated the AttackEvent 
Table triggerTypeEvent { 
  triggerTypeEventId bigint [pk, increment] 
  triggerTypeId int [not null] 
  attackId bigint [not null] 
  triggerTypeCode int 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (triggerTypeId, attackId) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// AttackEvent has triggerType (1 - many) 
Ref attackEvent_triggerType { 
  attackEvent.attackId < triggerTypeEvent.attackId 
} 
 
// if not null, patientId is patient.patientId (1 - 1) 
Ref triggerType_patient { 
  triggerType.patientId - patient.patientId 
} 
 
// triggerTypeEvent (triggers of the event) exists in triggerType (1 - 1) 
Ref triggerTypeEvent_triggerType { 
  triggerTypeEvent.triggerTypeCode - triggerType.triggerTypeCode 
} 
 
// attackModel Table saves for each patient the subset of answers of the patient 
// that occurs often intheir attack. Several models may be saved by each patient. 
// used to semplify the journaling of the attacks. 
Table attackModel { 
  attackModelId bigint [pk] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
  modelCode varchar [not null] 
  worseWtihMotion boolean 
  headSiteCode int 
  painTypeCode int  
  workAbsence boolean 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (patientId, modelCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
  
// Patient has attackModel (1 - many) 
Ref patient_attackModel { 
  patient.patientId < attackModel.patientId 
} 
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// painTypeCode exists in painType table (1 - 1) 
Ref attackModel_paintType { 
  attackModel.painTypeCode - painType.painTypeCode 
} 
 
 
// Head site per attack model 
Table attackModelHeadSite 
{ 
  attackModelHeadSiteId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackModelId bigint [not null] 
  headSiteCode int [not null] 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackModelId, headSiteCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
Ref attackModel_modelHeadSite{ 
  attackModel.attackModelId < attackModelHeadSite.attackModelId 
} 
 
Ref attackModelHeadSite_headSite { 
  attackModelHeadSite.headSiteCode - headSite.headSiteCode 
} 
 
// otherSymptomModelSuffered table lists other symptoms otherSymptomSuffered 
// for the attack model 
Table otherSymptomModelSuffered { 
  otherSymptomModelSufferedId bigint [pk, increment] 
  attackModelId bigint [not null] 
  otherSymptomTypeCode int [not null] 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    (attackModelId, otherSymptomTypeCode) [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// the attackEvent has otherSymptomModelSuffered (1 - many) 
Ref attackModel_otherSymptom { 
  attackModel.attackModelId < otherSymptomModelSuffered.attackModelId 
} 
 
// otherSymptonType is in  otherSymptomModeluffered (1 - 1) 
Ref otherSymptomModelSuffered_otherSymptonType { 
  otherSymptomModelSuffered.otherSymptomTypeCode - 
otherSymptomType.otherSymptomTypeCode 
} 
 
// otherPersonalEvent Table lists other meaningful events that the patient  
// considers useful to be communicated to the clinicians 
Table otherPersonalEvent { 
  eventId bigint [pk, increment] 
  patientId bigint [not null] 
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  caledarDayTime datetime 
  title varchar 
  personalEventTypeCode int [not null] 
  personalEventAdditionalDesc varchar // additional patient comment 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
} 
 
// Patient has otherPersonalEvents (1 - many) 
Ref patient_otherPersonalEvent { 
  patient.patientId < otherPersonalEvent.patientId 
  } 
   
// personalEventType table assigns description and  
// sequence order to personalEventTypeCode.  
Table personalEventType { 
  personalEventTypeCode int [pk, increment] 
  personalEventDesc varchar [not null] 
  lineNum int // sort 
  lastUpdate timestamp 
   
  indexes { 
    personalEventDesc [unique] 
  } 
} 
 
// otherPersonalEvent.personalEventTypeCode is in personalEventType table 
Ref otherPersonalEvent_personalEventType { 
  otherPersonalEvent.personalEventTypeCode - personalEventType.personalEventTypeCode 
} 
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18.12 Annex 12 - M-Migrane Diary APP MYSQL Script 
 

CREATE TABLE `subject` ( 
  `subjectId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `fiscalCode` varchar(255) UNIQUE NOT NULL, 
  `firstName` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lastName` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `email` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `telephone` varchar(255), 
  `privacyAllowed` boolean COMMENT 'the privacy has been signed', 
  `SSNCardNumber` varchar(255), 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `patient` ( 
  `patientId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `subjectId` bigint, 
  `infoCompletedPerc` float, 
  `birthDate` date, 
  `gender` varchar(255), 
  `currentGeneralPractitionerId` binint, 
  `currentGeneralPractitionerName` varchar(255), 
  `currentSpecialistId` bigint, 
  `currentSpecialistName` varchar(255), 
  `currentDiagnosisTypeCode` bigint, 
  `currentDiagnosisDesc` varchar(255), 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `webAppLink` ( 
  `lastSyncDate` date PRIMARY KEY NOT NULL, 
  `lastFullMonthRported` date, 
  `lastsyncTimeStamp` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `MIDASSurvey` ( 
  `MIDASurveyId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `validDateFrom` date, 
  `validDateTo` date, 
  `absenceWorkDays` int, 
  `reducedWorkPerfDays` int, 
  `absenceHomeWorkDays` int, 
  `reducedHomePerfDays` int, 
  `noSocialActivitiesDays` int, 
  `headacheDays` int, 
  `averagePainLevel` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackEvent` ( 
  `attackId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `caledarStartDay` date NOT NULL, 
  `starDateTime` datetime NOT NULL, 
  `endDateTime` datetime, 
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  `intensityCode` int, 
  `painTypeCode` int, 
  `worseWtihMotion` boolean, 
  `workAbsence` boolean, 
  `hasPeriod` boolean, 
  `additionalComment` varchar(255), 
  `modelCode` varchar(255), 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `intensityAttack` ( 
  `intensityCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `intensityDesc` varchar(255) UNIQUE NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackEventHeadSite` ( 
  `attackEventHeadSiteId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `headSiteCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `headSite` ( 
  `headSiteCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `headSiteDesc` varchar(255) UNIQUE NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `painType` ( 
  `painTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `painTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `assumedDrug` ( 
  `assumedDrugId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `drugName` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `drugQty` float, 
  `drugTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `drugType` ( 
  `drugTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `activeIngredient` varchar(255), 
  `drugTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
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CREATE TABLE `otherSymptomSuffered` ( 
  `otherSymptomSufferedId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `otherSymptomTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `otherSymptomType` ( 
  `otherSymptomTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `otherSymptomDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `triggerType` ( 
  `triggerTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `triggerTypeDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `patientId` bigint, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `triggerTypeEvent` ( 
  `triggerTypeEventId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `triggerTypeId` int NOT NULL, 
  `attackId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `triggerTypeCode` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackModel` ( 
  `attackModelId` bigint PRIMARY KEY, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `modelCode` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `worseWtihMotion` boolean, 
  `headSiteCode` int, 
  `painTypeCode` int, 
  `workAbsence` boolean, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `attackModelHeadSite` ( 
  `attackModelHeadSiteId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackModelId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `headSiteCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `otherSymptomModelSuffered` ( 
  `otherSymptomModelSufferedId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `attackModelId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `otherSymptomTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
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CREATE TABLE `otherPersonalEvent` ( 
  `eventId` bigint PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `patientId` bigint NOT NULL, 
  `caledarDayTime` datetime, 
  `title` varchar(255), 
  `personalEventTypeCode` int NOT NULL, 
  `personalEventAdditionalDesc` varchar(255), 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
CREATE TABLE `personalEventType` ( 
  `personalEventTypeCode` int PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
  `personalEventDesc` varchar(255) NOT NULL, 
  `lineNum` int, 
  `lastUpdate` timestamp 
); 
 
ALTER TABLE `subject` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_subject` FOREIGN KEY (`subjectId`) 
REFERENCES `patient` (`subjectId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `MIDASSurvey` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_MIDASSurvey` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackEvent` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_attack` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `intensityAttack` ADD CONSTRAINT `attacEvent_intensityAttac` FOREIGN 
KEY (`intensityCode`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`intensityCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackEventHeadSite` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_modelHeadSite` 
FOREIGN KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE ̀ headSite` ADD CONSTRAINT ̀ attackEventHeadSite_headSite` FOREIGN KEY 
(`headSiteCode`) REFERENCES `attackEventHeadSite` (`headSiteCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `painType_patient` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `painType` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `painType` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_painType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`painTypeCode`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`painTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `assumedDrug` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_assumedDrug` FOREIGN 
KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `drugType` ADD CONSTRAINT `assumedDrug_drugType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`drugTypeCode`) REFERENCES `assumedDrug` (`drugTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomSuffered` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_otherSymptom` 
FOREIGN KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`otherSymptomSuffered_otherSymptonType` FOREIGN KEY (`otherSymptomTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `otherSymptomSuffered` (`otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `otherSymptomType_patient` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `otherSymptomType` (`patientId`); 
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ALTER TABLE `triggerTypeEvent` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackEvent_triggerType` FOREIGN 
KEY (`attackId`) REFERENCES `attackEvent` (`attackId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `patient` ADD CONSTRAINT `triggerType_patient` FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) 
REFERENCES `triggerType` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `triggerType` ADD CONSTRAINT `triggerTypeEvent_triggerType` FOREIGN 
KEY (`triggerTypeCode`) REFERENCES `triggerTypeEvent` (`triggerTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackModel` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_attackModel` FOREIGN KEY 
(`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `painType` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackModel_paintType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`painTypeCode`) REFERENCES `attackModel` (`painTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `attackModelHeadSite` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackModel_modelHeadSite` 
FOREIGN KEY (`attackModelId`) REFERENCES `attackModel` (`attackModelId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `headSite` ADD CONSTRAINT `attackModelHeadSite_headSite` FOREIGN 
KEY (`headSiteCode`) REFERENCES `attackModelHeadSite` (`headSiteCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomModelSuffered` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`attackModel_otherSymptom` FOREIGN KEY (`attackModelId`) REFERENCES `attackModel` 
(`attackModelId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherSymptomType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`otherSymptomModelSuffered_otherSymptonType` FOREIGN KEY 
(`otherSymptomTypeCode`) REFERENCES `otherSymptomModelSuffered` 
(`otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `otherPersonalEvent` ADD CONSTRAINT `patient_otherPersonalEvent` 
FOREIGN KEY (`patientId`) REFERENCES `patient` (`patientId`); 
 
ALTER TABLE `personalEventType` ADD CONSTRAINT 
`otherPersonalEvent_personalEventType` FOREIGN KEY (`personalEventTypeCode`) 
REFERENCES `otherPersonalEvent` (`personalEventTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `subject_index_0` ON `subject` (`fiscalCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `patient_index_1` ON `patient` (`patientId`, `subjectId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `MIDASSurvey_index_2` ON `MIDASSurvey` (`patientId`, 
`validDateFrom`, `validDateTo`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackEvent_index_3` ON `attackEvent` (`patientId`, 
`starDateTime`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `intensityAttack_index_4` ON `intensityAttack` (`intensityDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackEventHeadSite_index_5` ON `attackEventHeadSite` 
(`attackId`, `headSiteCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `headSite_index_6` ON `headSite` (`headSiteDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `painType_index_7` ON `painType` (`painTypeDesc`, `patientId`); 
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CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `assumedDrug_index_8` ON `assumedDrug` (`attackId`, 
`drugName`, `drugTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `drugType_index_9` ON `drugType` (`drugTypeDesc`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `otherSymptomSuffered_index_10` ON `otherSymptomSuffered` 
(`attackId`, `otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `otherSymptomType_index_11` ON `otherSymptomType` 
(`otherSymptomDesc`, `patientId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `triggerType_index_12` ON `triggerType` (`triggerTypeDesc`, 
`patientId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `triggerTypeEvent_index_13` ON `triggerTypeEvent` 
(`triggerTypeId`, `attackId`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackModel_index_14` ON `attackModel` (`patientId`, 
`modelCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `attackModelHeadSite_index_15` ON `attackModelHeadSite` 
(`attackModelId`, `headSiteCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `otherSymptomModelSuffered_index_16` ON 
`otherSymptomModelSuffered` (`attackModelId`, `otherSymptomTypeCode`); 
 
CREATE UNIQUE INDEX `personalEventType_index_17` ON `personalEventType` 
(`personalEventDesc`); 
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18.13 Annex 13 - Usability Testing Chart 
Personal information questionnaire  
Participant interview #  

Date  

Time   

Age  

Gender  

Residence  

Employment  

 
Questions regarding the Clinical Sphere of Migraine 
Diagnosis  

Frequency/intensity  

Describe Attack  

Current Treatment: prophylaxis  

Current Treatment: Symptomatic  

NOTES  

Experience with MMG  

Experience with specialists  

NOTE  
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Tasks to be performed by participants and Measures       
Task 1  

Task # 1 

Title Login 

Starting Situation From the login page, the user wants to 
log into the application. 

Task instructions - Enter the username. 
- Enter the password. 
- Log in tapping on “Accedi” (“Log in”) 

button. 

                     
Measurem
ent 

Description 

Time The time required to complete one task 

Actions The number of elemental actions performed (click, tap, …) to 
complete one task. 

Mistakes The number of mistakes made during one task. 

Success Yes/no (whether the participant succeeds at completing the task). 

 

Extra comments 
 

 

Optimal Values: 
Task 1 Time  Actions  
Theoretical 6s 3 

Actual   
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Task 2 
Task# 2 

Title Log an ongoing Attack 

Starting 
situation 

The user is having a migraine attack so they want to log the moment it 
started, keeping in mind that is still ongoing. 

Task 
instructi
ons 

- From Home page, click on “Inserisci attacco” (“Record attack”) to log the event 
- The attack has started in a past moment, so set the date and time of the attack 
- Confirm the time 
- State that the attack is not yet finished 
- Read out loud the message and complete the record clicking on “Fine” 

(“Finish”) 

  

Measurem
ent 

Description 

Time The time required to complete one task 

Actions The number of elemental actions performed (click, tap, …) to 
complete one task. 

Mistakes The number of mistakes made during one task. 

Success Yes/no (whether the participant succeeds at completing the task). 

 

Extra comments 
 

 

Optimal Values: 
Task 2 Time  Actions  
Theoretical 19s 6 

Actual   
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Task 3 
Task# 3 

Title Complete the ongoing attack creating a new model 

Starting 
situation 

When the attack is over, the user returns to the application, where the 
“Ongoing attack” home screen is active. 

Task 
instructi
ons 

- To complete the attack tap on “Completa“ (“Complete“) 
- The attack is just finished 
- You want to create a new model, “Diverso“ (“New“) 
- The type of pain you are feeling is “Costrittivo“ (“Constricting“) 
- The pain is localized on the left eye and on the back top left of the head 
- The pain is worse with movement 
- The symptoms you have during the attack are “Vomito“ (“Vomit“) and 

“Sensibilità alla luce“ (“Light Sensibility“) 
- You want to save the model just created and call it “Emicrania dopo-lavoro“ 

(“Afterwork migraine“) 
- The intensity of the attack is moderate 
- And you did assume drugs, in particular 1 “Analgesico“ and a drug not present 

in the list, “Barbiturici“, that you want to save in the list as a new drug. 
o This step is different in the ENG version: 

1 advil, new drug: Zomig, category Triptan 

- Trigger of the attack has been “Stress, Ansia” (“Stress, Anxiety”) 
- Currently you are not on your period 
- Confirm the “Riepilogo” (“Overview of your attack”) to go back to home page 

  

Measurem
ent 

Description 

Time The time required to complete one task 

Actions The number of elemental actions performed (click, tap, …) to 
complete one task. 

Mistakes The number of mistakes made during one task. 

Success Yes/no (whether the participant succeeds at completing the task). 

 

Extra comments 
 

 

Optimal Values: 
Task 3 Time  Actions  
Theoretical 1’13’’ 34 

Actual   
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Task 4 
Task# 4 

Title Enter a Personal Event 

Starting 
situation 

The user wants to enter a new personal event starting from the home page.  

Task 
instructi
ons 

- You want to enter a personal event 
- The event is “Compleanno di Mario” (in the ENG version it is “Cleopatra’s 

birthday”) 
- Set the date and time of the event 
- The category of the event is “Famiglia” (“Family”) 
- No description is needed 
- Save the event on calendar and tap “Fine” (“Finish”) to go back to home page 

 

  

Measurem
ent 

Description 

Time The time required to complete one task 

Actions The number of elemental actions performed (click, tap, …) to 
complete one task. 

Mistakes The number of mistakes made during one task. 

Success Yes/no (whether the participant succeeds at completing the task). 

 

Extra comments 
 

 

Optimal Values: 
Task 4 Time  Actions  
Theoretical 20s 9 

Actual   
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Task 5 
Task# 5 

Title Consult the calendar events and attacks 

Starting 
situation 

The user wants to see the saved events and attacks  

Task 
instructi
ons 

- Go to the calendar 
- View the attack of the 1st of October
- Go back to calendar
- View the personal event of the 25th of October
- Go back to calendar
- Return to home 

  

Measurem
ent 

Description 

Time The time required to complete one task 

Actions The number of elemental actions performed (click, tap, …) to 
complete one task. 

Mistakes The number of mistakes made during one task. 

Success Yes/no (whether the participant succeeds at completing the task). 

 

Extra comments 
 

 

Optimal Values: 
Task 5 Time  Actions  
Theoretical 13s 6 

Actual   
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Observation sheet during usability test 
 

Total time for each 
Task 

Action # for each 
Task 

Mistakes # Success “Yes/No” 

Task 1  Task 1  Task 1  Task 1  

Task 2  Task 2  Task 2  Task 2  

Task 3  Task 3  Task 3  Task 3  

Task 4  Task 4  Task 4  Task 4  

Task 5  Task 5  Task 5  Task 5  

TOTAL  TOTAL  TOTAL  TOTAL  

 
Participants Comments and observations 
 

Comments: 
 

Observations: 
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Questionnaire 
User Satisfaction 
1 = Totally Disagree, 5 = Totally Agree  

 1 2 3 4 5 

I think that I would like to use this system frequently.      

I found the system unnecessarily complex.      

I thought the system was easy to use.      

I think that I would need the support of a technical person to 
be able to use this system. 

     

I found the various functions in this system were well 
integrated. 

     

I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.      

I would imagine that most people would learn to use this 
system very quickly. 

     

I found the system very cumbersome to use.      

I felt very confident using the system.      

I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with 
this system. 

     

 
User Experience 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7     

annoying � � � � � � � enjoyable 1 

not understandable � � � � � � � understandable 2 

creative � � � � � � � dull 3 

easy to learn � � � � � � � difficult to learn 4 

valuable � � � � � � � inferior 5 

boring � � � � � � � exciting 6 

not interesting � � � � � � � interesting 7 

unpredictable � � � � � � � predictable 8 

fast � � � � � � � slow 9 

inventive � � � � � � � conventional 
1
0 

obstructive � � � � � � � supportive 
1
1 

good � � � � � � � bad 
1
2 

complicated � � � � � � � easy 
1
3 

unlikable � � � � � � � pleasing 
1
4 

usual � � � � � � � leading edge 
1
5 

unpleasant � � � � � � � pleasant 
1
6 

secure � � � � � � � not secure 
1
7 

motivating � � � � � � � demotivating 
1
8 
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meets expectations � � � � � � � does not meet expectations 
1
9 

inefficient � � � � � � � efficient 
2
0 

clear � � � � � � � confusing 
2
1 

impractical � � � � � � � practical 
2
2 

organized � � � � � � � cluttered 
2
3 

attractive � � � � � � � unattractive 
2
4 

friendly � � � � � � � unfriendly 
2
5 

conservative � � � � � � � innovative 
2
6 

 
General Impressions Questions 

 

Participant ID  

Date and time  

1. What are the main problems you have found while using this prototype? 

 

2. What is the part of the prototype that has been more difficult to 
understand? Why? 

 

3. What have you liked most about the prototype? Why? 

 

4. Can you describe your overall experience with this prototype? 
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18.14 Annex 14 - Summary of M-Migraine proposal 
Introduction 
During the full-time internship that I am currently attending at Your Business Partner 
(YBP), a strategy, innovation and leadership consultancy company (1), I have been 
involved firsthand in a consultancy project sponsored by the pharmaceutical company 
Lundbeck (2) which is launching a new prophylaxis treatment for chronic migraine 
(based on a medicine named Vyepti®). The project aims at understanding and mapping 
the journey of the patient affected by migraine in Italy as well as understanding how to 
catch the patients at early stages of the disease before the chronicization, that is highly 
linked to the overuse and addiction of patients to symptomatic drugs, and offer effective 
treatments. 

 

Together with my YBP teammates, I carried out conversations with migraine sufferers, 
general practitioners and clinicians of specialized centers, named in Italy “Centri 
Cefalee”, to understand the situation as-is in this country. From these interviews has 
emerged that the quality of the relationship between clinicians and patients is 
fundamental: as of today, it is too often reduced to the pure clinical sphere and the 
human-to-human aspect is not cherished enough. As it will be explained later, this 
does have an impact on the chronicization of the disease as the patient is less likely to 
stay with the specialist and follow the treatment plan correctly.  

 

Even though I personally have some relatives affected by migraine, I didn’t know much 
about the disorder. I realized through my readings and the research carried out with 
the consultancy company how disabling the disease is and how much it is 
underestimated.  

“Migraine affects 11% of the general population worldwide, with a prevalence of 18% in 
women and 9% in men in Italy. It is estimated that 6363 000 Italians suffer from current 
migraine. Migraine leads to severe disability with negative effects on quality of life and 
an obvious impact on direct and indirect social costs and work productivity. (3)” 

 

After having understood how much migraine affects the daily life of the sufferers and 
the diffusion of it, I decided that I wanted to give a contribution. Initially I had the idea 
of creating an application that the patient could use to track their attacks; after further 
exploring the state of the art, I realized that such applications are already on the market 
(4). But all of them lack in: 

● supporting the human relationship between the involved parts  
● including the General Practitioner in the information flow, concentrating on the 

Specialist-to-Patient. 
 

In order to satisfy these issues, an application is not enough: it is necessary to have a 
broader approach, defining the overall procedure of which the application would be 
part. In the following document a draft explanation of such a system is given, with 
emphasis on how it responds to the patient's needs identified thanks to the 
conversations. 

Key Terms 
Centro Cefalee: (plural Centri Cefalee) Italian equivalent of Headache Center. Center 
specialized for the treatment of headache disorders, among which migraine. 

General Practitioner (GP): “is a medical doctor who treats acute and chronic illnesses 
and provides preventive care and health education to patients” (Wikipedia). He is the 
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medical doctor that should know at best the overall situation of the patient and be most 
frequently in touch with them. 

Clinician: qualified health worker 

Specialist: in this context the medical doctor specialized in Headache diseases working 
in a “Centro Cefalee” 

Your Business Partner (YBP): the consulting firm managing the Lundbeck migraine 
consultancy project  

Lundbeck: the Pharmaceutical company committing the consultancy project 

Migraine Registries: Collection of data about patient attacks, therapies etc. Based on 
standard questionnaire structure (ID-migraine, Midas...) 

CUP (Centro Unico Prenotazione): The IT based reservation system of the Italian 
National Healthcare Service 

The Research Done 
Conversations with patients, general practitioners and clinicians of Centri Cefalee have 
been carried out by the Your Business Partner team of which I’m part of. The Centri 
Cefalee involved in the study are: Policlinico di Bari, I.R.C.C.S. San Raffaele Pisana 
(Roma), A.O. Sant’Andrea (Roma), I.R.C.C.S. Istituto Neurologico Carlo Besta (Milano), 
AOUC Azienda Ospedaliero-Universitaria Careggi (Firenze), Fondazione Mondino - 
Istituto Neurologico Nazionale I.R.C.C.S. (Pavia). The patients and the GPs to be 
interviewed have been pointed out by the Centri Cefalee involved in the study.  

Each patient has been interviewed individually and so happened for the general 
practitioners. The meetings with the clinicians of the centers instead, have been carried 
out collectively: each session involved the whole team of clinicians of the Centro Cefalee 
(neurologists, nurses and others). 

 

The conversations have been structured following the YBP approach, leaving most of 
the initiative of the subjects to be covered to the interview using a 360° approach. Each 
conversation last 40 minutes to 2 hours and is followed by at least two YBP consultants. 
Detailed notes are kept during the interview: then the notes are reviewed and discussed 
by the consultants and the list of key issues emerged is produced to summarize the 
results of the interview. (I participated in several conversations). 

Here, follows the list of the people interviewed divided by Centro Cefalee: 

● Policlinico di Bari 
■ 9 patients 
■ 1 general practitioner 
■ 3 meetings with clinicians 

● Sant’Andrea (Roma) 
■ 1 patient 
■ 1 general practitioner 
■ 2 meetings with clinicians 

● San Raffaele (Roma) 
■ 9 patients 
■ 0 general practitioner 
■ 0 meetings with clinicians 

● Besta (Milano) 
■ 0 patients 
■ 0 general practitioner 
■ 1 meeting with clinicians 
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We analyzed qualitatively the raw data gathered. We clustered the information obtained 
and developed some personas (fictional characters used to represent patient types). We 
also created an empathy map (5) to better understand the feelings shared among the 
patients. From the conversations with the general practitioners, insightful information 
came out regarding their knowledge and relationship with the disease and the 
specialists, but due to the limited number of interviews, no formal analysis has been 
done yet. 

On my own I did some research about the Migraine disorder and its treatments. I 
learned from the rich bibliography available (6) (7) that the diagnosis of migraine is 
solely based on pattern identification, meaning that there is no specific exam to 
diagnose it. Moreover, in order to carry on with their daily activities, sufferers use 
extensively symptomatic drugs. Though, the body gets used to the drug mellowing the 
effect making the patient drug-resistant, increasing the probability of the chronicization 
of the disorder and creating heavy intoxication side effects. 

The main goal of the Centri Cefalee is then to: 

● Find out a therapy that minimize the number of migraine crisis (unfortunately a 
full elimination is not reachable now a day) 

● Prevent the chronicization of the disease 
● Minimize the intoxication by symptomatic drugs (and detox the patient) 
For a consistent therapy program and follow up, the tracking of attacks and symptoms, 
as well as symptomatic drug usage, is fundamental and it is the aspect that I 
approached at first. Through my research on bibliography and the interviews carried 
out, I found out the existence of some standard data schema and questionnaire to be 
collected to evaluate the evolution of the migraine patient: ID-Migraine (8), MIDAS (9), 
Headwork (10). All these track symptoms, occurrence of the migraine attacks, and 
symptomatic drugs assumption. In all cases the patient is required to fulfill a diary 
recording all the above information. Diaries are tools used extensively by specialists 
who, during the first visit to the center, hand in to the patient the journal asking them 
to record their migraine attacks. Such diaries can be either in paper or digital form.  

In my overview of the state of the art of the electronic migraine diaries available I noticed 
how complex they are and how the focus is for the vast majority limited to the gathering 
of technical medical data ignoring the “human factors” of the patient. This causes the 
person to progressively use the application less and less, losing its effectiveness. Indeed, 
the primary function of the tracker is to log: 

● frequency and intensity of attacks 
● symptomatic drugs assumed 
● connection with side events (emotional distress) 
And evaluate how they evolve in time also related to the therapy adopted. 

An additional goal of the migraine diaries is feeding Migraine Registry.  

Migraine Registries are collections of clinical data, but not only, for study purposes.  

In Italy there are two registry projects: RICe and I-GRAINE. The first one was created 
by SISC (Società Italiana per lo Studio delle Cefalee) and launched April 1st 2019. The 
latter was created by the Centro San Raffaele and launched around 2014, but no official 
date has been found. In general, the data regarding such registries are very few and 
scattered. More information is found on American equivalents, such as the American 
Registry for Migraine Research (ARMR) (11). ARMR is a multicentric study and the data 
gathered are clinical data, electronic health record (EHR) data, blood samples, and 
brain imaging data from individuals with migraine or other headache types. 

Last but not least, the relationship between patient and clinician and the more general 
need of empathy and empathic relationships are key issues emerging from the 
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interviews and, therefore I studied them to have a clearer picture and a deeper 
understanding of the empathy concept and how to offer better support through the 
technology. 

Key Findings from the Interviews  
The key points emerged from the conversations carried out together with YBP to Italian 
migraine patients and general practitioners are the following: 

KEY7. The patient needs to be recognized as a sufferer of a condition today too often 
underestimated, and wants to be followed closely by the clinician. 

KEY8. The selection of the specialist is highly influenced by the human 
characteristics of the clinician: the patient is more likely to be more confident 
in the treatments and stay longer in a Centro Cefalee if they have a good 
human relationship with the specialist. 

KEY9. The exchange of information between general practitioner and specialist 
occurs for the great majority through the patient, increasing the probability of 
loss or alteration of information. 

KEY10. The general practitioner is not always involved firsthand in the 
patient’s search for the Headache Center as the GP is not as informed on the 
disease or because the patient prefers to do their search solo. 

KEY11. It is important to consider the patient at 360°, therefore involving all 
comorbidities, daily routine and habits, psychological aspects and so on. 

KEY12. Patients use a lot of symptomatic drugs in order to live their day-by-
day life. This causes an addiction to the medications reducing their effect, 
causing the patient to become drug resistant. 

Proposed Solution 
Roles 
It is clear at this point that there are three main figures involved in the system taking 
care of the migraine sufferer: 

- Patient: person suffering from some type of headache, diagnosed or not, and that is 
actively looking for a treatment or already following a therapy.  

- General Practitioner: a doctor based in the community who treats patients with minor 
or chronic illnesses and refers those with serious conditions to a hospital 

- Specialist of the Centro Cefalee: Usually a neurologist, it is the doctor specialized in 
the area of headache disorders that follows the patient in their journey within the 
Centro Cefalee. 
Main Goals 
Here follows a list of the main goals that the proposed system aims at satisfying. 

The system aims at: 

GOAL1. Making the patient feel followed and understood by the specialist and 
general practitioner. 

GOAL2. Including the “headache tracker” feature which must be as easy and 
quick as possible for the patient to fill. 
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GOAL3. Involving the general practitioner as they know the patient clinically 
and personally more deeply and broadly. 

GOAL4. Improving the information flow between general practitioner and 
specialist without excluding the patient which needs to be kept informed. 

GOAL5. Maximizing the time that the specialist can devote to the non-strictly 
clinical sphere of the patient. 

GOAL6. Collecting data not only strictly related to the headache disorder to 
allow for a 360° assessment of the patient. 

GOAL7. Keeping updated both the specialist and the general practitioner on the 
quantity of symptomatic drugs taken by the patient and their effect. 

GOAL8. Providing an interface compliant with the WCAG 2.0 standard so as to 
be accessible for everyone. 

 

Note to the reader: the system requirements needed to satisfy the listed goals will be 
developed later on. The present listing has informative purpose only, therefore technical 
incoherencies with the use of the term “goal” and “requirement” may be present. 

The System 
In order to fulfill all the previously listed goals, the software component should be 
included in an overall relationship procedure within the involved roles.  

The system is composed by four main parts: 

1. Web Server where all the patients’ profiles and data are stored. Provides feedback 
on changes of trends as notifications to all involved parts. 

2. Patient smartphone App to keep track of their attacks and life habits. Receives 
notifications from the server in case of changes in trends. 

3. General Practitioner Web Interface for the GP to insert clinical data and consult 
the patient contributions. Receives notifications from the server in case of 
significant changes in trends of the patient’s attack frequency and drug use. 

4. Specialist Web Interface for the Centro Cefalee specialist to insert clinical data and 
consult the patient contributions. Receives notifications from the server in case of 
significant changes in trends of the patient’s attack frequency and drug use. 
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The solution proposed is intended to assure an improvement in the patient care and 
experience. 

The Patient Journey 
Here follows in bullet points the patient experience in the system: 

● The patient contacts the CUP (Centro Unico di Prenotazione). This is a necessary 
step to book an appointment at the Centro Cefalee. 

● The waiting lists are usually quite long, so an average waiting time of two months 
should be expected. The CUP instructs the patient to contact their General 
Practitioner in order to get to the first visit in the Centro Cefalee.  

● The patient contacts the GP and books an appointment. 
● The GP instructs the Patient about the Patient Smartphone Application and 

makes the application set up so that when the first visit of Centro Cefalee will 
occur basic journaling is already available to the specialist. 

● At the GP’s visit the patient profile is set up: 
○ The general practitioner enters the clinical history of the patient on the 

system through their Web Interface. 
○ The general practitioner enters the daily habits of the patient together with 

them via the Web Interface. 
● The general practitioner gives the credentials for the Application login to the 

patient 
● The patient logs in the smartphone app with the credentials and starts using it. 
● The patient uses the application every time an attack comes and finishes (more 

details on the applications can be found in the next section) and whenever a 
relevant event should be logged. 

● The patient has the option of creating attack models to quicken the recording of 
next events. 

● The patient goes to the Centro Cefalee for the first visit 
○ through their web interface, the specialist consults the clinical data and the 

patient habits inserted by the general practitioner as well as the attacks 
occurrences and other data entered by the patient 
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○ during the visit, because the objective data have been already shared, the 
specialist has more time to dedicate to the personal sphere of the patient and 
other subjective information that the patient may want to share 

● The specialist enters clinical details in the patient profile through their web 
interface 

● The patient continues using the application frequently entering their data 
regarding attacks 

● In case of changes in the trends of frequency, intensity, duration of attacks or 
increased usage of symptomatic drugs, general practitioner and specialist get 
notified. 

● The patient is notified in case of positive and negative changes in the trends. 
Moreover, notifications are sent regarding their medical appointments and 
treatments. 

● Reports can be downloaded from the patient application as well as from the web 
interfaces of GP and Specialist. 

● The process loops. 
 
The Patient Smartphone Application characteristics: 
a. Before starting to use the application, the patient profile needs to be set up: 

comorbidities, current prophylaxis (migraine related and others), drugs used 
currently for migraine, physical activity, sleep pattern… 

b. Models of migraine can be created in order to make the process of logging attacks 
leaner and quicker 

c. Tracking mechanism for migraine attacks where it is possible to select directly the 
headache models, begin and end of the attack, trigger factors, drugs used and so 
on. 

d. Space to enter more personal information regarding stress factors, big events in 
life such as work-related events, family occurrences, university exams or other 
possible sources of stress. 

e. Notifications when changes of trends occur (both positive and negative) 
f. Notification of appointments and treatments 
g. Reports can be downloaded 
The General Practitioner Web Interface 
The General Practitioner Web Interface characteristics: 

a. Set up of the patient profile 
b. Access to the patient’s data 
c. Update and edit new relevant clinical data 
d. Notifications in case of changes in trends 
e. Reports can be downloaded 
The Specialist Web Interface 
The Specialist Web Interface characteristics: 

a. Access to the patient’s data 
b. Update and edit new relevant clinical data 
c. Notifications in case of changes in trends 
d. Reports can be downloaded 
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How does the system address the patient's needs? 
This chapter lists the Key issues emerged in the interviews and explain how they are 
approached by the system proposed. 

KEY1. The patient needs to be recognized as sufferer of a condition today too often 
underestimated, and wants to be followed closely by the clinician  

KEY4. The general practitioner is not always involved firsthand in the patient’s search 
for the Headache Center as the GP is not as informed on the disease or because the 
patient prefers to do their search solo. 
The profiling phase done by the general practitioner together with the patient, 
allows for the GP to be involved firsthand in the patient’s migraine clinical history 
and at the same time allows for the latter to feel seen and followed closely. The 
system, unfortunately, is not able to target the perception of the outside world 
towards the migraine sufferer.  

KEY2. The selection of the specialist is highly influenced by the human characteristics 
of the clinician: the patient is more likely to be more confident in the treatments and 
stay longer in a Centro Cefalee if they have a good human relationship with the 
specialist. 
The inclusion in the profiling of comorbidities and the other parameters as well as 
the patient’s contributions on their personal life, allows the specialist and the 
general practitioner to have an immediate connection between the evolutions of the 
migraine symptoms and occurrences with the rest of the patient's clinical and 
personal sphere. Moreover, the clinicians can understand better the person they 
are visiting, not only as patients but as humans, emphasizing the importance of 
the human-to-human relationship making the patient feel more at ease and 
understood, improving the probability of them sticking to the specialist earlier on. 

KEY5. It is important to consider the patient at 360°, therefore involving all 
comorbidities, daily routine and habits, psychological aspects and so on. 
The possibility of having all the contributions of the three actors a single place, 
allows the specialist to have a quicker overview, therefore allowing them to make 
more accurate questions in a shorter amount of time during the first visit and 
leaving more space for the other 360° care of the patient: nutrition, psychological 
aspects, their history with the disorder, and so on. 

KEY3. The exchange of information between general practitioner and specialist occurs 
for the great majority through the patient, increasing the probability of loss or 
alteration of information.  
The proposed system comprehends a common server where data is saved and that 
can be accessed both by the GP and the specialist of the Centro Cefalee. In addition, 
reports can be downloaded by GP and specialists. In this way, information can be 
easily obtained by the parts without the risk of misunderstanding or loss of 
information. 

KEY6. Patients use a lot of symptomatic drugs in order to live their day-by-day life. 
This causes an addiction to the medications reducing their effect, causing the 
patient to become drug resistant. 
The tracking system allows to control what and how much symptomatic drugs are 
taken by the patient. The notifications system that warns in case of changes in 
trends and abuse or habituation to medicines, allows the General Practitioner and 
the specialist to promptly take actions, without reaching critical levels. 

The Prototype Proposal Scope 
Due to time restrictions, it is proposed to create and test the functional prototype only 
for the Patient Smartphone Application. 
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For this, it is expected to do at least one round of testing with migraine patients and 
discuss the consequent changes that may be needed. 
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18.15 Annex 15 - YBP Data Use Permission 
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18.16 Annex 16 - M-Migraine WCAG 2.1 checklist 
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